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ABSTRACT

Electronic Speckle Pattern Shearing Interferometry (ESP SI) or shearography has successfully
been used in NOT for slope (aw/ax and/or aw/ay) measurement while strain measurement
(au/ax. Uv/ay. au/ay and Uv/ax) is still under investigation This method is well accepted in
industrial applications especially in the aerospace industry. Demand of this method is
increasing due to complexity of the test materials and objects. ESPSI has successfully
performed in NOT only for qualitative measurement whilst quantitative measurement is the
current aim of many manufacturers.

Industrial use of such equipment is being completed without considering the errors arising
from numerous sources, including wavefront divergence. The majority of commercial systems
are operated with diverging object illumination wavefronts without considering the curvature
of the object illumination wavefront or the object geometry, when calculating the
interferometer fringe function and quantifying data.

This thesis reports the novel approach in quantified maximum phase change difference
analysis for derivative out-of-plane (OOP) and in-plane (lP) cases that propagate from the
divergent illumination wavefront compared to collimated illumination. The theoretical of
maximum phase difference is formulated by means of three dependent variables, these being
the object distance, illuminated diameter, center of illuminated area and camera distance and
the illumination angle. The relative maximum phase change difference that may contributed to
the error in the measurement analysis in this scope of research is defined by the difference of
maximum phase difference value measured by divergent illumination wavefront relative to the
maximum phase difference value of collimated illumination wavefront, taken at the edge of
illuminated area. Experimental validation using test objects for derivative out-of-plane and
derivative in-plane deformation, using a single illumination wavefront, suggest that the
maximum phase change difference assessments follow the theoretical analysis. Validation of
relative maximum phase change difference using samples from different types of materials
and defects were also performed.

iii

This research has successfully quantified ESPSI divergent illumination maximum phase
difference contributions in the whole field quantified data. In summary, theoretical modeIing
experimentation has predicted and measured the trends and magnitudes of the maximum
phase difference, with values up to 10% for OOP analysis and up to 40% for IP analysis.

iv
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Ll! INTRODUCTION

The· research described in this thesis concentrates on error propagation as a function of
divergent illumination used in Electronic Speckle Pattern Shearing Interferometry (ESPSI).

1.1 BACKGROUND AND REASONS FOR UNDERTAKING THE RESEARCH

Speckle shearing interferometry was first described by Leendertz and Butters at
Loughborough University in 1973, later known as shearography and Electronic Speckle
Pattern Shearing Interferometry (ESPSI). It is based on the speckle phenomena on the object
surface and its nature is similar to Electronic Speckle Pattern Interferometry (ESPI). ESPSI is
now a well accepted tool in industrial applications, especially in non-destructive testing
(NDT). In recent years, extensive improvement and modification of this method has been
researched and applied. The establishment of this method has generally been limited to
qualitative measurement, although recently great interest has been shown for potential
application for quantitative measurement, both in industry and academia. At the same time
some assessment of error measurements and error sources has been performed and reported,
especially in optical phase evaluation methods.

The use of shearography in high technology based industries such as for the NASA Space
Shuttle, space craft generally, aerospace industries and tyre industries indicates that this
method has advantages over other conventional methods. It is believed that this method has a
wide range of applications and is a powerful tool for detecting flaws in structures such as
composite materials and honeycomb structures. This is based on the user applications, for
example, NASA has used the technique for detecting flaws in the Space Shuttle payload bay·
door and heat insulation tiles, and on the Mars Observer Spacecraft, used for inspection of
solar panels. Aircraft manufactures such as Boeing, Airbus and British Aerospace have used
shearography for aircraft such as the Boeing 747, Concorde and the Raytheon Premier 1
Aircraft, for testing of composite bodies and panels [I]. The ESPSI technique has been used
for quality control in the tyre industry covering a range of products from Indy Car and
Formula 1, to heavy truck and aircraft. Due to the demand from industries, at least nine
I

~---

-

--------

companies have manufactured and promoted the shearography equipment over the past 20
years. Amongst the current well known manufacturers are Laser Testing Instruments Ltd
(LTI) in United States & UK, Ettemeyer GmbH and Steinbichler Optotechnik GmbH, both in
Germany.
The shearography equipment that is available on the market is based on either progressively
adjustable shear such as using a Michelson based interferometer, or fixed type shear such as
using wedged glass. However, the Michelson based interferometer is more versatile than the
single optic shearing strategies, permitting continuous adjustment of both magnitude and
direction of image shearing. For this reason manufacturers such as Steinbichler and Ettemeyer
have used MicheJson based shearing devices in their equipment, while equipment produced by
Laser Testing Instruments uses fixed shearing (for model HS-4000). All shearography
equipment manufactured in current applications is restricted to the measurement of out-ofplane displacement derivatives with integrated illumination and observation. These equipment
are used for qualitative measurements, however, recent equipment introduced by Ettemeyer is
capable of generating quantitative analysis about deformation and/or stress on the surface of
inspected objects.
The cost of equipment is one of the economic considerations for many users. Typical system
prices range from £50,000 to £100,000. Shearography methods are claimed to be more
efficient than other conventional non-destructive testing methods, some manufacturers
suggesting that it is 100 times faster. For example, inspection of 8m long helicopter blades
using fully automated ShearNDE manufactured by Ettemeyer, takes less than nine minutes
(2), and aircraft tyre using AST-4200SH Shearography Tire Inspection System manufactured
by Laser Testing Instruments takes less than four minutes (1).

. In the research and development of shearography, many research groups have devoted their
commitment especially in relation with the quantitative measurement analysis, including the
identification, investigation and the measurement of error from various sources. Institutions in
Europe, and the United States are actively researching in this fields. This can be seen from the
establishment of project consortium (Laboratory of Optics and Experimental Mechanics
(LOME), BRITE-EURAM Project - Contract No. BPRP-CT960152) in Europe comprising of
2

optical laboratories from universities and research institutes (in France, Germany, Italy,
United Kingdom and Switzerland) and manufacturers (Ettemeyer) which targeted end-users
from the aerospace, car and nuclear industries. A recent project that has been established by
Dunlop Aviation Braking System and Loughborough University (DTI/LINK EPSPRC project
(AIRTEST»

is another example of research cooperation in shearography method and

application in industry.

Investigation of errors in quantitative shearography analysis is an important aspect and has
been studied

by groups in universities and research institutes. Amongst the sources of

systematic and random error are issues of environmental errors, phase error and image
processing error. Errors due to other factors in shearing interferometry such as shearing
amount, type of shearing device have only recently been reported. Another source of error that
is of considerable importance but which has not yet fully been taken into account are the
contributions caused by the use of diverging object illumination wavefronts in ESPSI.

It is well known that a non-collimated wavefront exhibits curvature, compared to the planar

wavefront of a collimated illumination source. The majority of commercial ESPSI and ESPI
equipment use divergent illumination, for the versatility of examining a large range of object
sizes. A common quoted assumption by companies is that if the object size is small with
respect to wavefront curvature, then this will approximate to planar wavefront illumination.
However, issues of traceability and standards with respect to quantitative ESPSI requires an
explicit understanding of all systematic errors, and an appreciation of random error sources
and magnitude.

1.2 PROJECT AIMS

The aims of this research program have been identified as follows:

1. Establishment of theoretical error functions for derivative out-of-plane and derivative in-

plane measurement in ESPSI, when using divergent illumination wavefronts.
2. Quantitative experimental validation of the developed theoretical error analysis using outof-plane and in-plane deforming objects of well understood behaviour..

3

3.

Establishment of the relative error distribution as a function of illumination angle,
curvature of illumination (inclination angle), and object distance.

4. Examine error distributions with change of illumination angle on curved 3-dimensional
object surfaces, and examine uses of object loading.

5. Analyze defects from differing materials and experimental conditions to assess if error
components observed in controlled experimentation are likewise observed in less well
controlled situations.

6. Disseminate the results of the research, such as through publication of journal papers and
conferences.

1.3 THESIS BODY

This thesis consists of eleven chapters including the introduction chapter. The content of these
Chapters can be briefly summarized as follows:

•

Chapter 1 provides a brief overview of the need for the research

•

Chapter 2 reviews previous relevant work from established literature covering the speckle
phenomenon, application of optical methods in non-destructive testing (NOT) and
methods of shearing in speckle shearing interferometry. Aspects of error sources and error

,)

contribution in the ESPSI analysis are described in Section 2.5, and a basic review of data
processing is described in Section 2.6.

•

Chapter 3 describes the out-of-plane theoretical development of relative error due to the
used of non-collimated divergent illumination wavefronts in ESPSI. This includes out-ofplane (OOP) theoretical analysis of one and two-dimensional cases that are deformed by a
point concentrated load.

4

•

Chapter 4 reports the experimental validation of the theoretical error analysis developed in
Chapter 3.

The objects used in the studies comprise; of a cantilever beam (one-

dimensional object) and a square clamped plate. (two-dimensional object). In addition,
Sections 4.2 to 4.6 describe the facilities involved in the experimental work, studies on the
parameters which effect the ESPSI measurement analysis, and understanding of the test
object behaviour.

•

Chapter 5 describes the development of the theoretical in-plane (IP) error analysis as a
function of the use of non-collimated divergent illumination in ESPSl. Theoretical error
analysis based on a simple 'model of an in-plane cantilever beam subjected to a
concentrated load at the free end is derived.

•

Chapter 6 details the experimental validation of the in-plane theoretical error, using an
aluminium alloy cantilever beam subjected to a load at the free end (one dimensional
object).

•

Chapter 7

considers defects in different material types (aluminium alloy and fibre

composite), using different loading mechanisms (vacuum, compression and tension).

•

Chapter 8 discusses issues of the analysis of curved object surfaces using ESPSI

•

Chapter 9 gathers together

specific issues from Chapters 3 to 8, briefly discussing

common themes and pertinent points.

•

Chapter 10 is used to identify specific conclusions which have been derived from the
research.

•

Chapter I I identifies issues of further work that the author feels should be addressed as a
consequence of this work.

5

bQ LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 INTRODUCTION

This literature review provides context and an overview for the work that has been carried out
in the foIJowing chapters of this thesis. The discussions in this chapter are emphasized on the
fundamental aspects of the research area. It is comprised of six sections. Section 2.2 briefly
discusses the principle of speckle interferometry development since the method was invented.
Section 2.3 discusses briefly some of the different methods of optical techniques that are most
commonly used in non-destructive evaluation and the merits of each method. Electronic
Speckle Pattern Shearing Interferometry (ESPSI) is the specific method employed in the
study. Some comparisons are made against other conventional methods and non-destructive
evaluation of engineering materials. The review of shearing interferometry in Section 2.4
includes the development of the speckle shearing methods, shearing devices and various
methods to produce image shearing, since it was first introduced to the present date. This
section also stresses the shearing method that will be used throughout the experiments in the
following chapters of this thesis. Section 2.5 elaborates the different types of error and sources
of error associated with ESPSJ. Section 2.6 is concerned with data reduction of the speckle
pattern and quantitatively analyzed data that can be more useful for numerical measurements.
The last part of this chapter summarizes the discussion from Sections 2.2 to 2.6.

2.2 SPECKLE INTERFEROMETRY

The grainy appearance due to interference of a scattered laser beam from various depth of a
diffuse surface is known as speckle. Speckle can be quantitatively described by determination
of statistical properties of the irradiance in the observation plane. The statistical properties of
laser speckle on the rough surface object has been comprehensively studied, reviewed and
analyzed by Goodman [3]. He has shown that the first-order statistical density function of
"

speckle intensity can be written as:
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(2.1 )

where I is the speckle irradiance and (1) is the ensemble average speckle intensity.

The formation of speckle on the surface of a material is dependent on the type of material.
Materials like steel, aluminum and other metals maintain the polarization and produce a fully
developed speckle on the illuminating surface while some other materials like composite
materials, PVC, ceramic and other nonmetallic materials do not maintain the polarization
producing a partially developed speckle on the illuminating surface ..

There are two distinct types of speckle, objective and subjective speckles. The speckles are
formed in space and their distribution is random in phase and amplitude, and their size is

a

function of surface characteristics and may vary from point to point. Objective speckle needs
no optical system to view it.

If a flat screen is held at a distance L from an illuminated

surface, the resulting objective speckle is observed on the screen. For an illuminated area of
cross-section D, the obj ective speckle diameter ao formed at the screen, with light wavelength
A and the Rayleigh's criteria follows,the speckle size is given by [4]:

12AL

(2.2)

D

If one views the speckle in space by lenses or other optical devices the speckle size depends
on the resolution limit of the lens and this type of speckle is called subjective speckle. If the
viewing distance L is sufficiently far away from the illuminated surface, the subjective
speckle size

a, is approximately given by Archbold et al [5]:

as'" 1.2W'

(2.3)

where Fif is the aperture ratio of the lens (the f/number). However, the above equation is only
valid for a lens with flat surfaces. Since the lens has some magnification value, it is more
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useful to relate the speckle size to the magnification M, at which the lens system is operating

(4):

er 5

'"

1.2(1 + M)?rF'

(2.4)

The minimum detectable speckle in the image plane will have a size equal to the Airy disk
generated by the optical system which is equal to 2.4JF# (3). If the surface height varies
randomly by a wavelength or more, then the phase also varies by similar magnitude, giving a
random resultant amplitude. If the surface moves, the resultant amplitude and hence, intensity,
will have a different random resultant value. From Equations 2.3 and 2.4, the speckle size is
directly proportional to the value of the f/number, good visibility of speckle can be seen at
high f#, and easily visible speckle has been reported at fl64 (6).

Speckle interferometry typically operates on the principle of two sets of speckle patterns,
comparing the speckle pattern before object deformation relative to the speckle pattern after
object deformation. Since speckle is generated by the interference phenomena, any change of
object surface will change the relative phase of the field contributions and results in
decorrelation of the observed speckle pattern.

2.3 OPTICAL METHODS IN NDT

An increase in the use of high accuracy measurements for quality engineering products and

components has attracted many researchers in Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) within
materials engineering. Precision products must be free from defects, and have to be tested to
verify their quality. Flaws in the products might have been introduced during the production
of raw material or during the manufacturing process, as a result it might appear as a failure
under actual operating conditions. Material flaws can be of many types such as cracks, voids,
disbonds, delaminations, inhomogeniety of material, residual stress, surface finish or incorrect
dimension. Types of material flaws from material preparation mostly involve. the material
composition, material impurity, contamination which may lead to internal defects and
material fatigues. Flaws produced from the production line mostly involve external defects
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that cause nonunifonnity of shape and geometry, disbonds and delaminations of the
components. Nonunifonnity of shape and geometry of the components at the production line
could be produced from casting, surface grinding, coating and heat treatment processes. These
processes may produce a non-specular surface finish.

Optical methods have some advantages over other conventional NOT methods since they
provide full-field inspection, noncontact and noncontaminating to the test object and offer real
time inspections at camera frame rates. The use of optical methods in quality assurance of
engineering components was introduced early in the 191h century when the phenomena of
isochromatic and isoclinic fringes due to the photoelastic effect was investigated by Brewster
in 1816. However this method was limited to noncoherent light. In the middle of the 20 lh

.

century, after the laser was invented, methods based on laser illumination were introduced in
industrial NOT applications. The first method that was introduced in NOT was holographic
methods by Freisem in 1969 for use to detect the micro fracture of steel plates of different
strengths [7], followed by Electronic Speckle Pattern Interferometry (ESPI) or Electronic
Holography in 1971 by Butters and Leendertz [8]. At a later date Leendertz and Butters [9J
specifically mentioned the use of video systems in speckle shear interferometry.

2.3.1 Photoelasticity

Photoelasticity is a method that is generally applicable for stress analysis in a scale model
made of transparent materials such as plastic, glass, fluid and other polymer materials. The
property of importance of this type of material is the issue of doubly refracting or
birefringence when it is defonned. The surface of a photoelastic model can be treated as a
beam splitter because it divides the incident light into orthogonally polarized components.
These components of light travel through the same thickness of material with a speed that is
different from the speed of a wave polarized in another plane due to a different refractive
index. The path length or phase difference can be converted to amplitude infonnation through
interference as the two components oflight recombine at the analyzer.

The induced birefringence can be related to the stress and strain history of the materials, and
is proportional to the stress, varying from point to point along its path. Isochromatic' fringes
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fonned in the circular polariscope are proportional to the principle stress difference,

0"1.0"2.

at

each point. Since the principle stresses are continuous, isochromatic fringes produced are also
. continuous. The principle stress according to the stress optic depends on the fringe order
. number n, the thickness of the model, d, and the material fringe constant I.. The stress
relationship is given by nfjd and for most cases, the stress distribution is independent of
material properties [10). Results of the study can be deduced either qualitatively or
quantitatively for the measurement of stress in components. Further detail of the relationships
of stress, strain and birefringence for various types of materials is also given Dally and Riley
[11).

2.3.2 Moire Method

The principle of the moire method is the mechanical interference of light by superimposed
networks of lines. The superimposed network configurations produce the moire pattern. The
idea of moire interferometry was invented by Tollenar in 1945 [10). A few years later it was
employed to study the defonnation, motion and strain of materials [11). The moire method
can also be employed in the detennination of translation and rotational movement of objects.
Another achievement of this method is the use to generate contour maps of all types of object
shapes. At a later date this method has been incorporated into measuring and automatic
control circuits [12].

Moire patterns can be generated by either non-coherent or coherent light sources and can be
generated by projection or by gratings. Reid et al [13) used a mercury-xenon arc lamp light
source in the projection moire system for measurement of three dimensional shape. They
demonstrated this method by phase measuring techniques associated with the computer
microprocessor on a fan blade providing a resolution of approximately 11 Jlm. Other studies
using coherent light sources show that the three displacement components (u, v and w) can be
obtained simultaneously. Whole field contour maps of shear strain using coherent light
obtained by moire interferometry shows that this method is highly sensitive and is able to
provide quantitative analysis in the small strain domain [14).
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The moire grating method however has some disadvantages specifically surface preparation
and it is time·-consuming. It requires affixing a grid structure on the object surface, either by
. etching or painting the grid on the surface or by coating the surface with a light sensitive
material and exposing it to a grid pattern [IS).

2.3.3 Holography and Holographic Interferometry

Holography is based on the principle of recording and reconstructing light waves of two
mutually coherent laser beams. It achieved with concept of interference of two waves, the
image is photographically recorded aild can be reconstructed to produce a three-dimensional
image of the object. Holograms record the amplitude and phase of the optical wavefront,
therefore data such as phase and object surface depth can be established. The method was
initially discovered by Dennis Gabor in 1948. With the invention of the laser in the 1960's
the work on holography was successfully developed. The reconstruction of the hologram is
normally achieved with the absence of the original wavefront but it gives the same physical
effect as the observation of the initial wavefront. Further details of holography methods and
applications are given by Hariharan [16).

The relationship between interferometry and holography was first suggested by Horman in the
early 1960's which was then later called holographic interferometry. Holographic
interferometry

is

based

on

the

image

formed

in

holography

being

compared

interferometrically with the object or with another holographic image of the object. If there is
any deformation of the object such as due to heat, vibration or stress then an interference
pattern in the. form of fringes is observed in the image. The number of interference fringes
indicates the magnitude of deformation, displacement or rotation of the object. From these
data the magnitude of the object deformation can be determined.

Three distinct methods that are commonly used in holographic interferometry NDT are the
double exposure method, real time method and the time-average method. Powell et al [17]
demonstrated the application of holographic interferometry in non-destructive testing (NDT)
for determining the vibration pattern of a vibrating object with precision in the order of the
wavelength of the light used. A study using the double exposure technique on the detection
))

of microcracks in high strength steel from aircraft structures [7) has showed that radial cracks
of 1.5mm or more could be revealed with the object subjected to moderate differential loading
between exposure. Jones and

Wykes [18) utilized the time average holographic

interferometry methods to study dynamic displacements in plates and showed that the fall-off
in fringe contrast was modulated by Bessel function characteristics. Other methods of
holographic interferometry in NOT are also discussed by Jones and Wykes [18).

2.3.4 Electronic Speckle Pattern Interferometry (ESPI)

•

Electronic Speckle Pattern Interferometry (ESP!) uses video systems for detecting and
processing. The measurement can be applied for surface displacement analysis and shape
measurement. Leendertz and Butters [19,20) (at the same time as a group from the United
State [21)) introduced the measurement technique based on the phenomenon of speckle effect.
They showed that if two speckle patterns are superimposed, the intensity distribution in the
resultant pattern depends on the relative phase of the component pattern and hence an
observed fringe pattern. The speckle pattern varies cyclically and in proportion to the surface
displacement if a second laser beam which is employed as a reference beam is allowed to
interfere coherently with the scattered light. Follow-up research in ESPI was successfully
. carried out by other workers [22,23) including the use of pulsed lasers [24). Basically two
different optical designs are used in ESPI, the out-of-plane (OOP) and in-plane (lP)
configurations. Jones and Wykes [18) produced a comprehensive discussion of the methods of
ESPI including theoretical background with examples of potential use in industrial
application.

ESPI has contributed to industrial non-destructive evaluation. An early demonstration of the
use of ESPI in NOT was given by Butters [25) using a CW laser and a pulsed ruby laser. The
inspections were conducted using prototype rigs with loading mechanisms for the test object.
The loading mechanism applied in the work included vibration excitation, thermal gradient,
pressure loading and mechanical compression. The application of ESPI for testing of
composite materials like honeycomb structures by Lokberg et al [26) showed that ESPI or
TV -Holography was a potential tool in NOT especially for testing aircraft components and

on-~ inspection could be easily carried out. Creath [27) and later Stetson [28) made the
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ESPI process more complete by introducing phase shifting and image processing procedures
in their analysis. With the introduction of these techniques the fringe analysis process is more
meaningful in an engineering application, whereby a qualitative measurement that had been
established previously can be made quantitatively. Similar studies using different types of
materials and defects followed by other workers [29-31). ESPI is not limited to the analysis of
defects in the materials. The technique is also used for measurement of object shape. Jones
and Wykes [18) have discussed briefly the method of shape measurement.

2.3.5 Electronic Speckle Pattern Shearing Interferometry (ESPSI)

Development of the optical first stage differentiation of the displacement measurement was
demonstrated by Leendertz et al [9), where a fringe representing a contour of constant slope
was obtained. They used a Michelson based setup to obtain image shearing and suggested that
the second differential of deformation could be directly related to the fringe spacing, from
which bending moments could be determined over the whole object surface. They also
stressed that one advantage of the new method was less sensitivity to environmental
disturbance over other interferometric methods. The idea was further developed and reported
by researchers such as Hung and Taylor [32) using a two aperture method whereby parallel
surface glass plates were inserted in front of each aperture. The amount of shearing was
adjusted by varying the tilting angle of the two glass plates. At the same time Hung [33) used
the Leendertz arrangement but with some modification of the analysis. He proposed that the
slope of deflection awlfJx could be measured by using normal illumination beam and the
surface strain fJulfJx by carrying out two sets of experiments with different values of
illumination angle and solving for two variables, 8ulfJx and 8w18x. Boone [34) took advantage
of the arrangement used by the former workers with slight modifications, so that it could be
used for real time shearing interferometrry.

ESPSI or shearography is becoming a common applicable tool for nondestructive testing of
material structure. It provides full-field observation of surface strain components of materials
being inspected. Any deformatIon or defect of material structure should produce a localized
strain concentration or irregularities of surface displacement gradient, and therefore will create
anomalies in' a fringe

patte~.

The first speckle shearing device that was an acceptable tool in
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nondestructive testing evaluation was introduced by Hung [35], using a thin glass wedge
located in front of the lens, covering one half of the lens aperture. He successfully
demonstrated the effectiveness of the technique using a rectangular clamped plate with' a
central load, followed by more complex test objects such as a cylindrical circular pressure
vessel and a tyre. Murthy et al [36] and Sirohi [37] have used the same method to determine
the position and shape of defects in diaphragms. Subramanian et al [38] however used a
mixed moire and shearing method using a tilted glass plate to obtain slope and curvature for
detection of defects in circular plate. They found that the complete information of the shape
and size of defects can be obtained by recording the curvature pattern in more than one
orientation.

Further studies have been completed by other authors for detecting defects in plates and
diaphragms [36]. Anastasi et al [39] have quantitatively utilized the techniques for detection
of known defects in composite materials and confirmed that the technique has the capability
to produce quantitative data such as the size and depth of defects. Another study [40] on
different types of materials have reported and suggested that the defects in welded pipe can be
characterized by a "bulls-eye" shape in the fringe patterns, and it could potentially be applied
for detection of lack of welded penetration, voids and impurities in the weld. Defects in a
debonded glass reinforced plastic (GRP) plate such as size and depth can be quantitatively
determined within 12.4% and 20.8% respectively. A similar study using GRP with different
. size and shape of defect has also been reported [41]. The application of ESPSI is highly
acceptable for aircraft structures inspection [42]. ESPSI like ESPI can also be applied for time
average inspection [43].

Shang et al [41] later used the same shearing procedure and loading mechanism as Chau et al
[40] but using different materials and analysis for sizing the disbonds in GRP plates, with the
accuracy of flaw measurement slightly better than the one previously reported. In the aircraft
industry, a report has shown that the method has been successfully utilized for aircraft
. maintenance and is also immune to the industrial environment [42]. Recent exploitation of the
Leendertz method has been extended for measurement of curved object surfaces strains [44].
Studies have shown that the method is capable of displaying graphically strain distributions
[45] and measurements of first order in-plane strains [46].
14

Many authors have shown their interest in studying the reliability of shearography by
comparing with other conventional NOT methods such as ultrasonic C scan, thermography
and modeling by finite element analysis. Anastasi et al [39] used graphite epoxy plates to
demonstrate the reliability of the shearography method with infrared thermogram and found a
satisfactory agreement of both methods. In another report [47], a comparison of shearography
with ultrasonic C scan found that the ultrasonic C scan failed to reveal defect depths below 1
mm from the surface whereas shearography showed no difficulties. However Hertwig et al
[31] have reported an agreement within 7% to 8% uncertainty achieved between shearography
and ultrasonic. The comparison of ESPI and shearography against ultrasonics have been
studied by other authors [48] and finding the techniques of equal capability for use in NOT. In
a later report by Hung [49], it was shown that digital shearography was much faster at
revealing flaws whereas the ultrasonic techniques required long scanning times and coupling
fluids between transducer and object surface. The study using modelling by finite element
analysis also found a close agreement with shearography and many authors suggested the
potential of the methods to be used for defect simulation analysis [31,47]. The finding of the
latter authors could suggest the superiority of shearography over finite element analysis.

ESPSI has shown new potential for measurement of in-plane deformations and contouring of
slope change in three-dimensional object measurements. The advantage ofthis method is that
it can be used for slope measurement of three-dimensional object and at the same time contour
the object shape. Since this method is new and the still under investigation by other authors
[50, 51], no such finding have been reported so far of using this method for flaw detection. An
early study for measurement of slope change contouring using speckle shear interferometry
was reported by Rastogi [52]. Similar work was reported by Santhanakrishnan et al [53] using
slightly different optical configurations. Another method that uses a two-wavelength
modulated laser has been demonstrated by Huang et al [50], the shearing based on Michealson
. interferometer. They demonstrated that the method enabled them to measure the slope of an
object and hence characterize the shape of difference objects.
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2.4 SHEARING DEVICES IN SPECKLE SHEARING INTERFEROMETRY

The principle of speckle shear interferometry is based on the wavefront from a diffuse surface
object that is divided into two or more wavefronts. This can be achieved by means of the.
optical system, the divided wave fronts are sheared.and recombined as an interference pattern
at the image plane. This process results in any point on the image plane receiving
contributions from at least two points on the object surface. An alternative description is that a
single point on the object surface may be brought to interfere into two or more points at the
image plane [37]. The image shearing in speckle interferometry can be utilized by means of
the two generic methods; free space shear, or a defocusing and image plane shear. The
defocus shear is utilized for linear and radial shears only, whereas image plane shear is
achieved using custom made optical elements by division of wave front or division amplitude
which occurs within the shearing optics. It can be classified as linear, radial, rotational,
inverse, and folding shears [54]. It has been observed that [55] the contrast of slope fringe
using the defocusing method is poor compared to image plane shearing devices such as the
glass plate, wedge etc. The problem was due to the large amount of defocussing required to
introduce the necessary shear.

The shearing device similar to Michelson interferometer was first demonstrated by Leendertz
and Butters [9] when they measured object surface slope of a plate sample and calculated the
bending moment of the plate. They found that the first stage differential can be performed
optically within the shearing device. At a later date Hung and Taylor [32] have reported a new
method of speckle shearing device, their method based on Duffy's two apertures arrangement,
utilizing two small thin parallel glass plates fixed in front of each aperture. Lateral shear
could be controlled by suitable tilt of these glass plates although the method has some
difficulties, with very long exposure time required. A similar method also was reported by
Rosenberg and Politch [56].

Hung et al [55] later reported a new method to produce speckle shearing by the misfocousing
method. The method permitted simultaneous recording of derivatives with respect to four
different directions, using a four aperture arrangement in front of the lens, the method
claiming to be adaptable to working environments. Another method to produce shearing
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image was achieved by mounting a pair of diffraction gratings to the lens of the camera,
introduced by Hariharan [57). Shearing is obtained when the two gratings are rotated relative
to each other in their own plane. Dabrus [58) used a Savart plate with the plate in between the
polariser to produce image shearing. Hung and Liang [59) later modified the two aperture
method by using an image shearing camera where half of the camera lens was covered by a
glass wedge of small angle. They reported that the technique allowed the production of a
better image quality than the earlier methods, but their technique was only suitable for
measurement of one displacement derivative at one time with respect to shearing direction.

Hung and Durelli [60) however developed another method which is more efficient than the
latter method. Their method permits the measurement of three shearing directions of surfacedisplacement simultaneously, and produced a better quality of fringe. They introduced thin
glass with four quadrants of slightly wedged glass and the angle of wedge lies in a plane
parallel to the xz-plane, in a plane parallel to the yz-plane, and the remaining with parallel
faces in front of the camera. Nakadate et al [61) have demonstrated the use of a biprism
combined with digital speckle pattern shearing interferometry for measurements of derivative
surface displacement and object vibration amplitude.

A simple shearing interferometer using a flat glass plate was demonstrated by Chao et al [62).
They placed the parallel flat glass plate at right angles to the object and the angle between the
plane of the glass plate and the incident object wave was set from 20° to 70° to image a good
fringe. The amount of shearing was given by the angle between the plane of the glass plate
and the incident object and the thickness of the glass plate. Murthy et al [63) have shown that
the image shearing can be introduced by a split lens arrangement and point out that the image
shearing by defocusing technique has shown the localization of partial slope are not at the
plane of specklegram. Another type of shearing arrangement uses Dove prisms [64) which
give a linear rotational-shear, reported for the testing of diaphragms. Lam et al [65) have
recently used a Wollaston prism together with a polariser to study the NDT evaluation in
composite panels.
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a) Michelson Based Shearing Device

This type of shearing device is one of the common shearing devices in ESPSl. The shearing
amount is directly measured without any mathematical equations or corrections. The shearing
can be measured from the monitor screen that relates to the real distance (such as ruler or
marker) on the object surface. The basic principle of the instrument as presented in Figure 2.1
consists of a beam splitter of half silvered or dielectric film, transmitting and reflecting the
light in equal intensity. These two wavefronts inclined on two mirror surfaces MI and Ml at
noimal angles, return to the beam splitter Bs and recombine at the image plane to give
interference fringes. The amount and direction of shearing can be adjusted by altering the
orientation of either one or both mirrors.
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Figure 2.1 Schematic diagram of Michelson based shearing device with shearing amount of

at.
b) Double aperture method using Glass Plates for lateral shear.

An early method of shearing generated by a double aperture [32] shown in Figure 2.2 was a
modification of Duffy's arrangement for measurement of in-plane surface displacement [66J.
In addition to the former method, two pieces of parallel glass plates of the same thickness

were used, each of these fixed in front of each aperture. The light passing through a glass plate
will be laterally shifted and the amount of shift depends on the tilt angle of the plate. Two
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images of the inspected object are projected on the image plane, laterally shifted with respect
to each other. The amount of image shift from the lens focal point due to a single glass plate
using this arrangement is given by Hung and Taylor [32] as:

SL -- d'
smai { 1-

(jJ

2

i
cosa
}
• 2
12
-sm a,)'

(2.5)

where ai is the incident angle of the obj ect beam, and d and

jJ

are the glass plate thickness

and air refractive index of the glass. If two glass plates are utilized in front of the aperture
with the same light incident angle, then the object image that is focused through one aperture
will be laterally shifted with respect to the image that is focused from the second aperture. If
the image shift from its focal point is the same from one aperture to the other, then the image
shearing amount (Ox) is 2SL. In order to maintain a constant shearing throughout the whole
image, Equation 2.5 assumes that the size of inspected object is much smaller than the
distance from the object to the lens [32]. Provided that the thickness of the plate for both
apertures is same, the amount of shearing can be controlled by changing the object incident
angle of the plate.
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Figure 2.2 Schematic diagram of shearing device based on Duffy's arrangement [32].
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c) Wedge plate method

A small angle wedge plate is installed in front of the imaging system. The wedge only covers
half of the lens area. The light that is reflected from the object passes through the glass plate,
producing a slight deviation due to wedge of the glass, the other parts oflight pass through the
lens without any distortion. Thus it produces two laterally sheared images with respect to the
other. The schematic diagram of the wedge arrangement is shown in Figure 2.3. This type of
shearing was introduced by Hung et al [59] for surface strain measurement in plate samples.
Assume that the object to lens distance is Do, image plane to lens distance is Di, glass wedge
angle is aw , refractive index of air to glass is f.l and the glass wedge is fixed very close to the
lens. Hung et al have calculated the amount of image shift (&:") in the image plane and is
given by:

(2.6)

Glass

Lens

D.
Image
Plane
Object

Figure 2.3 Arrangement of wedge plate method shearing device [59].
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However the shift of image in the image plane as observed on the TV monitor depends on the
object magnification M which is defined as a ratio of D; and Do. Therefore the actual amount
of shearing on the object surface is given by:

Ox = (Ox')IM =D,,(j.J-l)a..

(2.7)

From Equation 2.7, the amount of shearing Ox can be changed by varying the object to lens
distance or using a different angle of wedge plate. Similarly the shearing can be changed in
another direction by rotating the wedge plate or wedge-lens assembly about the axis parallel
to the observation direction or camera axis.

d) Using Two Gratings for Lateral Shear

The method was first introduced by Hariharan [57) consisting of two identical gratings that
attach to the front lens of the camera as shown in Figure 2.4. The grating frequency and the
object to the grating distance L determined the magnitude of diffraction angle rp at the
grating. By introducing two gratings in contact in front of the camera lens with grating
direction parallel to the x-axis, the two images formed on the image plane overlap one to the
other. However, if the two gratings are rotated oppositely about their axis by the same amount
of small angle ±L1Q, two sheared images of the inspected object are obtained at the image
plane. The amount of shear is related by the following relationship:

Ox = 2L sin rp.L1f2

(2.8)

A simple grating shearing device that uses less optical components could provide more
stability to environmental effects compared to a mirror type interferometer. The shearing
device using a single grating is later proposed by other workers [67) for studying the slope of
. a cantilever beam.
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e) Split Lens Methods

The split lens method is the modification of Duffy's idea that was claimed [63) to have
advantages .over other image shearing methods. The method provides a linear shear in the
entire image plane thus increasing the accuracy of results. It consists of a lens that is cut into
two equal parts as shown in Figure 2.5. The lens parts are mounted separately in front of the
camera, by mounting them on .xy-micropositioners so that they can be split from one relative
to the other in both x and y axis. It is rather convenient to use an xyz- rnicropositioner which
at the same time can be used as an imaging mechanism. These two split lenses are masked
leaving an aperture (says 10mm diameter) with their center lying along the x-axis with an
identical positions. The image shearing in the recording plane can be performed by altering
the lens separation either in x or y direction according to the shearing amount required. The
shearing amount SL with a half lens separation XL in x-direction for a lens with image
magnification M is given by:
(2.9)
If the lens separation along y-direction is YL , the shearing amount SL is given by replacing
XL with YL of Equation 2.9.
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Figure 2.5 Split lens method shearing device [63].

2.5 ERRORS ASSOCIATED WITH QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

Many authors have discussed various sources of error in speckle interferometry since the
beginning of the 1980's. Errors become critical when the fringe pattern is automatically
analyzed [68]. The errors in these processing mechanisms range from phase shift calibration
to the unwrapping process. Some errors can be minimized or eliminated within the process
itself, such an example is given in references [69-71] and others during phase stepper
calibration [72]. Among the earlier authors who discussed errors in interferometric
measurements are Schwider et al [73] who investigated the systematic error sources from
inaccuracies of the reference phase values, disturbances due to extraneous fringes and high
frequency noise. However most of them have concentrated their studies on errors associated
with optical phase measurement.

Phase measurement errors may be introduced by poor calibration or non-linearity of the
piezoelectric transducer (PZT) associated with the phase stepping techniques [70,72,74,75],
inaccuracy of the phase shifter [73,76], mechanical vibration [77]. spurious reflection from
scattered light [78]. camera photodetector characteristics [79]. application of the Fourier
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transform method (80), linear detuning 111 the phase shifting algorithms (81) and decorrelation
effects [3,82). These types of error have become priority sources of study to many authors due
to direct correlation with the data quality in the measurement, the speckle intensity functions
and the associated algorithm in the phase calculation. Other types of error due to the aperture
of the imaging lens (69),

optical noise and misalignments (83), focal plane array (84),

undersampling, illumination divergence and displacement magnitude (85), speckle size,
window size and correlation filter (86), shearing amount [87,88) and influence of source to
object distance (89) have also been investigated.

It was reported that significant phase errors occur when the vibration frequency is equal to

twice the intensity-modulation frequency produced by the phase shifting device (77), this
argument being reinforced at a later date with the observation that the phase error is linearly
proportional to the environmental vibration components (90). Errors that are caused by other
sources have been reported by Sjodahl et al (85). They have investigated the errors from under
sampling, illumination divergence and displacement magnitude which includes systematic and
random errors. They found that systematic errors occur if the speckle patterns are sampled
below the 70% of the sampling frequency and errors due to illumination divergence and
displacement magnitude are negligible. Random errors decrease with the decreasing of
speckle size.

Another study has shown that the error due to in-plane sensitivity variation could be as much
as 10% (91) if the function of illumination angles on the actual specimen coordinate is not
correctly defined. Similar issues related with speckle shearing interferometry have until
recently not been investigated, the study only limited to the fringe visibility [92-94), and cross
sensitivity between displacement and displacement component [95,96). The cross sensitivity
arguments are perhaps more relevant to optical systems using aperture based optics rather than
image plane optics. A recent study involved the error associated with the shearing amount and
the source to object distance which are related to this thesis, and will be specifically discussed
in Sections 2.5.2 and 2.5.3.
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2.5.1 Types of Errors (Systematic & Random Errors)

The errors contributed in the measurement process consist of two categories, namely random
errors and systematic errors. Errors can be minimized or may even cancel out but at the same
time the error reduction process may increase the magnitude of other types of errors. These
phenomena can be observed in some phase shifting algorithms, where the techniques are more
sensitive than others to certain types of errors, while others affect all of them equally. The
above condition therefore suggests that the sources of error contributed in the measurements
process may depend upon the peculiarities of a specific measurement application.

2.5.1.1 Systematic Error

This type of error is also called the deterministic error or non-stochastic error, which has been
extensively studied because of its influence on the measurement accuracy. Most of the
contribution of errors in this type can be reduced or even potentially cancelled out depending
on the appropriate selection of phase stepping algorithms [68]. For example, using the
averaging technique phase shifting algorithm proposed by Hariharan [71]. Non-linearity of
phase shifter is one type of systematic error that can be reduced by the

Cam~

technique and

the averaging technique [97]. Typical systematic errors that may arise in the measurement
process are:

i)

Errors in the optical system which influence the phase modulator used. The effect of
phase change errors can be cancelled out or compensated for by using an adequate
calibration process [70,71].

ii)

Parasitic fringe - this problem arises when using an illumination source with a high
temporal coherence. The interference pattern produces additional wavefronts.

iii)

Miscalibration of the phase shifter - this kind of error is the most common problem in
the phase stepping algorithm. It has been a principle topic within the field of evaluation
and the effect on the phase has been widely studied and analyzed [74].
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iv)

Non-sinusoidal fringe patterns - the intensity values of the fringe pattern is assumed to
have a sinusoidal profile, in practice the recorder signal is not a pure sine wave due to
the effect of higher harmonics. This problem arises due to many reasons such as nonlinearities of the photodetector, multiple reflections within a Michelson interferometer
and ghost images from higher diffraction orders in a grating-based shearing
interferometer.

v)

Photodetector error - Most of the phase stepping algorithms assume that the CCD
photodetector is linear with respect to the light intensity incident on each detector array
and the output signal. However if there is a nonlinearity of the photodetection, a phase
error appears which can be observed as a non-sinusoidal fringe profile. It has been
reported that the nonlinearity of the photodetection has affected the intensity terms with
the second and third order harmonic dependency [97) and the magnitude of phase error
is proportional to the sine function of four times the phase frequency [98).

vi)

Quantification errors - the quantification error in the phase shifting algorithm is induced
due to the sampling of the intensity value before passing through to analogue-to-digital
(ADC) converter in a computer. The process involves the conversion of a continuous
valued signal into discrete values of digital signals. The use of 8 bit converters is quite
common, however another study has shown that the phase error can be reduced by using
8 or higher bit converters [99). During the conversion process the effective gray level
values in the low visibility region could indicate the error of gray measurement which
results in the phase calculation error.

2.5.1.2 Random Error

Random error contributions in the measurements are mainly due to environmental factors that
are also called stochastic errors. This type of error is common in phase evaluation
measurement and results in issues of the accuracy and reproducibility of the measurements.
Typical sources of random error are:
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i)

Air turbulence is common especially when the test is carried out on site or in open
space. The effect of this factor can be minimized by covering the optical paths or
enclosing them with air blocking materials such as cloth or plastic. However laminar air
flow sometimes will cause movement of the fringe pattern, this problem can be reduced
by using an optical path that is parallel to the direction of air flow [68]. Depending on
the optical set-up, the latter factor sometimes is not practically fulfilled due to some
limitations such as the position of the test object and the working space available
whereby the test object cannot be moved or is permanently fixed. A good example is
the in-situ inspection of aircraft wings and marine ship body.

ii)

Thermal drift - thermal drift will cause the change of air refractive index and hence
ripple of fringe pattern. This effect normally can be reduced or eliminated by providing
the insulation to some electrical devices that are incorporated in the measurement system
or by keeping all heat generating devices away from the object beam. Such an example
of the thermal generating devices are amplifiers, voltage generators and other devices in
the vicinity like heating radiators.

iii)

Vibration - vibration is a common problem in an optical measurement, the sensitivity of
measurement depending on the type of interferometer and sampling rate of the
measurements. Vibration, however will cause an additional phase term in the
measurement and its magnitude is proportional to the mechanical vibration of the optical
set-up components. The effect of vibration can be eliminated or minimized by utilizing
rigid components with high internal damping and isolated from the external perturbation
by means of passive or active suspension.

iv)

Electronic noise - the electronic noise originates in the photodetection and during
amplification of the detected signal. Averaging or smoothing techniques may be
employed to reduce this problem.

v)

Speckle noise - the high frequency component of speckle generates a speckle noise that
affects the phase measurement accuracy. The speckle noise can be reduced by means of
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various common procedures of image processing analysis such as filtering and
averaging.

2.5.2 Error Due to the Lateral Shearing Amount

The types of error sources discussed in the previous section are typically associated with the
phase shifting error factors. However few authors have discussed or suggested other potential
errors that may contribute in the measurement system. With that limitation the error
measurement performed previously is only applicable for speckle interferometry and ESP!.
The magnitude of the previous measurement errors may not be accurately estimated in ESPSI
due to some other variable factors that are associated with the measurement technique.

In a speckle system measurement the two interfering wavefronts forming the interferogram
have intensity la and Ib and phases 'I' at point (x, y) on the object surface. The intensity
distribution observed on the image plane is given by:

The intensity distribution on the object surface in its initial stage lA can written as:
lA (x,y) =1. +lb +2~1.lb coSljl

(2.11)

and after object deformation IB is given by:

(2.12)

By assuming the perfect correlation of the speckle pattern, the intensity of the correlation
fringe pattern due to object deformation, which may be formed by subtraction can be written
as:

~

1//- I A = -4P.Ib sin( 'I' + )sin(
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~)

(2.13)

or addition as:
(2.14)

The fonnation of the correlation fringe pattern by the addition method in nonnal practical
application is associated with double pulsed laser illumination. The function of D. in Equations
2.13 and 2.14 is a parameter under investigation of the interferometer which represents the
relative phase change due to object defonnation. The brightness of the correlation fringe
pattern is a maximum when the relative phase change D. = (2n + I):r and minimum when
D.

= 2n:r

where n = I, 2, ... [18].

Work by Stdnchen et al [87,88] could be the first report to discuss the effect of the shearing
function in the measurement of ESPSI. It has been shown that [87,88] the sensitivity of the
relative phase change D. in ESPSI is related to the displacement derivatives due to the shearing
function. Considering the shearing in the x-direction, the relative phase change D.x related to
shearing amount is given by [87,88]:

(2.15)

Similarly, if shearing is applied in they direction, Equation 2.15 becomes:

D. v

=(i3u k,e, + ay'ay"
av k,e v + aw k,e")~

(2.16)

'ay

where u, v, w represent the components of the displacement vector and ex. ey, e. are the unity
vectors in the direction of x, y, and z respectively, k, is the sensitivity vector which lies along
the bisector of the angle between the illumination and viewing direction. It has been proposed
that since the relative phase change is related to the relative displacement, then the derivative
displacement parameters

vulvx, avlOx, vwlOx

or

vulay, avlay, awlay

are also under

investigation. It is associated with the decorrelation of the speckle pattern, therefore the
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previous assumption of the fringe formation of speckle interferometry is no longer valid for
speckle shearing interferometry [92).

Steinchen et al [88) have shown that shearography

has potential for whole field strain

measurement, their evidence is supported by Equations 2.15 and 2.16 which represent the
whole field slope components (ow/ox, Ow/ay) and strain components (ou/Ox,

~U/ay,

ov/ox,

av/ay) for whole field representation of the displacement derivative. If the interferometer is set
for out-of-plane displacement derivative measurement then the sensitivity vector k, lies exactly
in the z-direction, hence the displacement and sensitivity vectors along x and y direction are
zero. Thus Equations 2.15 and 2.16 are purely out-of-plane derivative displacement and it can
be reduced to the following:

!l

= Owlksl&: = 47l' Ow &:

(x-shearing direction)
.

(2.17)

Ow1k,lbY = 47l' Ow bY

(y-shearing direction)

(2.18)

Ox

!l =

A. Ox

ay

A. ay

The measurement of in-plane strain components is performed by utilization of two alternate
illuminating directions of the same angle but of different directions. If the illumination angle 0
is orientated in the xz-plane and the shearing direction is assumed to be in the x-direction, the
relative phase at the positive illumination angle can be written as:

!l.B

l}

&:

(2.19)

l}

&:

(2.20)

.
= -27l' {OU
-sm(+O)
+ -Ow [I +cos(+O)
A.

Ox

Ox

and at the negative angle of illumination direction:

!l_B =

. -0) + Ow[
T27l'{OU
Ox sm(
Ox 1+ cos( -0)
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,
The in-plane strain can be detennined from Equations 2.19 and 2.20 by subtracting l1 •• from l1.
• to give:
l1

-l1
+9

-9

= 4ITsinB OU Ox
AOX

(2.21 )

The in-plane strain components ou/ily, av/ox and av/ily can also be detennined in a similar
manner. In order to establish the error function due to the shearing amount, Steinchen
et al assumed that the equations for out-of-plane and in-plane derivative displacement to
represent approximately displacement differentiation. They defined error as the difference
between the exact relative phase change and the shearographic approximation. By
manipulating the equation for out-of-plane and utilizing Taylor's expansion but neglecting
higher orders than the second derivative, the relative error due to shearing amount can be
written as [88]:

(2.22)

where
(2.23)

Steinchen et al [87} also suggest that the relative in-plane error due to the shearing amount is
the same magnitude as for out-of-plane. This evidence suggests that the error magnitude due to
shearing is not a function of the type of shearing interferometer, but only depends on the
shearing amount employed in the process. Therefore Equation 2.22 can be used for in-plane
strain by replacing DJ equal to (8u/8x)/(alu/jjx2) or (av/ily)/(&v/aj) for relative error in 8u/8x
or av/ily. Steinchen stated that the relative error function for a given shearing amount could be
determined if the magnitude of DJ can be estimated. This can be achieved by knowing the
value of the first order (EJw/8x or 8w/ily) and the second order derivatives (&W/8X2 or &w/aj).
The smaller the shearing amount, provides higher measuring accuracy or vice versa. However,
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if the shearing amount is smaller, the two neighbouring points of the speckle field becoming
close to each other which tends to create a poor contrast of the fringe pattern [94]. This could
probably lead to other sources of error.

Steinchen has detailed the theoretical analysis that relates to the error in ESPSI measurement
with the shearing amount. His approach could be true in some part but considering the error
function given by Equations 2.22 and 2.23, in normal cases the value of first order
differentiation is always bigger than the value of second order differentiation, this could gives
the value of DI> 1 in all cases. This evidence is clearly shown in the Taylor's series of
expansion [IS]. From the analysis estimated by Steinchen [S7] and represented in Equations
2.22 and 2.23 (taken DI

=

1 in extreme case), the error could be much smaller and in all cases

could be smaller than 1.23% for shearing amount of 25mm or less. Steinchen only gives the
details of the theoretical error analysis, however the theory could not be completed without
experimental validation. The theory also seems to be quite complicated to validate, since the
value of first order and second order derivative displacement are very difficult to define in the
measurement system. Otherwise we know exactly the derivative components in the
measurement or the interferometer is purely out-of-plane (OOP) or purely in-plane (lP).

2.5.3 Errors Due to the Geometrical Factor in ESPI

To the best of the authors knowledge, up to this point in time no report has been published on
the measurement error of ESPSI incorporated with geometrical factors. A study by Albrecht

[S9] is a unique example that relates the error with the geometrical factor. However his study
was only related to ESPI measurement. Although fringe formation in both ESPSI and ESPI is
based on speckle correlation.

The study by Albrecht on the error in ESPI clearly relates the geometrical factors in the
measurement system. He uses mathematical models with some assumptions for OOP and IP
instruments. For OOP instruments he considered the optical axis as a reference for all
geometrical parameters and it is perpendicular to the object axis.

In the IP model he

considered the object sample to be only oriented in the vertical direction which only
represented vertical IP displacement. The model used vectorial analysis based on three
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dimensional coordinate functions. The OOP and JP fringe pattern models using the above
assumption were derived and mathematically demonstrated using a chosen dimension of object
size and other related parameters.

The observation of the study can be summarized as below:

i)

Total phase change depended on the wavelength, OOP and JP unit vectors and the
displacement.

ii)

Some instruments designed to measure certain displacement component (vertical JP or
OOP) were also sensitive to the other component. The study could suggest that no such
instrument is likely to be purely sensitive to OOP or JP components and they always
come in combination of both components.

iii)

The sensitivity of OOP and JP measurements depends on the working distance and the
characteristic of ESP I instruments.

iv)

The error of the total fringe pattern is mainly contributed to by the IP displacement.
component. The error could contribute positively or negatively on the total fringe
pattern.

v)

The magnitude of error is directly proportional to the size of inspected area and
inversely proportional to the working distance.

vi)

The error due to OOP component at a distance of one meter was found to reach about
7%, reduced by half value at two meters.

The results of the study was only demonstrated by mathematical modeling and computer
simulation for both OOP and IP ESPI cases. Therefore to some extent the reliability of the
result is still questionable without real experimental proof. The argument on the error that
contributes in the measurement is assumed to use a divergent iIlumination beam. However this
factor is not included in the theoretical analysis. For this reason one may interpret the error as
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being independent of the nature of illumination beam. This implies that whether a divergent or
a collimated beam is used in the measurement, it gives the same phase value which depends
only on the object distance and the size of inspected area.

2.6 FRINGE PROCESSING
This section provides a brief overview of fringe processing and the development of the
method since it was introduced. Fringe processing is a large research topic in itself but the
scope has been limited to that only related to the phase shifting and unwrapping mechanisms.
These two processes are to be utilized as a tool to complete the work.

Interferometric results in the form of quantitative data of engineering components should be
presented in such a way that non-specialists can interpret and. understand without any
ambiguity. Data should be presented quantitatively either in numerical or graphical forms. In
order to achieve quantitative data, interferograms must be analyzed by means of several
processes. In the earlier stages of interferogram analysis, the interferometric results were
analyzed qualitatively, where the characteristics of the fringe pattern were related directly to
the application and object deformation. Several qualitative approaches were used to
characterize fringe patterns, the most common approaches being fringe counting, fringe
spacing, fringe orientation, fringe density, fringe shape and fringe irregularity methods. A
detailed discussion of these approaches is given by Robinson [lOO].

The most important subject before doing any fringe analysis is the knowledge of the test
component, this includes the characteristics of the test components such as type of material,
shape and size, nature of defect that could exist and type of stress or excitation that is used. By
knowing the characteristics of the test components, the analysis of the fringes can be made
fast and allow the operator to concentrate only on the relevant parameters of the fringe field.

It is easier ifthe fringe has constant shape and is distributed symmetrically about a given axis.
In this case it may be possible to reduce the analysis to that of one dimensional functions.
Such an example of these methods, are used for inspection of welded joints of metallic plates
as described by lones and Wykes [18]. They have shown that, after application ofloads there
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is a change in fringe shape observed by ESPI in the vicinity of good welds, compared to the
vicinity of poor welds.

The first electronic aids for fringe analysis were introduced by Dyson [101] in 1963. He used
a photomultiplier and displayed it on an oscilloscope.

His devices allowed a substantial

improvement in the. accuracy with which fringes could be located in the interferogram, and
offered a fast measurement time. However his analysis remained essentially a manual process.
During the last few years, a number of research groups [61,92,102-106] have developed
digital image processing equipment, leading to the investigation of the possibility of
automatically analysing interferograms, thereby reducing a lot of tedious work and time. Later
development of fringe analysis interferograms has been successfully done automatically in
real time.

Generally, automatic fringe analysis process covers all the hardware and software
mechanisms. The hardware mechanisms involve all the mechanical, optical and electronic
components, while software mechanisms involve the use of standard image processing
packages and other self made programs. Several methods of fringe analysis [12,100,107] have
been discussed in detail. In general the methods can be categorized into two techniques, .
namely intensity based techniques and phase-based or phase extraction techniques.

2.6.1 Intensity Based Analysis Method

The intensity based methods are those utilising intensity information to track or follow the
fringe extrema. This method was the first to be used for fringe analysis, the method
sometimes is referred to as the classical method. Der Hovanesian and Hung (J 08] for
example, have demonstrated the method using moire fringe-shape comparator for use in an
industrial environment. They used a master component as a reference and ensured that the
image of the manufactured component was uniformly dark if the component was identical to
the master. If there was change in shape of the test component, bright fringes appeared in the
image and hence the overall intensity of the image increased.
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Fringe-tracking technique is another method of intensity based analysis. The idea of the
method is to allow a simple verification of the fringe-tracking algorithm by comparing a
graphical representation of the tracked fringe with the original interferogram. The process
involves binarisation, thinning and identification of the position of fringe maxima and/or
minima and tracking them across the interferogram. The method has been proposed by many
authors [12,104,107,109] over the past two decades. When analyzing high contrast fringes, i.e
noise free interferogram, it is possible to proceed directly to the fringe tracking without
filtering the image [110]. In many cases the presence of high levels of noise interferes with the
fringe contrast and therefore requires preprocessing. When the spatial frequency of the noise
is significantly higher than that of the fringes, low pass filtering of the interferogram can be
employed. High pass filter is employed when noise has a much lower spatial frequency than
the fringes.

2.6.2 Temporal Phase Measurement and Phase-stepping Methods

The method (also called Quasi-Heterodyne) is employed by recording phase-shifted
correlation fringes, the spatial high frequency speckle noise is removed by filtration. The
filtered data is then processed by the application of phase reduction algorithms. The procedure
is a sequential process and a phase modulation where a relative phase shift between the object
and reference beam of an interferometer is introduced to perform the measurement. The phase
shift or modulation can be utilized by several methods, namely moving a mirror, tilting a glass
plate, moving a grating, rotating a half-wave plate or analyser, using an acoustic optic or
electro-optic modulator, or using a Zeeman laser. The above techniques other than the use of
electro-optic modulator and the Zeeman laser can produce continuous, as well as discrete
phase shifts between the object and reference beams.

A common technique that is being used [Ill] for phase-shifting is the use of a piezo-electric
transducer (PZT) in the reference beam of an interferometer attached to a mirror. Movement
of the mirror can be controlled by the voltage supplied to the PZT, and the voltage can be
controlled either manually or by means of microprocessing. A tilt glass plate placed in one
beam has been used [104] and more recently it was proposed that the method [112] has
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produced a good correlation fringe pattern at each phase step. The method employs a mirror
which is rotated counterclockwise with small increment by a mechanical rotator.

The phase shifting method involves the same procedure as phase heterodyning. It allows the
use of video camera and frame store as a recording medium which is simpler than the process
in phase heterodyning. The method has been introduced by Nakadate et al [105), and later
followed by other workers [27,104). Nakadate used a computer (1983) in order to get fast
image processing, however the method was not real time processing and was time consuming.
They recorded a speckle pattern of the object before deformation as a reference and stored it
on the disk. The second stage applied four phase shift steps, using a manually controlled
PZT recorded and stored every phase step of the speckle pattern after deformation on to the
disk.

The phase shifting technique shifts the phase of one beam in the interferometer with respect to
the other beam, the intensity of the interferogram is measured and recorded at every step of
phase shift. The video camera provides a quick map of intensity, brightness, or irradiance and
data is put in digital form and stored in the computer. The recorded intensity modulation for
every step of phase shift can be theoretically calculated. Several analytical algorithms for
phase shifting have been proposed over the past 30 years [100).

Two techniques have been suggested, first the phase-stepping technique which employs steps
of !mown optical phase between intensity measurements, and the second is the integratingbucket phase shifting that allows the reference phase to vary linearly with time while a series
of interferograms are integrated. In the condition where the ambient parameter such as
background light intensity, visibility and stationary fringe magnitude this latter method
provides a high accuracy measurement. However due to this limitation, the application of this
method is only suitable for static analysis [100). The alternative method that is more robust to
working environmental background is called the spatial phase shifting method. It works by
combining a set of phase-shifted fringe patterns acquired simultaneously [100). Some other
methods for phase shifting including the use of spatial carriers summarized in detail by Dorrio
and Femandez [68).
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2.6.3 Phase Measurement Algorithms

A number of publications have discussed in detail phase measurement algorithms [68,100].
The intensity of the interference pattern can be derived by a complex function of light
displacement [18] and is given by:

I,(x,y)

= 10 (x,y) + I. (x,y) + 2~ 10 (x,y)I. (x,y) cos~(x,y)

(2.24)

where Io(x,y) can be considered as the reference beam and I.(x,y) as the object beam and
~x,

y) is the phase difference between the reference and the object beam. The phase value ~

can be calculated by means ofleast squares method, given by Greivenkamp [113] as:

I; = 10 (x,y) + I, (x,y)sinc t, cos[~(x,y)]cosa,
2

+ I, (x,y)sinc t, sin[~(x,y)]sina,
2

(2.25)

Equation 2.25 can be written in general fonn as:

I,(x,y) = ao(x,y) + a,(x,y)cosa, + a2 (x,y) sin a,

(2.26)

ao(x,y) = 10 (x,y)

(2.27)

where

.

t,

smc-

a, (x,y)

= 10 (x,y)

t,

2 cos~(x,y)

(2.28)

2
.

t,

smca 2 (x,y) = I,,(x,y) t, 2 sin~(x,y)
2
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(2.29)

From the Equations 2.26 to 2.29 the unlrnown values of Io(x, y) and t/i..x, y) can be defined by
a least square solution and is given by:

I,(x,y) = I,(x,y)
t/J(x,y)

(2.30)

= arctan a 2(x,y)

(2.31)

a, (x,y)

The contrast of the fringes is defined as:

r(x,y)

where

XX, y)

~a,(x,y)2 +a 2(x,y)2

(2.32)

a,(x,y)sinc(M2)

is the recorded intensity modulation and depends on characterization of the

object reflectivity. From the above solution the value of phase difference t/i..x, y) of Equation
2.31 can be calculated. The value of phase difference depends on the phase shift employed in
the phase shifting process. The results from the majority of phase calculation algorithm is a
map of modulo 21t data, more commonly referred to as wrapped phase image. Generally, the
generic stages of fringe processing are shown in Figure 2.6, highlighting the paths from data
collection to quantitative data.
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Figure 2.6 The various possible stages of the quantitative fringe analysis process [68].
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2.6.4 Phase Unwrapping Methods

Many different methods of phase unwrapping have been suggested over the past twenty years
[107,114-121]. Among the first to report phase unwrapping for two dimensional case was
proposed by Macy [114]. The other method Ghiglia [116] is more robust than the former for
unwrapping of two dimensional phase using fast cosine transforms. Methods based on onedimensional phase on the time axis or temporal phase have been developed [117].

The purpose of the unwrapping process is to determine the true optical phase frommodulo 21t
data (wrapped phase images) in order to construct the wavefront. The values of sin (6 and cos(6
must be determined, although table summarizing how values of phase can be determined to
yield a modulo 21t have been reported elsewhere [10,122]. In general phase unwrapping is
further performed in order to display and evaluate the histogram results quantitatively. Phase
is determined by modulo 21t, a step of multi pie 21t phase may occur during unwrapping. The
21t phase jumps need to be removed in order to make the optical phase data continuous, the
removal of phase jump is called phase unwrapping. Phase unwrapping is the process by
which the absolute value of the phase angle of a continuos function that extends over a range
of more than 21t is recovered. The basic principle of the phase unwrapping is to integrate the
wrapped phase angle (6 along a path through data. Phase gradient of each pixel image is
calculated by differentiation:
(2.33)

where N is the pixel number. If the phase differece /:"(6 exceeds a certain threshold such as 1t, a
phase fringe edge is assumed. The phase jump is corrected by the addition or subtraction of 21t
according to the sign of /:"(6 and then a current fringe order number counter n can be
maintained such that the phase at any point is given by (6 + 21tn. Robinson and Reid have
discussed details in their book about the techniques and problems in phase unwrapping
processes [100].

The early methods [100, 105] were based on absolute phase change between the selected frame
of phase shift. The methods seem to have some weakness due to the problem of
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discontinuities and noise in the phase. Bone [115] has suggested the identification of the
discontinuities by searching the region in which the phase exceeds some threshold, his
method was found to be redundant when the first derivative of the phase is continuous across
the boundary. Recently Huntley and Saldner [117] suggested a method that could be applied
for this problem. Their method treated the phase at each pixel as a function of time, the
unwrapping process is then carried out along the time axis independently for the others. The
limitation of the Huntley and Saldner method is that the original unwrapped initial phase
needs to be exactly proportional to the final desired phase which is not always achieved in the
real case.

A recent review indicates that at least two different types of phase unwrapping have been
proposed for phase analysis [123]. The methods are spatial phase unwrapping and temporal
phase unwrapping. The spatial phase unwrapping is sampling of phase over one cycle in order
to get the true phase between the range of -n to +71. In the event of a phase jump lying beyond
the phase range, the phase must be corrected by adding a mUltiple 2n of the sample points.
However the temporal phase unwrapping refers to the process of unwrapping the phase at
each pixel independently as a function of time. Some of the advantage of temporal phase
unwrapping is given by Huntley [123]. It shows that this process is simple to utilize in normal
phase evaluation process and accurate even with global discontinuities of the image data,
although is computationally very intensive.

2.7 CLOSURE

The discussion in this chapter has dealt with the underlying wealth of published research and
industrial literature, which describes the theory and application of ESPSI. This can be
summarized according to the following issues:

i)

The principle of speckle formation and speckle phenomena on a diffuse object SUrface.
Two types of speckle developed on the object surface which are classified as fully and
partially developed speckles depending on the type of material, their intensity

r~distribution are according to statistical functions. For a given light source, the objective
speckle size varies depending on the viewing distance and the size of illuminated area.
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However, the subjective speckle size is proportional to the numerical aperture and the
magnification of the viewing lens.

ii)

Several types of optical methods applied in NDT have been discussed. Methods such as
photoelasticity and holographic interferometry could be classified as traditional optical
methods. Recent methods that are based on electronic devices comprise of ESPI and
ESPSI, and could be more meaningful in NDT industries.

iii)

Reviews on the application of ESPSI in NDT shows that ESPSI is a potential tool that
can be applied for quantitative measurements of material defects and strain analysis.
This method has some superiority over other optical methods and some conventional
NDT methods.

iv)

In ESPSI, the images are sheared one relative to another by means of several devices.
Brief discussion on different types of shearing devices was highlighted. However the
shearing device based on Michelson interferometer was emphasized. This shearing
device will be utilized by the author in the experimental works throughout this thesis.

v)

Identification and determination of error sources is an important element in quantitative
analysis of ESPSI. Systematic and random error contributions in the measurement
system were discussed. Two distinct error sources namely the shearing amount in ESPSI
and the geometrical factors that associated with this study were further commented on.

vi)

Data processing is an important part in the quantitative analysis of ESPSI. Several
methods of data processing, phase measurement and unwrapping techniques were
briefly reviewed and discussed in this chapter.

It was identified that the error associated with the divergent illumination wavefront is one of
the error sources in a shearographic interferometer. The theoretical development and
theoretical analysis of OOP and JP shearography supported by the experimental works will be
presented in the foHowing chapters of this thesis.
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WAVE FRONT CURVATURE AND PHASE CHANGE PROPAGATION

3.1 INTRODUCTION

It is well known that most shearographic equipment that is commercially available uses
divergent illumination. wavefronts or non-collimated illumination, and in most of the
applications a laser sources of less than lOOm Watts is used. Assuming that the electronic
noise for a given camera, and the lateral shearing amount are constant, theoretically a good
contrast of fringe pattern can be produced by a small speckle size and this can be achieved by
setting a small

F" (wide lens aperture). The minimum speckle size should be according to the

resolution limit of CCD camera and typically in the range of 5 to IOOf.lm [18]. However the
size of the individual photosensitive in the CCD camera is ultimate (for example 25.4f.lm for
Pulnix TM500) and 5f.lm speckle size is not realistic for normal photosensitive device. The
other factor is the illumination intensity which should be homogeneous across the inspected
object area. In normal routine inspection, the users freely operate their interferometer at the
distance where it is most appropriate, depending on the limitation of working space and the
nature of the inspected object.

The illumination diameter on the object surface depends on many factors. For non-collimated
illumination, the diameter depends on the power of the beam expansion lens, the distance to
the object surface, the laser power and also the illumination direction. The illumination angle
other than normal will generate a beam of an elliptical shape thus increasing the ill uminated
area on the object surface. However in the case of using a collimated beam, the illumination
area on the object surface is limited to the size of the collimator. As a consequence of this
limitation, most shearing equipment uses divergent illuminations by assuming the effect of
beam curvature to the measurement value is very small and negligible. This assumption could
. be true if the distance from source to the object surface is long and the size of the inspected
object is small. In real working environments, the latter condition may not hold and in most
equipment the source to object distance could be less than one meter, and the maximum size
of inspected area depends on the above configurations and the camera lens. To the author's
best knowledge, manufacturers have so far not seriously taken into consideration the nature of
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curvature of the illumination wavefront, and its associated cITect on the accuracy of
measurement. This issue may be vital if the equipment is to be used for quantitative
measurement analysis.
Current trends of using shearography for use in quality assurance and NOT, is involving
quantitative measurement and real time data analysis, producing quantitative slope profiles of
the inspected object. Data produced may be used for out-of-plane displacement derivative
(slope) measurements (EJw/Bx) or in-plane slope measurements (strain, such as

Bu/Bx),

depending on the optical configuration and object boundary conditions. Many researchers
have shown their interest in quantifying error factors associated with measurement accuracy,
these being discussed in detail in Chapter 2. However previous studies on the error analysis in
shearography interferometry have not correlated their findings with the nature of the
illumination wavefront.

The main concern of this Chapter is the theoretical development of maximum phase change
difference that may consist of error functions for out-of-plane displacement derivative
measurements that take into account the divergence of the illumination wavefront. Some
approaches and assumption have been adopted in the construction of the phase functions. The
theoretical analysis in this chapter will consider a trigonometric approach to the optical
wavefront propagation.

3.2 OBJECT ILLUMINATION WAVEFRONTS

The planar wavefront or collimated wavefront is the ideal form of illumination in standard
applications of speckle metrology. The wave can be treated like a slab of parallel face,
travelling in space perpendicular to the propagation direction. It travels with constant phase
parallel from one point to another on its plane without wave path length difference. The
wavefront impinges at the same time on any point at the plane of object surface that is normal
to the direction of illumination, regardless of the distance from source to inspected object
surface. However, if a divergent illumination wavefront is employed, the illumination is
expanding as the distance from the object increases. The wave propagates with different
directions and phase along its path length. At the same time the illumination intensity
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decreases its amplitude by the amount of inverse magnitude to the object distance. As a result,
the path length of light traveled in space, impinging on the plane of the object surface, may
differ from one point to another relative to the centre of the illumination. The centre of the
inspected object is illuminated first, whereas other points on the object surface are illuminated
after a fraction of time delay. This elapsed time is dependent on the curvature of illumination
wavefront which gives a phase variation of the light propagation across the object
illumination.
The approach of this research is to compare Electronic Speckle Pattern Shearing
Interferometry (ESPSI) optical phase data using collimated wavefront illumination and
divergent wavefront illumination and formulate the wavefront functions due to path length
difference between the two illumination states. The difference in

phase difference of

divergence and collimated illuminations can than be used to determine the phase change
difference function due to divergence illumination in the measurement process. However, for
simplicity the phase measurements of divergence and collimated illuminations are only
considered at point of maximum phase value. This can be achieved by the measurement of
relative maximum phase value at the edge of illuminated area for both divergence and
collimated illuminations.

The issue of errors in Electronic Speckle Pattern Interferometry (ESPI) due to divergence
illumination wavefront have been raised by previous authors [10,124,125] over the past eight
years. Sirohi [124] has formulated the error of in-plane sensitivity ESPI due to a divergent
illumination, and assumes that the error is in symmetry on both sides of the illumination with
respect to the surface normal. Sirohi also assumes that the difference of positive and negative
illumination angle

(oe) of in-plane ESPI sensitivity

is small, hence the relative error in the

measurement of the fringe order (n) can be written as:

on = oe(cote_~)
n

where

11'

2

u

(3.1)

is the out-of-plane component of displacement and u is the in-plane component of

displacement. From Equation 3.1, it is clear that the error component in the in-plane ESP]
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measurement is contributed by the factor of out-or-plane components displacement. The
component of out-of-plane in the measurement propagates by the use of the divergent
illumination. The more logical of Sirohi approaches is that the angle of curvature of the
illumination wavefront is never equal across the beam, but varies continuously from point to
point across the object surface except at the centre of origin. Moore [125) has reported that the
error increases as the object size increases. His study with a 10cm object length at a distance
of 60cm, gave a maximum error of 0.13% at 45° illumination angle.

In a later publication [10), an observation was made on the potential error in ESPI analysis
that could 'arise by the use of divergent illumination and the illumination angle. This error
could result in the presence of in-plane displacement components in the measurement of outof-plane displacement components. The comment of both authors clearly suggests that the
error is expected in the measurement employed by the non-collimated illumination. This
hypothesis does not only apply to ESPI analysis, but also in shearographic measurement,
since both methods are based on speckle correlation and they are similar in nature.

3.2.1 Plane or Collimated and Divergent Illumination

Consider a simple wave that propagates from an extended source with a constant phase, and
travels perpendicular to the direction of propagation. The wave function consists of phase,
amplitude and direction of propagation. If a harmonic wave front propagates in space at a point
r

= (x, y, z)

for a given time t in Cartesian coordinates, with direction of propagation along

any direction, the complex wave amplitude can be expressed by:

U(r, t) = ao expi(l1Jt + 1/1)

where. ao is amplitude,

I1J

= 2nf; if = frequency)

(3.2)

and 1/1 is the phase. For shearographic

imaging, at least two object images are sheared from one to another on the image plane. Two
complex wave functions exist from two sheared images of different amplitude Uj(x, y, t) and
U2(x, y, t) at a given time t, Equation 3.2 can be rewritten as:
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VI (X, y,t) = a l exp ;(aJI + tPI)

(3.3)

V 2(X,y,t) =a 2 eXp;(WI +tP2)

(3.4)

which gives the total wavefront on the image plane as:

(3.5)

The intensity Is

observed at a given time and point in the image plane is given by the

relationship:
1, cc V(x,y,t)V(x,y,t), .

(3.6)

By using the intensity-amplitude relation of the complex wave given by Equation 3.6 and
complex exponential series function, Equations 3.3 and 3.4 can be reduced to the wave
intensity relation on the image plane given by:

(3.7)

where rp'=tPI-~ is the phase difference between the two wave functions of the sheared image.

If the object is deformed by static deformation, the phase of one sheared image (assume the
first image is sheared along the x-direction, (&) relative to the second image shift by D. due to
light path length change, Equation 3.3) can be written as:

(3.8)

and the wave intensity of the object on the image plane after object deformation is given by:

(3.9)
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The change in the light path length (01) due to static deformation can be related to the change
in light intensity at the image plane. This can be achieved by subtraction of the light intensity
after the object deformation with light intensity before deformation, and can be written as:

Of =1 A-Ill
Of = 2~[cos~' - cos(l + t.)j

(3.1 0)

If we assume that the output camera signals V;,j"'" and Vaft" are proportional to the image
plane intensities, then the subtracted video signal is given by:

Vs

= V;.jon - Vaft" ex: I A -

III

(3.11 )

(3.12)

By using trigonometric identities, Equation 3.12 can be further reduced to:

Vs

=4~I/2 sin(~' + ~}in ~

(3.13)

The image signal consists of positive and negative values, however the video monitor will
only display the negative signal as areas of blackness. To avoid this loss of signal, the
subtraction signal is first rectified before being displayed on monitor. The brightness on the
monitor can be assigned as an absolute value of the subtraction signal. The process can be
performed by digital electronics without altering the original spatial frequencies of the signal.
Hence, the brightness Bi displayed at a given point on the monitor is given by:

(3.14)
where K is a constant.
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By examining Equation 3.14 and considering the brightness B; averaged along a line constant
D., it can be seen that the brightness of the resultant fringe pattern varies between maximum

value when D. =(2n + 1)11" and minimum value when D. =2n1l" , where n = 0, 1,2, ...

In the case when the second image is sheared relative to the first, the relative phase change
due to deformation of the second sheared image relative to the first image can be written as:

(3.15)

which leads to the image intensities on the image plane:

(3.1 6)

and the change in path length lit is given by: .

(3.17)

The subtracted camera signal is given by:

(3.18)

(3.19)

In the event of a curved wavefront employed in the measurement system, the size of the
wavefront increases by a function of the square of the object distance. However the intensity
decreases by a function of inverse distance from the expanding source. If we consider the
distance from the source to the object plane is L, the spherical wavefront component on the
object surface at a given time t can be written as:
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'I'(X,y,/) =

~ expi(aJl + (J)

(3.20)

Similarly if we have two sheared images, the two complex wavefront components on the
image plane are given by:
0,

.

'1', (x,y,t) = - eXP1(aJl + (J,)
L,

a

(3.21 )

.

'1'2 (x,y,/) =_2 expi(aJl+(J2)

(3.22)

L2

which gives the total amplitude on the image plane as:

'l'T(X,y,l) = '1', (x, y,l) + '1'2 (x, y,l)

(3.23)

By using similar approaches as for plane wave function, the intensity of the combined
wavefront as observed on the image plane can be written as:

2

. 2

o a
I' =-' +_2 +2
T
L2, L22

(3.24)

By using the intensity-amplitude relation given in Equation 3.6, Equation 3.24 can be written
as:

I' =I' +I'
T

where

I

2

I; = 0,2 / L;; I; = ai /L;

W

+2 VJ I 1 2 cos(J'

(3.25)

and (J'= (J, - (J2 is the phase difference of the wave.

A

similar approach as used for the plane wavefront can be applied for measurement of the
brightness for curvature wavefront. The brightness of fringe pattern after deformation
displayed on the video monitor is given by:

,
2

E, = K

-

J',J', sin(l + tJ.)
sin 2 tJ. 2
2
2

where K is a constant.
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(3.26)

3.3 SHEARING INTERFEROMETRY

The shearing interferometry for this scope of theoretical analysis is only based on Michelson
interferometer. This type of shearing device provides ease of adjustment of the lateral shearing
amount and direction, by altering the orientation of one of the two mirrors. The basic
arrangement of the Michelson interferometer is schematically shown in Figure 3.1. Expanded
or collimated coherent light generated from the source S is incident at 45° on the front of the
beam splitter. Normally the mirrors M, and M2 use adjusting screws for altering the angle of
inclination between two planes M2' and M" where M/ is an image of M2 as seen on the image
plane. The fringes that are observed on the image plane depend on the combination of
wavefronts from M/ and M,. If the combination of two images plane M2' and M, are parallel
to each other, a circular fringe characteristic is observed. If the two images are inclined and
intersect to each other, then straight line fringes are seen. However in the case where two
images are inclined and not crossed, a curved fringe of hyperbolic section is observed [135).
Using an extended source of wavelength A., their circumferences are in directions ac, given
by:

2hcosa, =mA

(3.27)

where m is an integer or can be zero, and h is the mirror separation which is the difference in
distance between two mirrors. The magnitude of h controls the ring pattern, and high
magnitude of h causes the ring pattern to spread out from the centre.

By tilting the mirror M2 with a small angle, one of the beams is moved relative to the other
along the observation direction by a distance, say Ox. Consider U,(x, y, t) as the wavefront of
speckle pattern image through the mirror M, and the speckle pattern image through the mirror

M2 after it is shifted by Ox is Uix+Ox, y, t). The image intensity detected on the observation
plane is shown in Equation 3J6.

If the speckle image p(x, y) from any point of mirror M, is allowed to interfere with the
speckle image from any neighboring point p(x+Ox, y) of mirror M 2, when the specimen is
deformed, the displacement of the speckle image at point p(x, y) is (u, v, w) and the
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Figure 3.1 Schematic diagram of a Michelson-based speckle shearing interferometer and the
spherical illumination wavefront.
displacement of the speckle image at point p(x+&, y) is (u + Ott, v + Ov, w + (111). By using
trigonometry functions, wavefront pathlength difference

oh

on the optical axis which is

assured it close to the surface nonnal can be simplified to [33]:

01, = (1 + cosB)w+ usinB

(3.28)

The change in phase oflight scattered from point p(x, y) of Ml is given by:

'I'(x,y) = 21r [(1 +cosB)w+usinB]
A

(3.29)

and from point p(x +&, y) of M2 is given by:

'I'(x + &,y) = 21r [(1 + cosB)(w+ (111) + (u + 8u) sin B]
A
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(3.30)

Thus, the relative phase change of light scattered from point p(x +&, y) of M2 to the light
scattered from point p(x, y) of M, on the image plane at a point normal to the optical axis is
given by:

tJ.

= \fI(x + &,y) -

\fI(x,y)

= 2; [(I + cosO)Ow+ sin08uj

2"[

8u]

Ow.
= - (l+cosO)-+smO&
A

&

&

(3.31 )

If & is small, then Owl& approaches to iJw/Ox, hence Equation 3.31 can be written as:

2,,[

iJw. OUJ &
tJ.=- (I+cosO)-+smOA

Ox

Ox

(3.32)

Equation 3.32 only valid at a point on the optical axis of the system and its represent the phase
difference for derivative displacement in shearography. This equation is considering only at
. one point and being used for the general wavefront equation by neglecting the nature of
wavefront and the geometrical factors associated in the measurement. Previous authors have
limited their scope of application and tend to apply directly Equation 3.32 which was first
proposed by Hung [33] for measuring derivatives of surfaces displacement. At the same time
many manufacturers have produced commercial shearographic equipment with rely on
Equation 3.32 without any further modification or correction and using divergence
illumination. This equipment could be reliable only for qualitatively detecting derivative
surface displacements and not for quantitatively measuring derivative surface displacement.
The analogy could be true with regard to Equation 3.32 which is still not complete for general
phase equation in shearography analysis.

3.4 ESTABLISHMENT OF MAXIMUM PHASE DIFFERENCE FUNCTIONS

The development of maximum phase difference functions due to the divergent illumination
wavefront for out-of-plane derivative sensitive interferometer can be approached using two
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assumptions. The first assumption is to correlate the radius of wavefront curvature with the
phase difference magnitude at the edge of illuminated area. The beam radius of the light
source used in the experiment determines the actual distance ofthe source and the illuminated
object, in this case the beam diameter at the mount of the expansion lens has to be measured.
The second assumption is -the wave propagation is assumed to be normal to the inspected
object, however in real experimental work the minimum illumination angle that could be
achieved was

±5° and it was not possible to produce a purely OOP sensitive interferometer.

This angle is still large and could contribute some value ofIP component in the measurement
system. The JP component contribution in the OOP measurement could be one of the error
sources in the measurement process.

Another approach which is more practical and accurately defined is to normalize the
maximum phase difference measurement employed by the divergent illumination compared to
the maximum phase difference measurement by the collimated illumination wave front. Since
the collimated illumination wavefront is constant in phase across its plane, then the
normalization is true for a selected point on the object surface at any illumination angle and
object distance. For simplicity the curvature factor at the edge of the illuminated area is
chosen for the analysis.

3.4.1 The Illumination Source

The laser beam leaves the source (beam expander) with constant diameter until it reaches its
focal point of the expanding lens. The beam then increases its diameter with the increasing
distance. The beam diameter at the focal point refers to the waist diameter of the beam and its
length from the source is approximately the same focal length of the beam expander. The
focal length f, of beam expander of lens magnification M is given by [18]:

160

f, ""-mm

(3.33)

M

and the beam radius

Cv" at L = 0 is given by [126]:
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(3.34)
where P' is the f-number of the beam expanding lens and equal to P' =
diameter (collimated beam diameter) or l/2NA (NA

J, Id,; d, = lens

= numerical aperture).

Since the beam is collimated at approximately on the lens surface or at distance L '" 0 then it
gives the radius of curvature R(L) of an infinite number, however the radius of beam curvature
at distance L»

J, can be expressed by [126]:

(3.35)

".

3.4.2 Relative Phase Change Formulation

The phase change measurement based on geometrical analysis due to wavefront divergence
in ESPSI can be formulated, by taking into consideration the diverging wavefront impinging
on a

flat surface object. Figure 3.2 shows the diagrammatic inclination of a diverging

wavefront on the object surface. Referring to Figure 3.3, consider an arbitrary point O(x, y, z)
on the object surface which is displaced to P(x + u -wtan q', Y + v, z + w) after deformation,
whereas point P'(x - wtan q', y + v, z + w) is the displacement of O(x, y, z) after deformation.
The wavefront inclination angle

13 varies across the illuminated area and

has the maximum

value at the edge of the inspected area, and a is the angle due to the displacement of the object
surface after deformation. It is assumed that in normal practical applications the value of a«

13, therefore j3± a ",-13.

The maximum value of 13 measured at a point of tangent angle of the

wave curvature with respect to the edge of inspected object and the value depend on the size
of illuminated area and the distance from the object surface to the expanding lens of the
optical system. The displacement of point 0 as recorded at the image plane is relatively
dependent on the inclination angle,

13,

on the object surface. With this assumption, the

inclination angle can be regarded as a curvature value of the wavefront on the object surface.
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Figure 3.2 Schematic of the illumination wavefront curvature impinging on the inspected
object surface with inclination angle /3, the value of /3 varies across the
illuminated area and has the maximum value at the edge of illuminated area
of diameter D.
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Figure 3.3 Schematic of the optical path length on the object surface before and after
deformation. Detail of the diagram is given in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4 Details of Figure 3.3, the optical path length on the illuminated surface before and
after deformation.
Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show that the sensitivity vectors at the edge of illuminated area, Qo and T2
are given by

SI,S2

and

S3'

Since the deformation is small, the values of u and w are also

small, and D,»Do' Therefore the angles LST2Q and LSOT can be approximately equal and
hence the distance QQI"'QQ2' The imaging angle ( is the angle at point T2 on the illuminated
surface relative to the line of the optical axis and the maximum value of q' is q, measured at
the edge of illuminated object, and is given by:

q=tan

-I[-2D,D ]

(3.36)

where D, is the distance from the center of the illuminated area to the center of the camera
aperture and D is the maximum of the inspected diameter (measured from edge to edge of the
illuminated area).
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For a given object size, the wavefront curvature

IS

high at a short object distance and reduces

as the distance increases, regardless of the power of the expanding lens. The radius of
wavefront curvature R(L) on the centre of the inspected object surface is given by Equation
3.35 in the previous section. Since the value of (1TOJ/I'f..L) «

I, then Equation 3.35 can be

simplified to:
R(L) ",L

(3.37)

Therefore the radius of the wavefront curvature R(L) is a distance from the lens surface of the
expanding lens to the centre of inspected object, then the value of inclination angle

f3

from

Figure 3.2 can be calculated, and is given by:

. -,[ D ]
f3 -sm
2R(L)

(3.38)

where D is the inspected diameter. For a fixes object distance, the value of f3 in Equation 3.38
is maximum when D is measured at the edge of illuminated area.

The change of optical path length due to object deformation from the expanding lens S to the
point Q, and Q, at the image plane as shown in Figure 3.3 is given by:

Of = b1.D

(3.39)

where 0 is a surface unit vector. Assuming that the surface displacement vector (bl) is along
the surface unit vector (D). Therefore Equation 3.39 can be written in form of the geometrical
. difference of the wave propagation as:

(3.40)

Because the path length SG '" ST2, QQ,"'QQ2 ( D, » Do and displacement u is small) and a
is small, 51 can be written as:

Of = (SG +GJ +JO+OT +TQ+QQ,)-(ST, +T27; +7;Q+QQ2)
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t5l = (GJ + JO + aT) - T2T;

(3.41 )

With the assumption that the triangles. SGH is isosceles with angles L.SGH = L.GHS

= (90-

fJ/2)o. The path length GO is given by:

GO=GJ +JO

(3.42)

The angle L.GT~ = (90+(J/2-B)O and using trigonometry identities:

(3.43)

Which gives:

(3.44)

w

Since 002 = w, aT =--. T0 2
cos{

=wtanG"' and TlT; =usin{; JTl can be written as:
(3.45)

The path lengths JO and aa, are given by:

JO

00,

= (u -

u - wtanG"'
sin(B - (J)

wtan{)cos(B - (J)
sin(B - (J)

Substituting Equations 3.43-3.47 into Equation 3.42, gives:
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(3.46)

(3.47)

GO=

sin(90 + fJ _ B) {
}
2
w_(u-wt~nq')COS(B-fJ») + u-wtanq
. (90 fJ)
sm( B- fJ)
sin( B- fJ)
sm
+2'
.

(3.48)

From Equation 3.4 1, 01 can be written as:

01=

sin(90 + fJ _
2

B) {. w- ((u-wt~q')cos(B-fJ) )} +u.-wtanq+~_usinq'

. (90 +fJ)
sm

sm(B - fJ)

sm(B - fJ)

(3.49)

cosq'

2

01 = cos(

~-B ){w_(U -wtanq')cos(B- fJ»)} +

cos( -fJ)
2
co{fJ
2

sin(B - fJ)

-B)

w-u

co{fJ
2

2

{fJ)
co-

cos fJ cosB + sin fJ sin B)

fJ
cos-

2

2

(3.51)

1

w + ~ + u --:---:--::-

coss'

sin(B - fJ)

2

~

co{ - B) cos(B _ fJ)

fJ

cos-

. ,
sin(B - fJ) - sm q

2

cos(fJ -B)
+wtanq'

(3.50)

co{ --B
fJ )
2
cos(B - fJ)
+ wtanq' .
sin(B - fJ)
co { -fJ) sin(B - fJ)

wtanq'
w
.
+---usmq'
sin( B- fJ) cos q'

sin( B- fJ)

2

cosq'

-B) cos(B - fJ)
2

u

l

01 =

sin(B - fJ)

.

fJ)
co{
+

u - wtanq + -w--usinq'

2

fJ
cos2

cos(B - fJ)
1
-....,......,...,.--.,sin(B- fJ)
sin(B - fJ)

(3.52)

~ )cOS(

1
cos( - B
B - fJ)
01 = {cos B + tan fJ sin B}W + ~ + - - - -sinq' u
2
cosq' sin(B- fJ)
cos fJ sin( B- fJ)
2
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..............

~------------------------------

+ wtanq'

cos(fJ -8)
2
cos(8- fJ)
fJ
sine8 - fJ)
cos-

1
sin(8 - fJ)

2

(3.53)

cos( ~-8 )cOS(8 - fJ)

51 =(_I_+COS8)W+ wtan fJ sin8+wtanq'
cosq'
2

1
sin(8 - fJ)

+

fJ .. )
cos( --8
2
cos(8- fJ)
cos fJ
sine8 - fJ)
2

- 1
)
.
81 = ( - - + cosB w+ wtan fJ sm B + wtan,'
cos,'
2
.

cos fJ sine8 - fJ)
2

1
sin(8 - fJ)

sin q' u
(3.54)

j[COS~COSB+Sin~SinB]COS(B-fJ)
fJ
cos _ sine B _ fJ)

1

-

-:-~-:c-

)

sine B - fJ)

2

CosB+SinfsinB]COS(B-fJ)
[ cosfJ
2
2

1

+

sin(B - fJ)

cos fJ sin(B - fJ)
2

j

1

)
. ,
sm, u

(3.55)

).

1)

/3 .
!cos/3 Cosecos(e-/3) +sin fsinecos(e-/3)
01= --,+cose w+wtan-sme+wtan,'
2
/3
2
--:.:-:-:=-:::cos,
2
cos-sin(e _ /3)
sm(e - /3)

(

2

1
.
sm( e - /3)

+

cos/3 cosecos(B-/3)+cos(B-/3)sinfsinB·
)
2
2
_ sin,' u
cos /3 sin( e _/3)
2

!

(

1 )w+

Of = _ _. + cose

cos,'

+

1

1
sin(B - fJ)

(3.56)

1

B
B
tan fJ sinfkos(B - fJ)
wtan fJ sine + wtan,' cos cos( - fJ) + _-'2'-:-_____
1
2
since - fJ)
since - fJ)
sin(B - fJ)

j

.:.co:.:s. :.B. :.c,=:os~(.:.B-:- . !:.fJ,-,)~ - _ta_n-,~,-s,-in_fk~oS-:(_B_-fJ_)-- sin "ju
sin(B - fJ)

sin(B - fJ)

(3.57)
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1

'" = (1
e)
13 . e
. ,leos e(eose cos 13 + sin e~in 13) + --:'::---::tan %
sine
- - + cos w+ wtan-sm + wtan,

UI

cos,'

+

sinCe -

2

1

sine B- .0)

1

13)

tan(e - Pl

1)
sin((J -

13)

j

..
tan-sm
f3'e
cosB(cosBcosf3+smBsmf3)
2
sine B - .0)
tan( B - .0)

.,
sm. u

(3.58)

'" = (1
.0 . B + wtan. ,{COS'BCOSP + [sinBeOSp-Sin(B-p»)sine}
- - + cos B) w+ wtan -sm

UI

cos.'

+ w tan q

sin(B -

2

.0)

"--_--''-:-:-::--'-:::-'-:.t..:.....c...:..
sin(B - ,8)

-=)

,1 tantan(~B sin- 13)B _ ~::,-1
sine B - 13)
cos' Bcos,O
sin(B -.0)

[sin Bces 13 -sinCB - f3)]sin
sinCB - .0)

13 sin B
2
tanCB - 13)

e

tan

j

-sin.' u

(3.59)

Note: sinCB -

13) = sinBcos 13 - cos 19 sin 13

. (I

)

13 .
{cos' Bcosf3 + sinB' cos 13 -smB
. }
0/= --+cosB w+wtan-smB+wtan.'
cos.'
2
sinCB - 13)
sin(B - 13)
tan 13 sinB
+ wtan.' _ .....2'---_
tan(B- 13)

j

j

I
+
sin(B - fJ)

2

cos 19 cos fJ
sin(B - fJ)

•
2
tan fJ sinB
sm 19 cos fJ
• 19 _--'2"---__
+sm sin(B - fJ)
tan(B - fJ)

(3.60)

1

.

01 = ( - - + COSB)W + wtan j3 sme + wtan.'
cos.'

+

2

1 - cos' B cos {3 - sin B' cos
sine B - {3)

1

j3'B
cos'Bcos +sinB'cos -I tan-sm
.
.0
.0 + 2
- smB
sinCB-j3)
tan(B-j3)

1

.0 +sm
. e-

~

j

'j

tan sin B
..
-sm. u
tan( B - .0)

(3.61)
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.

P slnB
.
t·
.
cos' Bcos + sinB' cos _ t tan. )
Ol=(--+COSB)w+wtanPslnB+wtan.'
P
P + 2
-SlnB
cos.'
2
sin(B - P)
tan(B - P)

1

fJ' B
tan--sm
2
tan(B - (3)

2

· B !1-COS BcosfJ -sinB2 cos 13
+usm +
sin(B - (3)

(3.62)

fJ
t
)
fJ .
lCOSP(COS'B+Sin'B)-t tan sinB
. )
51= ( --+cosB w+wtan-slnB+wtan.'
+
2
-slnB
cos.'
.
2
sin(B - P)
tan(B - P)

· B jt-COSP(COS'B+Sin' B)
+USIn +
sin(B- P)

tan

P sinB
2

tan(B-p)

(3.63)

t
t tan-Sin
P .B
)
51 =(--+COSB)W+ wtan fJ sinB + wtan.' cosp - +
2
-sinB
cos.'
2
sin(B - P) tan(B - fJ)

1

·
!1-COSfJ
+usmB+
sin(B - (3)

tan(B - (3)

(3.64)
P
t
)
P
lCOSP+tan sinBcos(B-P)-1
)
51= ( -.-+cosB w+wtan-sinB+wtan.'
2
-sinB
cos.'
2
sin(B - P)

+usinB+

!

1-COSfJ -tan 13 sinBcos(B - (3)
)
2
-sin~' u
sin(B - (3)

(3.65)

Equation 3.65 can be written as follows:

51 = (I + cosB)w+usinB+ wA + uB + wA' +uB'
where
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(3.66)

fJ
jCOSfJ + tan fJ sin8cos(8-fJ)-1
A = tan-sin8+tanq' _ _ _ _..62'--_ _ _ _ __
2
sin(8 - fJ)
A,=I-cOSf'
cos(
I - cos fJ -tan fJ sin 8 cos(8 - [3)

B=

2

sin(8 - [3)

B' = -sinq'

Equation 3.66 represents the change oflight path length due to object displacement. It can be
seen the factors A, B, A • and B' are the additional factors that are contributed by the divergent
non-collimated illumination wavefront and the imaging angle (varies across the illuminated
surface). These additional factors are related to the OOP and IP displacements in the object
displacement function that gives the influence of illumination wavefront curvature and the
imaging angle to the phase change measurement.

It can produce a positive or negative

contribution that depends on the direction of illumination. However the above factors are
cancelled out at a point on the optical axis where the values of inclination angle (fJ) and
imaging angle (q') are both equal to zero. Equation 3.66 also could be regarded as the general
equation for object displacement that includes all geometrical parameters involved in the
measurement system.

3.4.3 ESPSI Maximum Phase Difference Functions

The second stage is to laterally shear the image of the object, with the assumptions that the
. direction of lateral shearing is in x-direction and the amount of shearing is &, the optical
configuration being based on the Michelson design as shown in Figure 3.1.

The speckle from a point M2·(x+&. y) of the second mirror of the interferometer interferes
with a speckle from a neigh boring point MI (x, y) of the first mirror. When the object is
deformed, the displacement of the point MI (x. y ) be (u. v. w) and the displacement of the
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point M 2' (x+&. y) will be (u+ou. v+b'v. w+aw) on the image plane. The change in path
length of light scattered from the mirror M2 is 01 2 and can be written as:

012 = (I + cosB)(w+ aw) +sinB(u + Ou) + A(w+ aw) + B(u + Ou) +A'(w+ ow) + B'(u + nu)
(3.67)
With the assumption that the relative light path length change due to deformation is within the
pixel size of the CCD camera, the relative light path length change can be written as:

(3.68)

IlL = (I + cosB)aw+ sinBOu + Aow+ BOu + A' aw+ B'Ou

(3.69)

If the optical phase change, D.x• is:

(3.70)

where kx is the wave propagation vector, kx = 2n/Anx and IlL is the displacement vector.

For this analysis, the wave propagation vector is assumed along the displacement vector.
Consequently Equation 3.70 can be written as:

I

(3.71)

I

I

I

~{(I + cosB)ow +sin BOu + Aow+ BOu + A' aw+ B'Ou }
D." = T

(3,72)

,

Equation 3.72 can be rewritten as:

2"{
&.1

D.,' = - (l+cosB)-+smB-+A-+B-+A
ow.
Ou
ow
Ou
,ow
,Ou}
-+B
-

&

&

&
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&

&

&

(3.73)

I

where Ox is the amount of shearing in horizontal direction. If Ox is small, Equation 3.73 can be
approximated as:

IJ., =27<
i7w. DU
i7w
DU
,DW
,DU}
_.
- { (l+cosB)-+smB-+A-+B-+A
-+B
Ox
J
Ox
Ox
Ox
Ox
Ox
Ox

(3.74)

which may be written in the familiar format as:

i7w.
DU
i7w
DU
i7w
DU} Ox
IJ. =27<
- { (l+cosB)-+smB-+A-+B-+A'-+B'"J
Ox
Ox
Ox
Ox
Ox
Ox

(3.75)

where
fJ
A = tan-sinB + tan;'

jCOSfJ + tan fJ sinBcos(B - fJ) - I ·

2

.

2

)

-sinB

~~B-~

A,=I-cos;'
cos;'

B=

1- cos fJ - tan fJ sin B cos(B - fJ)
2

sin(B - fJ)

.,
B' =-sm;

The functions A, B, A' and B' in Equation 3.75 can be regarded as OOP and IP additional
sensitivity factors propagated by the curvature wavefront and other geometrical factors, their
values depend on the magnitudes of inclination angle (fJ), imaging angle (;') and the
illumination angle (0). It also assumed that if the vertical shearing

~

is applied, the relative

phase difference IJ.y for illumination in x, z-plane, which is related to the displacement
derivatives is given by:

i7w . BDU+ A i7w+ B -+A
8u
,i7w+ B' -8u
IJ. =27<
- { (I+cos B) -+sm
.v

J

ay

ay.

ay

ay

ay

Where the values of A, B,A' and B' are given in Equation 3.75.
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ay

}A;'
vy

(3.76)

3.5 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

The maximum inclination angle

f3 in

Equation 3.38 depends on two variable parameters, the

illuminated object diameter and the distance from expanding lens to the object surface. For a
given laser power the diameter of the inspected object is determined by the illuminated area
on the object surface that depends on the camera lens and the power of the expansion lens. In
normal routine inspection both of these parameters are determined based on the coverage area
of the inspected object. It tends to cover the whole object area as one shot of examination if
the object size is small. However in large surface objects the inspection takes place from one
grid area to another. The inspection of a ship body or large panel examination for example,
where the operators may choose the size of the inspected area according to their availability of
the equipment without thinking of the error value associated with the inspected area for a
given distance.

Figure 3.5 represent the theoretical relationship of the inclination angle (JJ) with the diameter
of illuminated object. It can be seen that the inclination angle or the degree of curvature of the
illumination wavefront on the object surface is linearly dependence on the illuminated area.
This parameter could be one of the effect of geometrical factors that contribute to the change
of maximum phase difference magnitude in the measurement system.

Equation 3.75 represents the theoretical phase function of the shearing interferometer for a
non-collimated illumination wavefront. There are two main components that influence the
phase difference in the curvature phase function which contributed from the derivative out-ofplane (OOP) and· the derivative in-plane (IP) components. These two components can
however be analyzed individually or as one function. The approach of the OOP case is to
analyze the functions of A, A', B and B' in the Equation 3.75. This requires completely
rewriting the curvature phase function with consideration only of the absolute values of the
above parameters:

D.x = 2" {(I + cos B)
ii.

a.v
ac + sin B at
ac + IAI a.v
ac + IBI aat + IA'I a.v
a + IB'I at}ax
ac
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(3.77)

I

where:
fJ

A= tan-sinB + tan~'
2

lcos fJ + tan fJ sinBcos(B - fJ) -I
2.
-sinB
sin(B - fJ)

A' = I-cos~'
cos~'

B

1- cos fJ - tan fJ sin Bcos(B - fJ)
2
sin(B - fJ)

.,
B' =-sm~

Equation 3.77 shows that

/).X

is a function of aw/EJx and ou/ox, (the first displacement

derivative components), whilst (l + cosB) and sin~ are the sensitivity factors, and A, B, A'
and B' are the factors incorporated into the fringe functions as a consequence of the divergent
wavefront and the distance from the optical axis within the illuminated area (determined the
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Figure 3.5 The theoretical relation of inclination angle on the flat edge object surface with
the change of surface object illuminated diameter.
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imaging angle q'). The functions A and B can be treated as divergence sensitivity factors. The
sensitivity factors are functions of the position of the light source, the camera and the point on
the object. It also assumed that, if vertical shearing

0/ is applied and the illumination angle is

fixed at x, z-plane, the relative phase change t.y , which is related to the displacement
derivatives is given by:

t.y=

27f{(l +cosB) t7.1, +sinB

0>

A

at

0>

+IAI& +IB1at +IA'I& +IB1

0>

0>

0>

at}0/
0>

(3.78)

From Equations 3.77 and 3.78, the OOP and IP derivative displacements propagated by the
divergent beam are also determined by the values of A, B, A' and B' whereas the values of A
and B are the functions of object illumination angle B and the inclination angle

fJ

(the

curvature of illumination wavefront). However the values of A' and B' are independent of the
divergence illumination and only depend on the point of the illuminated surface relative to the
point on the optical axis. The values of B, r;' and fJ however are assumed to be independent to
one another, this is clearly given by Equations 3.36 and 3.38 where

~and

fJ

are independently

defined. At a fixes imaging angle ~, it can be seen that from Equation 3.77 the maximum
value of A and B for any value of Band fJis unity, since the maximum value of fJis 90°.

Hence it is necessary to consider a case in the analysis of phase function due to horizontal
shearing Ox from Equation 3.75. Consider two different cases of divergence and collimated
illumination.

a) Divergence illumination

i)

The optical phase functions at a point lies on the optical axis, this condition provides the
values of imaging angle

(~)

and inclination angle (fJ) are zero, hence; A

= 0,

B = 0,

A '= 0 and B' = O. Therefore Equation 3.75 becomes;

aw. DU}Ox
t. =27f{
- (l+cosB)-+smB"A

Ox

Ox
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(3.79)

----------------------............
The optical phase function at point other than on the optical axis, it give

ii)

~

.. 0 and

fJ ..

0, hence:

fJ

A = tan-sinB + tan;'

2

ICOSfJ+tanfJSinBCOS(B':"'fJ)-I)
2
-sinB
sine (} - fJ)

A,=I-cos;'
cos;'
1- cos fJ - tan

fJ sin Bcos(B- fJ)
2

B=

sin«(} -

fJ)

.,
B' =-sm;
Therefore Equation 3.75 becomes;

bW. iU}
a:
a:

27f{

!:J. p = - (1+cos(})-+sm(}- &

A

'Jaw [

fJ

13.
lCOS
13 sinBcos(B-fJ)-1
+21<1[I-COS
q - + tan-sInB+tanq'
__+
_tan
~2f_ _ _ _ __
A
cos q' ox
2
.
.
sin(B - 13)

21<

+-

iii)

l[l-

cos 13 -

A

tan

~ sin B cos(B - 13)] -ou - . q ,ou).
- Ox

sin(B -

13)

ox

Sin

(3.80)

ox

The optical phase function at the edge of illuminated area, at this point ;' =

fJ .. 0, hence:

13

A = tan-sin(} + tan;
2

A'

lcos fJ + tan fJ

sinecos(e - 13)':"1

2
sinCe - 13)

I-cos;
cos;
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)
-sine

; ..

0 and

1- cos fJ - tan fJ sin () cos«(} -

2

B=

sin«(} -

fJ)

fJ)

B' = -sinq

Therefore Equation 3.75 becomes; .

Olt}

Ow.
fll" =21C
- { (I+cos(})-+sm()&
ii.

&

&

8w+ [ tan-sm(}+tanq
fJ.
(cos
fJ +_tan
fJ sin()cos«(}
- fJ)-1
+21C
- l[l- cos q ] __
~2f____
__
ii.
cos q fix
2
sine() - fJ)
.

~

00)·

21C l[I-COS fJ -tan sin () cos«(} - fJ)] DU •
+--smq- &
ii.
sine() - f J ) f i x
fix

(3.81)

b) . Collimated illumination

i)

The optical phase functions at a point lies on the optical axis, this condition provides the
values ofimaging angle (q') and inclination angle (fJ) are zero, hence; A = 0, B = 0, B'

oand A'= 0,

therefore Equation 3.75 becomes;

fleo

ii)

=

8w. DU} &
=21C{
- (1+cos(})-+sm()ii.
DX
fix

(3.82)

The optical phase function at point other than on the optical axis, the imaging angle q '",

oand fJ = 0, hence;
A = -tanq' sin ()

A,=I-cosq'
cosq'
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B=O
.,
B' =-sm~

Therefore Equation 3.75 becomes;

!l".

iii)

Ow . e--sm~
ou . ,ou
. e-Ow+ (1- cos~'J -Ow}s:..
= -21r {(I +cos e) -+sm
--tan~ ,sm
w.
A

&

&

Ox

&

cos~'

&

(3 .83)

The optical phase function at the edge of the illuminated area, at this point;' = . ~"* 0,
and /3= 0, hence;

A

= -tanpinB

A'= I-cos~
cos~

B=O
.
B ' =-sm~
Therefore Equation 3.75 becomes;

Ow. ou . ou
. Ow (I-COS~JOw}
!l" =21r{
- (I+cose)-+sme--sm~--tan~sme-+
Ox (3.84)
A
&
&
Ox
&
cos~
&
From Equations 3.81 and 3.84, the relative maximum phase difference at the edge of the
illuminated area due to the divergent illumination wavefront can be defined as the difference
of the maximum relative phase measured by divergent illumination beam to the maximum
relative phase measured by collimated illumination beam, and can be written as:

M,
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fJ. 1011'
tan-5mB - + tanq

I
AI

,

2

ox

lCosfJ+l.n~sin/7cos(/7-fJ)-I)oll'
ll-CosfJ-l.n~sin/7·cos(/7-fJ»)
01/
- + -_.
sin(/7 - fJ)

sin(/7 - fJ)

ilx

ox

=---------2--~--~----~------~~~~--r_--~--------~~

011'
• 01/
• 01/
• 011' {1-COS,}oll'
(I + cos/7)- -Ian pm
/7- +
ox + Sin /7ox - sm , ox
ox' cos, -ilx

(3.85)

The maximum relative phase change difference value can be defined accurately if the
derivative value terms 8w/fJx and ou/fJx are known. However the individual derivative factors

8w/fJx and ou/fJx in Equation 3.85 are difficult to calculate simultaneously since we have no
details of in-plane contribution of out-of-plane test object even at normal illumination angle
(parallel to camera axis). Other authors [46,127] however proposed the method to separate the
OOP and IP derivative components using single illumination beam but this requires
considerable amount of computation. To the author's best knowledge, no method so far that
has been suggested to separate the in-plane component employed by

a single illumination

beam in real time measurements.

A straightforward method can be practically imposed to overcome the above difficulties. It
measures the maximum phase data using the divergent illumination beam and the maximum
phase data using the collimated illumination beam that includes both OOP and IP derivative
components. The difference of these two optical illumination geometry can be considered as
relative maximum phase change difference at the edge of illuminated

area in the

measurement analysis.

The maximum phase difference trend can be predicted by individual inspection of divergence
sensitivity factors (A, B, A' and B) values from Equation 3.81. First consider the extreme
case of the individual value of A, B, A' and B' when the angle between the illumination
wavefront and the interferometer camera axis B is zero and ninety degrees respectively. If B =
0°, the factors Equation 3.81 becomes:

COSfJ-I] =
A = -tan~.
[ smfJ

fJ

-tan~tan-
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2

B= I-cosp =-tan P
-sinp
2
,1-cosq
q
= tan-tanq
cosq
2
.
B' =-smq
A =

And can be written as:

t:,.
x

I

I

I

=27r1ix{
- 2-+
iJw tan-Plou
-+ tanqtanPliJw
- + tan-tanq
q
Iou
-+ I'
smqIOU}
A

Ox

20x

20x

2

Ox.

Ox

(3.86)

In case of collimated illumination Equation 3.86 can be simplified as:

t:,.
ex

iJw Itan-tanq-+
q
Iou I'smqIOu}
=27r1ix
- - {2-+
A
Ox
2
Ox
Ox

(3.87)

If B= ±90o, the factors in Equations 3.81 can be simplified as:

A = ±tan P ±tanq

2

l-cosp-tan P sinp
B=
2
=0
cosp
_1_-_co_s",-q
q
=tan-tanq
cosq
2
.
B' =-smq
'
A

Similarly, Equation 3.81 can be written as:

t:,.
x

Ou {tan-+tanq
P_ }-iJw+ Itan-tanq-+
q
Iou I'smqIOu}
=2m'iX{iJw
- - --±-+
A OX Ox
2
Ox
2
Ox
ox

If the collimated beam is used, Equation 3.88 can be written as:
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(3.88)

I

I

I'

OU
8w
q
Iou
IOu}
!:J. =21rlix{OW
- - --±-+tanql-+tan-tanq-+smqJOxox

ex

Ox

2

ox

Ox

(3.89)

The maximum value of divergence sensitivity factors A and B can be calculated. Taken the
extreme case where the maximum value of fJ can be theoretically achieved from Equation
3.38 is ±900 and the maximum value of () is ±90°. Hence it gives the maximum value of
divergence sensitivity factor

IAI = I-tanq

B = O. However the value of A = -tanq at

at fJ =90° and ()=90°, in contrast it gives the value

fJ = ±90° and ()= 0°, whereas the value of IBI = I

at the same angles. At this condition the interferometer can be regarded as behaving with
maximum of maximum phase difference, which gives the worse case phase propagation
difference by the illumination curvature functions.

It is assumed that the values of 8w/Ox and ou/Ox are unity and treating the phase function of
the collimated beam as an ideal function, has a unique value for any illumination angles. The
divergence sensitivity factors A and B from Equation 3.85 can be individually analyzed. The
curve plots for the values of A and B with the change of illumination angle B or inclination
angle

fJ can be treated as the maximum phase change difference profile due to divergent

illumination. Therefore Equation 3.85 for the maximum phase change difference function can
be simplified as:

p.

I

"lcOSP+tan P sinocos(o-p)-I]ll-cosP-tan P Sinocos(o-P)]
2
+ _ _ _ _ _£2_",--_ __
sin(O-p)
sin(O-p)

M, = tan -Sin 0 + tan t;
2

I

(3.90)

Figure 3.6 shows the maximum relative phase change difference profile due to OOP and IP
curvature sensitivity factors and the resultant phase change difference in the system due to
Equation 3.90 at maximum inclination angle (fJ) of 4.78° and imaging angle of 2.92°
(considering the illuminated area of 100mm diameter and object surface to image plane
distance of 980mm). Referring to Equation 3.38 for a fixed illuminated area, the value of
maximum inclination angle (fJ) at the edge of illuminated area varies with the change of object
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distance and the relation with the maximum phase change difference is given in Equation
3.90.

The maximum imaging angle

(~)

which depend on the size of illuminated area and the

distance from the illuminated surface to the image plane only provide a minor contribution to
the maximum relative phase change difference given in Equation 3.90. This is clearly shown
in Figure 3.7 for a 100mm illuminated diameter at distance to the image plane of 980mm with
illumination angle 45°, the relative maximum phase change contribution is only 0.15% of
6.05% maximum relative phase change difference in the measurement process.

Figure 3.8 shows the theoretical reiationship of maximum phase change difference with the
object distance for an object diameter of 100mm. However Equation 3.90 is a general form of
error due to divergent illumination in the out-of-plane sensitive shearing interferometer
measurement system. Equation 3.90 can be further analyzed for the case on the standard test
object where load and nature of the test object are well defined. The maximum phase change
difference function can be redefined for the measurement of magnitude rather than the
absolute values of the divergence sensitivity factors A and B. This can be achieved by
introducing certain assumptions and approaches in the analysis and will be discussed in the
Section 3.6.

In real experimental analysis, the effect of shear on the intensity distribution and the variation
in fringe visibility

on the phase measurement can be considered constant for a set of

measurement. Since the measurement are based on the comparison of maximum phase
measured using divergent illumination and maximum phase measured using collimated
illumination, other parameters are treated constant and an experiment being carried out one
after another. The effect of above factors is very minimum and can be negligible.
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3.6 THEORETICAL CASE STUDIES

It is necessary to establish the maximum phase difference function given by Equation 3.81
into a theoretical model of samples that will be utilized for the experimental case study in
Chapter 4. Two types of engineering samples have been modeled in the theoretical analysis,
these being a cantilever beam and a square clamped plate. These two models have been
chosen due to them being mechanically well understood, and their behaviors when deformed
are clearly defined.
3.6.1 Cantilever Beam
Assume a load P applied at defined point at the free end of the beam whereas the other end is
rigidly fixed. Two different beam orientations are considered in this model analysis.
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a) Beam Lain with Load at Left Side Relative to the Camera Axis

Consider the shearing interferometer with shearing direction in the x-direction and the
sensitivity vector k s• The general phase functions is given by [88]:

Ou
iJv
Ow}Ox
"'x = { -k,e
ox x+-k,e
ox y +-k,e,
. Ox

(3.91)

where u, v, w represent the component of displacement vector and ex, ey and e, the unity vector
in x, y and z- directions.

Figure 3.9 shows the assumption of displacement vectors when the beam is under load. It is
assumed that the cantilever beam lain along the negative x-direction and with considering
Equation 3.91, it gives the value of unity vector in the x-direction of ex

= -1.

Comparing

Equations 3.81 and 3.91, Equation 3.81 should be written as:

(3.92)

Load

n

I·························
. ····················································1 :~: :S:I
:::::::::::::::::::::::: Qbj~C:t::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;;

~x
~ez

z
Figure 3.9 A model of a cantilever beam with a load at the free end and the displacement
direction.
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·With reference to Figure 3.2 and assuming that the inclination angle f3 is always at opposite
sign with the illumination angle (J, taken as f3 >0 when (J <0 and q<0, then Equation 3.81 for
divergence sensitivity factors A. B, A' and B' at the edge of iIIuininated area can be written as:

f3

A = -tan-sinB+tanq

.

1-cosf3+tan f3 sin. Bcos(B+ f3)]
2

sin(B + f3) .

[

B'

~~+~

2

B=-

A'

j cos f3 - tan f3 sin (J cos((J + f3) - 1
).
2
sinB

~
-.1_-,.:.co::.:s2,q = tan-tan~
cos~

2

= sinq

(3.93)

and for f3 <0 when B >0 and ?O then it can be written as:

f3
jcos f3 - tan f3 sinBcos(B + f3) -I
)
A =-tan-sinB+tanq
2
sinB
.
sin(B+f3)
.
2

B =[1- cos f3 + tan

~sinBCOS(B + f3)]

sin((J + f3)

A'

I-cosq

q
= tan-tanq
cosq
2

.
B' =-smq

(3.94)

Combining of Equations 3.93 and 3.94 for both quadrants of positive and negative
illumination angle Equation 3.92 can be rewritten as:
80

Il,_,.

di}

.
8111
=21r
- { (l+cosB)-+sinBOx
A.
ex
ex

tanfJ
Ow [ tan-sinB-tan;
fJ·
(COSfJ+21rj
- tanftan;-_ _ _~2f-sinBcos(B+fJ)-1
_ _ _ _ __
A.
2
Ox
2·
sine B + fJ)

~

ou)

21r 1[1- cosfJ + tan sin Bcos(B + fJ)]OU .
---sm;- Ox
A.
sine B + fJ)
ox
Ox

; 0$9 <1t/2

(3.95)

and

di}
ex

8w.
II p• =21r{
- (1+cosB)--smBOx
A.

ex

1;

~

Ow [ tan-smB-tan;
fJ.
(COSfJ
sinBcos(B
+ fJ)-1
+21r
- tan-tan;-_ _ -_tan
_f -_
_ _ _ __
A.
2
Ox
2.
sin(B+fJ)

~

21r 1[1- cosfJ + tan sin Bcos(B + fJ)]au . au)
+--sm;- Ox
A.
sine B + .8)
Ox
Ox
; -1t/2<9 <0

(3.96)

The maximum relative phase change difference due to the non-colJimated illumination
therefore can be analyzed using the assumptions given by Equations 3.93 and 3.94 for object
illumination angle varying from -90° to +90°.

The maximum relative phase change

difference profile is represented in Figure 3.10 with inclination (fJ) angle of 4.78° (illuminated
area of 100mm diameter).
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illuminated diameter of IOOmm gave the inclination angle 4.78°.

b) Beam Lain with Load at Right Side Relative to the Camera Axis

In the above assumption, only the load in one direction relative to the object plane was
considered. If the load applied to the inspected object changes in direction to the other point at
opposite direction relative to the previous assumption, then the directi onal vector along xdirection is assumed to change in magnitude. Therefore Equations 3.93 and 3.94 can be
rewritten as:
fJ
jcos fJ - tan fJ sinBcos(B - fJ) + I
)
A = tan-sinB-tan;
2
-sinB
2
sin(B + fJ)

B = _[1- cosfJ + tan

~sinBCOS(B + fJ)j

sin(B + fJ)
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A' = -tan'£tan q

2

B' = +sinq

and for fJ <0 when

(3.97)

B >0 and ~O then it can be written as:

tan fJ sinBcos(B+fJ)-1 . SI'nB)
fJ B - tanq!COSfJ+
A = tan -sin
_ _ _----"2'--_
_ _ __
2
sin( B + fJ)

1- cos fJ - tan fJ sin Bcos(B -

B=

2

sin(B -

[

fJ)]

fJ)

.
B' =-smq

(3.98)

Finally Equations 3.97 and 3.98 for load position at opposite site can be written as:

aw

2 .! tan'£tanq-- [fJ
-...!!...
tan-sinB-tanq!COSfJ+
A
2
ax
2

27f![1- cosfJ + tan

+A

j

tanfJ
2 sinBcos(B+fJ)-1 -sinB
sin(B + fJ)

)]awj
ax

&

~ sin Bcos(B + fJ)]au--smq. auj
&

sin( B + fJ)

a.x

0::;9 <11/2

ax

(3.99)
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and

2"{

iU}

8w.
/:;'" = - (1+cosB)--smBCix
A.

ac

1~

2"
-A.

ac

aw [

fJ.
2

tan-tan~-- tan-smB-tan~

Ox

2

2"
-A.

jCOSfJ
- tan ~ sinBcos(B + fJ)-1
-----=-------sin(B

+,8)

![I-COS fJ + tan ~ sin Bcos(B + ,8)] --sm~all . au)Cix
Ox

sin(B + fJ)

Ox

;-11/2<9<0

(3.100)

The relative maximum phase change difference profile due to non-collimated illumination
from Equations 3.99 and 3.100 is given in Figure 3.11 with inclination angle (J3) of 4.78°
(IOOmrn of illuminated diameter).
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The maximum relative phase change difference profile due to non-collimated illumination
from Equations 3.97 and 3.98 is given in Figure 3.11 with inclination angle (JJ) of 4.78°
(IOOmm of illuminated diameter).

3.6.2 Square Clamped Plate

A square plate that is rigidly clamped on its edges is the second model chosen in the analysis.
Deformation is achieved by a point load employed at any point on the back of the plate.
Consider the load point at distance

erelative to the closest clamped edge of the plate at point

P2 and center point of the plate P at distance DI2 from the clamped edge. llIumination area of
diameter D cover the whole clamped plate. Details are given in Figure 3.12.

Figure 3.12 Square clamped plate of diameter D with center point at P, load applied at point
P2 of distance from clamped edge.

e

It is assumed that the square clamped plate can be represented by two cantilever beams lain in

opposite positions with the free ends joined together, one beam with fixed end one the right
and the other beam fixed on the left side relative to the camera axis. For the purpose of this
analysis a constant factors Cl and C2 are introduced for beam fixed on the right and on the left
relative to the camera axis respctively. The value of Cl and C2 are dependent on the load point
relative to the edge of the illuminated object. Therefore Equations 3.95 and 3.96 for load at
left side relative to the camera axis can be written as;
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(3.101)

and
21r {(l+cosB)--smBOw.~} Ox
/!"p, =-C,

a.:

it
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1

tanfJ
2
aw - [ tan fJ sin B - tan ~ jCOSfJsinBcos(B+fJ)-l
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21r
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(3.102)

and Equations 3.99 and 3.1 00 for load at right side relative to the camera axis can be written
as;

21r { (l+cosB)-+smBOw.~} Ox
/!"I', =-C
l
it

a.:

a.:
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and
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(3.1 04)

From Figure 3.12 the factors C, for plate with fixed end on the right and C2 with fixed end on
the left side of the square plate, load point applied on the left side relative to the camera axis
can be defined as:

C, = 2(D-f)
D

_ 2f

C2 -

D

C, +C2 =2
87

(3.1 05)

For this case three different conditions are considered in the analysis of phase change in the
presence of divergent wavefronts:

a) Load at the Centre of the Plate

It is assumed that the load at the centre of the plate can be represented by two identical

cantilever beams lain in opposite positions with the free ends joined together. The loading
point is employed at the joining point, the distance from the edge of the plate to the loading
point is the same compared to the opposite side, thus the distance from the clamped edge
from the right and left sides of the plate is £ (where

e= DI2). Therefore the factor C, and C2

for load at the left (clamped on the right) and the right (clamped on the left) sides are equal to
unity.

Equations 3.1 0 1 and 3.1 02 will represent the maximum phase difference due to the divergent
wavefront for plate portion clamped at the right side and Equations 3.1 03 and 3.104 for plate
portion at the left side of the square plate. The side of the plate is based with reference to the
camera axis. The resultant of right and left phase differences of wavefront curvature function
relative to the planar wavefront is the resultant of the curvature phases from Equations 3.101
and 3.103 in the positive illumination angle, and Equations 3.102 and 3.104 in the negative
illumination angle. The resultant phase difference of Equations 3.101 and 3.103 can be written

as:

21f
A

aw

[(1

Ox

2

+- tan£tanq-- tan-sinB-tanq
2

jCOS(1+tan(1 sinBcos(B+(1)-1
2
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aw

)]aw
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.)]aw)
- Ox

[(1
jCOS(1 + tan (1 sinBcos(8+(1)-1
tan£tanq-- tan-sinB-tanq
2
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2
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2
sin(B + (1)
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Ox
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;0~9<1t/2

(3.106)

Therefore the phase difference in the positive illumination angle can be written as:

OIl}

0v.
/!"p, =211"
- {(I+cosB)-+smBOx
Ox

..l.

(3.1 07)

Ox

In the negative illumination angle the resultant of left and right phase difference from
Equation 3.96 and 3.100 can be written as:
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(3.1 08)

The resultant of maximum difference for the left and the right side relative to the camera axis
at negative illumination angle can be written as:

(3.109)

Equations 3.1 07 and 3.1 09 represent the resultant phase of square clamped plate with load at
centre and the illumination direction employed in positive and negative angles. From those
equations it can be seen that the functions due to the divergent illumination and the imaging
angle (q) at the edge of illuminated area are canceled out and the phase difference functions
remain without influencing the divergence wavefront factor and the imaging angle (q). These
results suggest that, the divergent illumination wavefront and the size of illuminated area are
not affected the phase when the point load is applied on the centre of the clamped plate.

b) Load Off-Centre ofthe Plate

If the load is applied other than at the centre position, the factors Cl and C2 depend on the
position ofIoad point relative to the camera axis.

i) If load point is on the right side relative to the camera axis, therefore Cl and C2 can be
written as:

C = 2(D-f)
2
D
90

(3.110)

........

~----------------------------

Therefore Equations 3.10 I and 3.103 for the positive illumination angle become:
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(3.1 11)

Therefore the maximum phase difference in the positive illumination angle can be written as:
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Similarly, in the negative illumination angle the resultant of maximum phase difference from
Equations 3.102 and 3.104 can be written as:
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Therefore the maximum phase difference in the negative illumination angle can be written as:
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ii) If load point is on the left side relative to the camera axis, Equation 3.1 05 follows,
therefore Equations 3.101 and 3.103 become:
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Therefore the maximum phase difference in the positive illumination angle can be written as:
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Similarly, in the negative illumination angle the resultant of maximum phase difference from
Equations 3.102 and 3.104 can be written as:
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Therefore the maximum phase difference in the negative illumination angle can be written as:
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As can be seen, for the load off-centre, the divergence maximum phase difference functions
do not cancel out, and the optical phase terms contain complex terms as well as the OOP and

JP data terms.

It should be emphasized that the construction of the maximum phase difference functions in
this chapter were based on the assumption of the use of ESPSJ interferometer with single
illumination, and do not contain error terms associated with other systematic uncertainty
sources.
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3.7 CLOSURE

The theoretical maximum phase difference function measured at the edge of illuminated area
using collimated and divergence illumination was based on the light path length difference of
divergent or non-collimated illumination compared collimated illumination. The analysis was
based on trigonometric identities. The construction of· theoretical phase difference
development functions especially in the later stage of the theoretical analysis, were based on
logical assumptions of mathematical functions.

i)

The theoretical approach in the generation of a phase difference function using
divergence illumination in ESPSJ for OOP slope has been developed. The phase
difference function that includes the wavefront curvature function and geometrical factor
developed in this chapter, is a more general form than the previous phase difference·
function developed by Hung [33), which only considers at a point on the optical axis. The
maximum phase change difference due to non-collimated wavefront relative to the plane
wavefront function was measured. The measurements were achieved by considering the
phase difference at the edge of illuminated area. However, for simplicity, errors due to
other sources that have been discussed in the Chapter 2 have been ignored in this
analysis.

The phase change difference functions consist of two components that refer to the
divergence sensitivity factor for OOP and JP or derivatives OOP and JP and component
due to geometrical factor. Their magnitudes depend on the inclination angle
illumination angle

/3, the object

e and the imaging angle ~ respectively. The illumination angle e is

independent parameter whereas the inclination angle /3 and the imaging angle

~

(measured

at the edge of illuminated area) area related of each other. The inclination angle

/3 is

dependent on two variable factors, the object to source distance and the illuminated object
area and the imaging angle

~

also depend on two variable factors, the object to camera

distance and the illuminated object area, where one or both of those may be practically
controlled.
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ii)

It has been shown that no pure OOP derivative component could be achieved in the

presence of a non-collimated illumination wavefront even at. normal illumination angle.
In any circumstances, if the divergence sensitivity factor for IP component is unity

(IEI = I),

the phase change difference in the derivative OOP exceeds 100%, which

indicates the maximum phase change difference function at the optical axis for OOP due
to derivative IP function. Theoretical curves show that the maximum phase change
difference magnitude is decreasing whilst distance is increasing from the expansion lens.
For a given illuminated area the maximum phase change difference magnitude rapidly
decreases at the nearest point (within 500mm) from source and slowly decreases as the
distance increases.

iii) The size of illuminated area with respect to the distance from image plane of the CCD is
also contributed to the magnitude of the phase change difference. However their
contribution is small for normal practical applications. For example, at distance 980mm
from the image plane and 500mm from the source of 100mm illuminated diameter with
45° illumination angle, only 0.15% of the 6.05% of maximum phase change difference is
contributed from the size of illuminated area (the imaging angle

~)

and other 5.9%

resulted from the curvature illumination, measured at the same point.

iv) Two different types of test object were modeled in the theoretical analysis. The cantilever
beam with the beam lain in two opposite positions; and the square clamped plate with the
load at the centre and at a points other than the centre. The theoretical maximum phase
change difference profiles for the cantilever beam are symmetrical for both positive
illumination angles compared to the negative illumination angle but their sign is
difference. For the beam with the load at the free end lain along the positive horizontal
axis, shows that positive illumination angle generates the positive profile and similarly
for the negative illumination angle generates the negative profile.

The magnitude of the maximum phase change difference profiles is also a function of the
position of the load point relative to the object surface. Changing the load point from one
end to another will cause the change in the profile magnitude from positive to negative
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value. The maximum phase change difference value at illumination angle ±45° is the
worse theoretical predicted maximum phase change difference in the measurement
system. The value at this angle can be positive or negative depending on the loading
point on the inspected object.

v)

The maximum phase difference functions of a square clamp plate with the load at the
centre and at another non-central point were derived. Their analysis was based on the
assumption of two cantilever beams joined together at the loading point. Theoretically for
a square clamped plate with point deformation at its centre, the phase change difference
due to wavefront curvature is cancelled out. However, phase change difference due to
wavefront curvature and geometrical factor (point selected on the illuminated area) exists
when deformation is generated other than at the centre point. Their magnitude is
dependent on the distance of deformation point to the plate centre.

vi) Theoretical curves show that the maximum phase change difference magnitude decreases
whilst object distance increases, as well as decreasing the wave front curvature. For a
given illuminated object diameter the maximum phase change difference magnitude
rapidly decreases close to the source and then slowly decreases as the distance increases.
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OUT-OF-PLANE ESPSI MAXIMUM PHASE CHANGE DIFFERENCE
ANALYSIS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The theoretical analysis developed in Chapter 3 is based on the assumption that the object is a
flat surface with defined parameters. An important element that needs to be considered in the
validation of the theoretical analysis is to choose a mechanically well define object that can be
used to study perspectives such as object displacement and derivative displacement when the
object is subjected to a defined load. Objects such as circular diaphragms, square clamped
plates and cantilever beams are often used as standard test objects by many authors. Circular
diaphragms (for example) were used to study various methods of speckle shear [37, 106),
slope measurement [32,33,128,129) and defect analysis [36). Similarly, square clamped plates
have been used to study strain measurements [55,60) and measuring surface displacements
[33). A simple fringe pattern generated from a cantilever beam loaded at the free end is
another example of the typical standard object that has been used to study displacement [12)
and slope measurement [32,33,128).

In this chapter, the validation of the theoretical analysis for derivative out-of-plane Electronic
Speckle Pattern Shearing Interferometry (ESPSI) was performed by means of two different
types of standard object. Initial work considered constant out-of-plane (OOP) derivatives,
using a cantilever beam which exhibited predominantly OOP motion. The beam had the virtue
of representing a one dimensional displacement case (Z-axis) with motion constrained or not
generated in the other two axes (X and V). The cantilever as shown in Figure 4.1 consisted of

a mild steel beam of 100mm length, 3mm thickness, and 30mm width, clamped rigidly at one
end. The free end of the beam rested against a steel ball bearing providing point contact with a
micrometer. The Mitutoyo differential micrometer was rigidly mounted at right angles to the
length of the beam. The second type of object consisted of a square clamped plate for
centrally or point concentrated loads, representing a two-dimensional case of motion.
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Figure 4. 1 The out-of-plane cantilever beam with load at the free end .

A single illumination wavefront was employed in the measurement covering both positive
and negative illumination angles.

Quantitative data was acquired by the use of a standard

image processing package in combination with a frame grabber using real time data
acqui sition. For simplicity the measurements performed in this scope of research were based
on the maximum phase difference measurement, including both out-of-plane slope «(Till/Ox or

ow/oy) and strain (Oll/Ox or ollliJy) components. Using fi xed parameters, the maximum phase
difference that was measured by using divergent illumination was compared to the maximum
phase difference measured by collimated illumination, which is in the end the maximum
phase

difference of non-collimated and collimated, taken to represent the maximum phase

change difference of the measurement system.

4.2 MEASUREME T SYSTEM

In order to produce reliable measurement data, each component in the measurement process
has to be reliable and accurately defined . Errors propagating from ot her sources in the
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measurement process involving random and systematic errors (discussed in Chapter 2) should
be taken into account when analyzing the measurement phase data. These two types of error
are rather critical if they are time dependent, whereby the error magnitude varies from one set
of measurements to another set of measurements, especially when one makes a comparison
between two sets of measurement data within one sample set. For this reason the image
acquisition process should be efficient and fast and environmental conditions well controlled.
For simplicity in this study, only the maximum phase change difference which may
contributes in the error factors due to the curvature of the illumination wavefront were
inspected. Other sources of error were assumed constant throughout the experiment by
maintaining consistent and rigid experimental practices and optical designs. Error bars of the
maximum phase change difference profile was based on two standard deviation of the
maximum phase measurement repeatability. Data generation in the experiment for the
following sections utilized standard image processing software with a combination of
equivalent hardware. These are described in brief as follows.

4.2.1 Image Processing Tools
In general there are many types of programming packages and languages available for image
processing. The most common programming languages are FORTRAN

(Formula

Translation), PASCAL, and C/C++, and image processing packages have been written using
all of these languages. Some examples of common image processing software packages are
Image Pro Plus, Optimas and MATLAB (Math TooIbox running on PC's). To harmonize and
provide uniformity of programming packages and languages, two international standards
related to computer graphics were introduced namely Graphical Kernel System, GKS (ISO
1984), and the Computer Graphics Metafile, CGM (ISO 1986). The GKS is a low-level
library of subroutines callable from high level languages such as C language. It is used to
perform operations such as drawing a line through an array of points, and transforming a
drawing by rotation, scaling, or translation. The CGM standard defined the format for a
picture in terms of a simple text file which can be converted from one graphics system to
another. However the current applications are based on high level languages such as the
C/C++ language. Other image manipulation packages such as MATLAB are also popular
processing tools.
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4.2.1.1 Data Processing System

The research was carried out using a personal computer Gateway2000, 200MHz,128MB
RAM, 2GB hard disk memory and run under Windows95. The PC was utilized as a main tool
for image processing, storage and data analysis. Most data produced in this research were
stored in graphical form using a Pulnix TM500 video camera (500 x 582 pixe1s) and displayed
the images at a resolution of512 x 512 x 8bit on monitor system via the frame grabber.

The frame grabber was enabled to transfer images continuously in real time (40msecs/frame
or 25Hz). The image processing components comprised of optical apparatus, phase shifting
mechanism (PZT), CCD camera, frame grabber, standard WiTS.! image processing package
and interfacing software. In the following experiment, the light source is positioned on the x,
z-plane with the axis on the center of illuminated area and on the same level of camera axis, as
shown in Figure 4.2.

To produce a collimated illumination, the convex lens of 135mm

diameter was placed at one focal length in front of the expansion lens. Since the measurement
process is the normalization of the maximum relative phase difference of two measurements
using collimated and divergence illuminations, the effect of camera response were treat
constant for the whole measurement process and hence

the contribution is very minimum

and can be negligible. The optical set-up for the experiment is shown in Figure 4.2 and the
flowchart of the image processing system is given in Figure 4.3. The routine image processing
flowchart and data storage in Figure 4.3 were utilized as a main tool in the study of this
chapter and for the following chapters. The image quality and the acquisition time were
controlled

by all those parameters. The parameters related to the optical arrangement,

phase shifting calibration and camera configuration normally contribute to systematic error in
the measurements. The others such as image background noise (from environmental distortion
and other residual noise from the system) contribute to the non-stochastic error that is difficult
or not possible to control.
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Figure 4.2 Optical set-up for ESPSI. Laterally sheared images produced by the two mirrors in
the shearing device is observed by a camera that linked to personal computer for
image processing.
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Figure 4.3 Flow chart of the image processing system.
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4.2.1.2 The Program System

The software for the image processing mechanism and other possible tasks throughout this
thesis were performed using commercial image processing software called WiT (Version 5.1)
which is based on visual programming concepts, designed purposely for image processing and
written in the Visual C language. This programming package was developed by Logical
Vision (A Division of Coreco Inc.), Canada in 1997 with version 5.1 (WiTS'!). The software
was designed only to be compatible with Windows95 or NT4.0, and run with a hardware
protection key. The software is claimed to be a powerful tool for image processing
applications in many areas involving imaging process, such as machine vision, biomedical
imaging, and irnaging research.

Based on the author's experience, programming using WiT has some advantages whereby the
program can be described by building an imaging graph which uses standard block diagrams
or icons, called igraphs. The igraphs are generated by linking together icons with "point-andclick" operations. Each icon represents an entire algorithm to perform one image process.
Links between icons can be split to deliver the same data to many blocks and the parameters
for operators can be easily changed with quick pop-up dialog panels. Another advantage of
this programming package is that the igraphs can be nested by creating operators which
encapsulate all entire igraph for use in other igraphs with an unlimited degree of hierarchical
operators. This programming package provides various graphical annotations such as points,
lines, rectangles, circles, poly lines, polygons, and text also can be added. The outline/fill
colour, font, and stacking order can also be controlled using the dialog box of each icon. Such
an example of an igraph is shown in Figure 4.4 for real time subtraction routine of two
images after and before deformation.

The initial image is acquired and stored in a memory, and subsequent images acquired are
subtracted with the initial image using an operator called /astAluOp. The display images are
the images after being digitally filtered by convoluting the noise image and equalizer which
enhances the image contrast. The low pass filter is a neighbourhood averaging filter that is
utilized by fixing the kernel size of rows and column. The low pass filter (7x7 filter matrix by
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two iterations) was used throughout the image acquisition process in this thesis. This filter .
matrix provided the best resolvable image. A similar filter matrix with two iterations was also
proposed by Moore [125] who showed that the speckle noise in the image data was low after
filtering.

The WiT5.l [130] imaging functions represent by icons, can be selected from libraries. The
libraries contain 12 categories that cover more than 200 icons of processing functions. Any
data that is processed by WiT are treated as objects which have both type and value
components. Whenever data tokens are received by a probe on a link, WiT queries the type of

acquire

slartSync

type: sync

repee! 11

lopass2d

fastAIuOp

1remes: 1

lopass2d#1

eI;?Jalize

frOlT'lo: 0
frorrH: 20
laLo: 0

delay: 0

acquire #1

loHt 255

repeat

frames: 1
delay: 0

Figure 4.4 Real time subtraction routine using WiT program.

object. WiT also has capability to display single-valued objects such as integers and strings,
multi-curved plots (e.g histogram), images, surfaces, volumes and arbitrary data structures.
The most important feature of WiT is that it is powerful in handling and manipulating the
images like grayscale, float, complex, or colour images of any size using simple dialog tools.
It also provides a 3D perspective surface view using surface property panel controls.

The system can be customized to suit user requirements. This can be done with the standard
professional tool kit, using visual C/C++, Visual Basic and other programming tools which
can be used to build custom graphical, user interfaces connected to WiT. The program
language either in visual C/C++ or Visual Basic can be used to invoke and run igraphs to a
window within the user program application. Data can also be interchanged either to display
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directly by WiT or WiT can send data values to other programs for processing. The user can
also define their own operators, objects, and network operation and configure it with WiT by
using the WiT Manager. The WiT program is provided with four execution speeds from the
slowest is turtle to the fastest isjlash. Any selected step ofthe data traveling along icon links
during operation can be viewed via probes. Another important feature in WiT is the stopwatch
operator, the operator can be inserted anywhere in an igraph to measure elapsed time between
a series of operations.
In contrary with its advantages, the WiT programming package was found to lack prebuilt
fringe image processing icons and functions. The program was not provided with an atan2
function (the arc tangent function covers the quadrant of +1t to -1t or 21t modulo). This is a
very important part in fringe analysis since this function is needed to generate wrapped optical
phase maps of phase stepped fringes (phase evaluation) for quantitative analysis. In order to
overcome this problem, the wrapped phase process was separately processed using
MATLAB5.2.

The phase stepping utilized a mirror attached to a piezoelectric transducer (PZT). The process
is done by a real time phase stepping igraph, the igraph being linked to the PZT via C code
interfacing software. Three images from three different phase steps of 21t/3 phase were
grabbed and subtracted with the reference image. The phase step chosen in the measurement
not the best compared to 4-frame or 5-frame methods. However, with the existing facilities
the experiment using 3-frame method was minimised the measurement time and hence reduce
the environmental impact, this could be suitable for industrial application.

With the

development of high memory and fast speed computer, it could be applied for higher frame
method which relevant for future work.

The images were then passed through low pass filtering and equalizing before being stored for
wrapped phase calculation using MATLAB. The unwrapping process was achieved using two
different unwrapping algorithms, using MATLAB and a Cosine Transform unwrapper
[116,120]. The MATLAB linear unwrapping algorithm developed by author was only applied
for simple fringes from the cantilever beam. However it showed problems when processing
noisy, high density (>5 fringe order) and discontinuous fringe data. The program was
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sensitive to any presence of noise in the image and propagated the noise effect across the
image. In contrast the Cosine Transform unwrapper, algorithm showed more reliability and
immunity to noise and irregularity of the image, and was used for quantitative phase
measurement and unwrapping process for other experimental data.

4.2.1.3 Frame Grabber and WiTS.1 Interface

The frame grabber was a Data Translation MACH Series DT3152 [131] providing the facility
to store the image data in system memory in real time. It used a 32bit PCI bus master
extension slot and had a flexible device which could be programed and designed to acquire
monochrome images. The signals from the charge coupled device (CCD) camera were
directed to the frame grabber and transferred over the PCI bus at rate of 25 frame per seconds
(40 ms/frame - EU standard) to the display frame buffer for display or system memory for
signal/image processor. The pixel data in the form of electronic signals in the frame·grabber
were converted into digital values by an analog to digital converter (ADC) before further·
analysis. The system memory of the frame gabber was linked to the image processing package
by the software driver. In order to utilize the frame grabber, the system was installed with a
DT3152 frame-grabber driver. The software driver was installed under the Windows95 system
and linked to WiT via a WiT server through WiT315x.

The piezoelectric transducer (PZT) was controlled by a Piezosystem Jena NVCl PZT driver
board via a separate computer program. It consisted of 3 output channels that worked with a
12 volt internal power supply. Each channel provided a maximum output voltage of 150 volts,
equivalent to 8).lm of PZT shift. The output voltage to the PZT was controlled in steps via a
computer program. The linearity of the output voltage was better than 0.2% [132]. The board
was fixed with an output current signal of 15 mW/channel with the RMS output noise less
than 3 mV [132]. With the small output noise, high stability of output voltage and the
resolution of 14 bits, the board was suitable for positioning in the order of less than a laser
wavelength with high accuracy. A C++ program was developed to control the output voltage
to the PZT via the board from the WiT program.
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4.2.2 Phase Measurement System

4.2.2.1 Installation of Piezosystem Board (Jena NCV1)
Piezosystem Jena board was designed to work with piezoelectric transducer (PZT) [132], the
board was run under Windows95 environment. The board working with 12 volts internal
power supply an fixed to 8 bit PCI bus master expansion slot. It consist of 3 output channels
that can be linked to PZT via a LEMOSA connector. Each channel can provide a maximum
output voltage of 150 volts, which gave maximum of 8 Jlm displacement of PZT translator.
The output voltage of each channel can be controlled in steps by the computer program. The
linearity of the output voltage is better than 0.2% with the output current signal fixed to 15
mW/channel and the RMS output noise less than 3 mV[132]. With the small output noise,
high stability of output voltage and the resolution of 14 bit the board is suitable for
positioning in the order of laser wavelength with high accuracy.

The computer program using C++ has b@en developed to control the output voltage from the
board to the PZT. The computer program was used to control the output voltage and link to
the PZT via Piezosystem Jena board and WiT image processing. The output voltage controls
by the number of bit and the port controls by the port address as given in the Piezosystem Jena
NV Cl manual [132]. For a reference the input bit to produce null voltage output set given by
the manufacturer is 1024 bit.

4.2.2.2 Calibratiori of Output Voltage From PZT Board

The output voltage for a given input bit of PZT driver (Piezosytem Jena) was measured by
means of digital voltmeter. A series of input bit in hexadecimal value from 0200 to.. OFFO
which equivalent to decimal value from 512 t04080 was channeled to Piezosytem Jena via a
C code program, this produce a series of output voltages from -4.93 to 30.3 volts. These
range is good enough for a linearity check, since the PZT only need to shift to 266 nm for 21t
phase shift (out-of-plane displacement using diode pumped crystal laser, A.

=

532 nm). The

output channel can be selected from the program software. The Piezosytem Jena consists of
three output channels. Since only one channel being used in the measurement, the calibration
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was only perfonned on Channel 1. The output voltage and inPflt bit value of each channel
show an absolute linear relation, the output voltage calibration curve shows an absolute linear
characteristic. The calibration curves of output voltage of Channel I is given in Figures 4.5

4.2.2.3 Calibration of PZT

The calibration was perfonned for PZT SIN: 960 at the output voltage Channel I of
Piezosystem Jena board. The fringe patterns from horizontal in-plane ESP! generated by plate
rotation was utilised for the calibration, the rotation of plate was set to give about three fringe
order, using coherent source of 100mWatts diode pumped DPSS Nd:YAG laser (A. =532nm).
The calibration was started by marking at one reference point on the fringe patterns, says
point X, the reference point is chosen at the point where fringe is minimum (at the center of
black fringe) as shown in Figure 4.6 (simulated diagram), then the input bit (the voltage) to
. PZT was applied. When the next minimum point X' crossed the point X .fringe it represent 21t
fringe shifted. A series of voltage from -4.81 to 30.3 volts corresponding to input bit values
from 0200 to OFFOhex applied to PZT, the output voltage of Channel 1 is controlled by C
code program that run under WiT5.2 environment. The input bit value is taken for every shift
of fringe minimum. Six fringe shifts were measured for a complete range of input bit values.
The measured bit values are then refer to calibration curve of Channel 1 for voltage output.
The calibrations were repeated for 20 times, which give the standard deviation of better than

±6% for every 21t phase shift. The calibration curve for PZT SIN:960 is given in Figure 4.7.
Calibration curve shows that the fringe shift has shown some trend of nonlinearity (hysteresis
characteristics) at the higher fringe order (high input bit values), however the nonlinearity of
up to 6th fringe shift is less than I %. From the calibration curve it shows that to make one
fringe shift (one wavelength shift) its need voltage of 5.549 volts to PZT, this give the
applied voltage of 1.85 volts for 21t/3 fringe shift.

Further information that~escribed the

methods of calibration of phase shifter in phase-shifting interferometry is also reported by
Cheng et al [77].
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Figure 4.6 Shift of the point X' to X represent 21t phase change.
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4.3 SPECKLE SIZE AND THE MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY

The study of fringe formation in speckle shearing interferometry is related to the assumption
that the phase of individual speckles on the object surface is unaffected by the phase
contribution of a neighbouring point [94]. However this assumption is not satisfied with the
statistical speckle theory when two speckle forming points on the object are sufficiently close
to each other. The speckle statistic theory can be seen by the experimental approaches. A
single speckle field on the object is discussed in Chapter 2.

The minimum detectable speckle in the image plane generated by the optical system is equal
to 2.4APi, where the speckle is viewed by a lens of infinite focal length. This relation
indicates that the speckle size for a given coherent source depends on the aperture size and
increases by multiplication of

,fi for every decrement of aperture size. In the event where

the speckle is viewed by a lens of magnification M, then the speckle size is equal to
1.2(1+M)APi. However the increasing of

f#

will result in reducing the aperture size and
III
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-

hence less light received by the detector. As the speckle size becomes larger, the speckles can
be closer or become superimposed on each other. In speckle shearing interferometry, the two
speckles are laterally shifted. If the speckle is sufficiently large, the two neighbouring points
of the sheared speckle field are superimposed which gives a reduction of fringe visibility thus
producing uncertainty in the phase measurements.

A series of relative maximum phase change difference measurements due to the change of
camera aperture size (]<#) was completed using a cantilever beam with a free end (Figure 4.1).
A constant. load of 0.283N (equivalent to I O~m displacement of the cantilever beam) with
constant horizontal shearing, (& = 10mm) were employed in the measurements. Maximum
phase change difference data for a small lens (aperture F" = 3.5 with lens magnification 1.6),
which provided speckle sizes of 5.81~m, was measured. The object illumination angle and
object distance were fixed at -45° and 580mm respectively. The divergent illumination beam
was generated using a diode pumped solid state laser (DPSS) Nd: Y AG (it

=

532nm) with a

microscope objective lens (x40).

The derivative displacement of maximum phase change difference data (represented by gray
level with modulo 27t) at

F" = 3.5 was measured and treated as a reference measurement. In

order to minimize the error due to intensity fluctuations and other possible uncertainty
sources, the measurement was repeated for five frames and the final data was averaged over
the

d~ta

frames. The maximum phase change measurements were repeated with other series

of ]<#. The maximum]<# that could be achieved with the lens employed in the measurement
was 32, which represented a speckle size of 53.1 ~m.

Figure 4.8 shows the displacement derivatives slope fringes obtained at ]<# = 3.5, 8.0 and 32
respectively. As can be seen, the best fringe visibility of the fringe pattern is at ]<# = 8. The
experimental results suggest that the value of ]<# below 18 could be ideal for good fringe
contrast where the light intensity and the speckle size were at optimum condition. It is obvious
that when ]<# = 32, the speckle size at this aperture increases by more than 9 times than the
size at ]<# = 3.5. The aperture size reduces by 6 times when the ]<# increases from ]<# = 3.5 to
]<#

= 32.

Due to the increment of speckle size, the separation of each speckle in the field
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becomes closer, potentially resulting in the effect of phase contribution from neighbouring
points, hence poor image contrast as seen in Figure 4.8(c). A reverse approach could also be
applied in speckle shearing interferometry. The phase of each speckle is different from its
neighbouring point. However if the shearing employed is too small, the phase corresponding
to speckle from one point relative to the neighbouring point could interfere with each other
and hence phase contribution that deteriorates the image may be present at the very beginning
of object deformation. These arguments could be true since the parameters aw/8x and au/8x
are also incorporated in the decorrelation of speckle pattern [92].

Work by Ng et aJ [94] that are related to the fringe visibility with respect to shearing amount,
shows that the observable fringe in the shearing interferometry could only be achieved when
the image lateral shearing amount of two speckle fields was 1.5mm and above, otherwise no
fringe was observed. Further to the analysis, it was suggested that if the speckles were
sufficiently close the correlation effect of two neighbouring points on the speckle field tended
to reduce the phase variance between them. The above argument could suggest the effect of
speckle

size in the maximum phase difference

measurement

analysis.

Figure 4.9

represents the correlation of the maximum phase change difference measurements for a given

P# relative

to the maximum phase change difference measurement at

P# = 3.5

with one

standard deviation of measurements uncertainty (from measurement data standard deviation ==
1%). It can be seen that the phase value decreases by about 2% at
3.5 and less than 1% with

P# change from

P# = 32 compared to P# =

3.5 to 18. This figure could be regarded as the

worst maximum phase change difference factor contribution in the measurement due to the
variation of numeral aperture or

P#.

These arguments could also be related to the study of

SjodaJ et al [85] and Sjodal [86] who proposed that the magnitude of random errors is
proportionally dependent with the speckle size. Similar studies by other workers [133,134]
. have shown that the decorrelation of the speckle patterns increases with the increased P.
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l

(a)

(h)

Figure 4.8 The deri vative speckle correlation dep icted from the cantilever beam subj ected to a
load of 0.283N (equivalent to IOfllll disp lacement) with (a) P = 3.5, (b) P = 8.0
and (c) P = 32.
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Results of the experiment in this section can be summarized as below;

i)

The optimum value of

P-#

that produced good image contrast with optical phase

difference variation of less than I % should be within the range of 3.5 to 18. The image
visibility gradually decreases with high P-# due to phase interference from neighbouring
points.

ii)

Change of P-# from minimum to maximum value during the measurement could produce
phase variation as high as 2%. Therefore, it is suggested that always use the narrow
range of P-# during the measurement.
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4.4 EFFECT OF LOAD VARIATION TO THE PHASE MEASUREMENT

This part of the study is to investigate the effect of load change that are represented by
different fringe densities with the relative maximum phase change difference analysis in the
measurements. Results of this study can be used as a guide in the following section of
experiments. A study that correlates the load applied with the phase measurement for different
shearing amounts was useful in order to find the effect of load variation in the measurement.
The relative optical maximum phase change difference was calculated based on Equations
3.81 and 3.84, (Chapter 3). A cantilever beam was used in the study with the load applied
. using a Mitutoyo differential micrometer, with object illumination angle of 45°. Three
different shearing amounts were used; 5mm, IOmm and 15mm respectively. A series of loads
were applied for each shearing amount producing different fringe numbers for each load, and
the maximum phase difference data of collimated and non-collimated illumination cases were
compared for measurement analysis. The maximum amount of load depended on the amount
of shearing. For 5mm shearing amount the maximum load that could be reached was O.679N
(24Jlm micrometer displacement), IOmm shearing with a maximum load of 0.425N (l5Jlm)

and 15mm shearing with a maximum load of O.227N (8Jlm). Load applied beyond this value
produced high fringe densities and poor fringe visibility which lead to additional measurement
error in the maximum phase difference data.

The trend of maximum phase change difference profile with load changes or increasing fringe
number for a given shearing amount depends on fringe density and the amount of shearing
employed in the measurements, as shown in Figure 4.1 O. Figure 4.10 shows the relation of
relative maximum phase· change with the change amount of load for difference shearing
amount. The c1.rrve of 15mm shearing has a small load range compared to the 5mm shearing,
this evidence is due to the increasing sensitivity of the interferometer with increasing the
shearing amount. It also shows that the magnitude of relative maximum phase change
difference is high at low load, this is clearly due to the lower fringe number which give high
uncertainty of the phase measurement and hence contribute to the high relative maximum
phase change difference. The minimum point of the curve shows the optimum load applied
which give the minimum phase error in the measurement. When the load increases to higher
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amount, the fringe density increases which .then increase the phase error as results of the
speckle decorrelation. The relative maximum phase change difference-load relation profiles
are consistent with the change of shearing amount but their magnitudes depend on the amount
of shearing. The maximum phase change difference variation which represents the difference
of relative maximum phase change difference values with the change of load employed
(represented by fringe density) by 5mm shearing is about 5-6%, IOmm shearing 4-5% and
15mm shearing is

2-3%. The variation

magnitude with the change

of

in relative maximum phase change difference

load could be generated from the sources of error

discussed in Chapter 2. The maximum phase change difference profiles with the change of
load for a given shearing amount provide the optimum fringe density (amount of load) that
could

be used

in the experiment in the following sections. From this experiment, it

could suggest that the loads applied in a set of experiments should be fixed to the values that
produce the optimum fringe density, otherwise phase change arises from load variation. Too
high a load could produce high measurement error due to speckle decorrelation. In the
following experiment, a fixed load was used for each shearing amount, hence phase change
due to load variation was not considered to be a factor in the maximum phase change
difference measurement analysis.
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4.5 SHEARING IMAGE AND THE MEASUREMENT VALUE
It is important to understand which wavefront in the image shearing should be manipulated in

the measurement, otherwise misinterpretation of the engineering problem could occur. In
shearography, at least two speckle field images from two wavefronts are formed in the image
plane. These speckle fields are correlated to each other if they are sheared relative to one
another. Speckle fields with good correlation are related to the amount of shearing introduced
in the measurement. In order to produce a high contrast correlation fringe pattern, a large
image shear should be employed. The term large shear is normally applied when considering a
shear value larger than one pixel [94]. Shearing prod\lced by the Michelson configuration,
leads to two image shearing, originated from two mirrors that are fixed orthogonally with the
beam splitter. In this case two images interfere with one and the other by a given amount of
shearing on the image plane. These two images should have the same intensity distribution
provided that the light division by the beam splitter is an equal amount to each mirror.

If we can imagine the image formation on the image plane corresponding to two speckle fields
[135], the upper and the lower speckle fields interfere with one to another due to surface
deformation. The position of the speckle fields will depend on the light path length from the
object surface to the image plane. The short path length will first arrive on the image plane
and will form the lower speckle field. In the two image shearing, one speckle field could be
treated as a reference field and the other is sheared or both can be sheared relative to each
other. If the upper speckle field is sheared in horizontal direction by the amount of +& as
shown in Figure 4.1 I, then the phase difference between point A on the lower speckle field
relative to the point A' on the upper speckle field due to deformation can be written as:

~., =1fI(x+&,Y)-IfI(x,y)

(4.1)

Similarly if the upper speckle is horizontally sheared by the amount of -& then Equation 4.1
should be written as:
~x

= IfI(X-&,Y)-IfI(x,y)

(4.2) .

However if the upper speckle is treated as a reference field and lower speckle field is sheared
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by the amount of +& the phase difference between these two speckle fields due to
deformation is given by:
c", = \f/(x,y) - \f/(x + &,y)

(4.3)

Similarly if the shearing amount is changed to -& then the Equation 4.3 should be written as:

(4.4)

In the event of the two speckle fields are both sheared relative to another, for instance upper
speckle field sheared by +& and the lower speckle field sheared by -& then the phase
difference can be written as:
(4.5)

Similarly if the shearing amount of upper speckle field is horizontally sheared by -& and the
~

lower speckle field by +& then Equation 4.5 should be written as:

(4.6)

The value of c"x

= 0 when both speckle fields

are equally sheared in the same direction and

hence two speckle fields remain superimposed on each other at the initial position gives no
fringe formation.

From Equations 4.1 to 4.6 it appears that the sign of the phase difference depends on which
image shearing and direction of shearing is considered in the measurement. The image of the
lower speckle field sheared relative to the image of the upper speckle produces opposite phase
direction compared to the image of the upper speckle field sheared relative to the lower
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Figure 4.1 I Two speckle fields sheared by +& in horizontal direction.

speckle field. For this reason lower and upper speckle should be first identified before making
measurements. This can be achieved by using a known behaviour of test object such as a
cantilever beam with a load at the free end, or a square clamped plate with the load at the
centre.

Table 4.1 Image shearing experiment.
Sheared Image
Experiment

Horizontal Shearing
Amount, &:

M,

M,

First

Yes

No

+ I Omm and - I Omm

Second

No

Ye s

+IOmm and -IOmm

Third

Yes

Yes

M,(+5mm and -5mm)
M,(-5mm and +5mm)

To demonstrate the above phenomena, three sets of experiments as given in Table 4. I have
been performed using a square plate sample clamped rigidly at each edge and a point load
employed on its centre. A coherent divergent beam with object illumination angle at I 10 and
distance from the source of 720mm were employed. The object images that were projected
from the two mirrors M, and M, were recorded on the image plane as two speckle fields
oriented one behind on each other. The position of mirror M, was parallel to the camera axis
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whereas mirror M, nonnal to the camera axis, as shown in Figure 4.12. The image was
sheared horizontally with the amount of + 1Omm by adjusting mirror M,. The image of the
speckle field that was projected by mirror M, was relatively displaced by the amount of
shearing employed, with respect to the image of the speckle field that was projected by mirror

M2• A constant load of0.1 J3N (equivalent to 4Jlm displacement) was applied to the centre of
the clamped plate using the differential micrometer.
The speckle field intensity was subtracted
,
from the initial state to give fringe patterns that represented the contour slope of the plate. The
observed fringe pattern was phase stepped for mapping the optical phase change direction due
to defonnation of the plate.

A similar experiment was repeated for image shearing of -I Omm. Zero shearing speckle field

images was achieved by balancing the two speckle fields using mirror M, or M2 to give
Michelson fringes on the image plane. The second part of the experiment used similar
procedures but with shearing employed by mirror M2 that gave the image shearing relative
to the image speckle field of mirror M,. The third part of the experimentation followed
similar procedures but both mirrors M, and M2 were employed for image shearing. The object
speckle field image from mirror M, was sheared by +5mm relative to the speckle field image
from mirror M2 followed by -5mm sheared object speckle field image from mirror M2 relative
to mirror M,. The experiment of this third part was repeated with the change of shearing
direction of speckle field image from mirror M, to -5mm and for the image from mirror M2 to
+5mm.

The direction of optical phase as shown by the wrapped phase maps in Figure 4.13 suggest
that the importance of selection and the standardization of image sheari"ng in Michelson based

ESPSI. It was found from the experimental results, if using the speckle field image from
mirror M, sheared relative to the speckle field image from mirror M2 in the positive direction,
the results indicated a positive phase value. In comparison, if using the speckle field image
from mirror M2 sheared relative to the speckle field image from mirror M, in the positive
direction, gave a negative phase value. Ignoring these characteristics could give the wrong
interpretation of the optical phase data.
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Figure 4.12 Michelson based shearing interferometer with image from mirror M2 sheared
relative to image from M!.

Another important element in the shearing interferometer is to determine which speckle fields
should be sheared in the measurement. This can be achieved by initially calibrating the
interferometer using an object of known behaviour and fix which ever mirror gave the correct
optical phase vector. The calibration could be initially performed by the manufacturer or by
user. In this study, if measurements were performed by taking the upper speckle field relative
to the lower speckle field, the measurement result indicated the correct phase vector. However
if the lower speckle field was taken relative to the upper speckle field, the measurement
indicated the reverse optical phase vector. These behaviours are shown in Equations 4.3 and
4.4 and Figures 4.13(c) and 4.13(d), where the phase data changed its sign from
negative values.
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(f)

Figure 4.13 Wrapped phase map of square clamped plate subject to load of 0.113N at centre
point (equivalent to 4~ displacement) and illumination angle is 11°; (a) upper
speckle image field sheared by 10mm (b) upper speckle image field sheared by10mm (c) lower speckle image field sheared by 10mm (d) lower speckle image
field sheared by -1 Omm (e) upper speckle image field sheared by 5mm and lower
speckle image field sheared by -5mm and (f) upper speckle image field sheared
by -5mm and lower speckle image field sheared by 5mm.
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In the case when both speckle fields were sheared relative to each other the phase value again
followed similar behaviour to Equations 4.1 to 4.4. Results of these shearing mechanisms
are shown in Figures 4.13(e) and 4.13(f) which are similar to Figures 4. 13(a) and 4.13(b). The
same phenomena could appear if the lower speckle field is sheared to the positive direction
followed by upper speckle field sheared to the negative direction which gives the same result
as shown in Figure 4.13(c).

From the analysis of the experiments, it is suggested that the phase direction is dependent on
the shearing direction of the upper speckle field relative to the lower speckle field in all
shearing conditions. In normal practical applications with Michelson based interferometers,
the determination of the lower speckle field and upper speckle field is a problem especially
to the operators. To eliminate this problem the shearing equipment was fixed with only one of
the mirrors used for image shearing, (normally mirror MI)'

4.6 DEFLECTION AND SLOPE ANALYSIS OF CANTILEVER BEAMS

A standard mechanical test sample such as a cantilever beam with a load imposed at a
distance

e from

the fixed end is a typical sample that is mechanically understood. The

theoretical displacement and slope data of the beam can. be formulated and graphically
generated. The validation of the ESPSI experimental results for cantilever beams were
performed by theoretical and ESPI experimental analysis.

Theoretical displacement and slope of a cantilever beam carrying a concentrated load at a

e

distance from the fixed end is given by [136]:

d'2EQ,
=~(L-!..)
3

(4.7)

and the slope is given by:

pe

s=-(2L-e)
2EQ,
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(4.8)

= load applied, E = Young's M()dulus of elasticity, QI = second bending moment of
inertia and L = total length of the cantilever beam.

where P

!n order to validate the theoretical analysis of displacement and slope for a cantilever beam
with a load at the free end, experiments were performed using both ESP! for displacement
analysis and ESPS! for slope analysis. The out-of-plane ESP! experiment was performed with
object illumination angle at 5° relative to the camera axis. The cantilever beam was placed
100cm from the beam expansion lens. A beam expansion lens of x40 with additional filter of
density 0.6 in front of the camera lens were employed. The additional filter was used to
optimize the image brightness and the lens aperture size which led to better image contrast.
The aperture size was fixed to F" =8 for the entire experiment. The load of 0.057N
(equivalent to 2/lm displacement) was employed by a Mitutoyo Micrometer. The collimated
illumination was generated by a 100mWatts, A. = 532nm, DPSS Nd:YAG laser.

The slope data was deduced by differentiating the displacement data generated by ESPI
experiment. However some difficulties occurred with this approach due to the noisy data
which gave wrong interpretation of the slope data. Another approach was using ESPSI
whereby the surface slope can be directly measured, then the surface displacement can be
derived by integrating the slope data. The second approach was more convenient since
integration is a noise reduction process and produces cleaner data. By using the same
cantilever beam, the second part of the experiment was followed for direct displacement
derivative measurements using ESPSI. The load employed was 0.567N (20/lm displacement)
with 5mm horizontal shearing. The object illumination angle was set at +5° with a distance of
600mm, this set-up provided the predominantly OOP measurement sensitivity and hence the
value of 8w/EJx can individually be measured. The integration of the slope profile gave the
displacement profile of the same amount of displacement employed by the differential
micrometer. The profiles of the deflection and slope were achieved by using the MATLAB
. image processing tool box.

From the theoretical and experimental analysis of the cantilever beam, one can validate the
accuracy of the measurements by comparison between the theoretical and the experimental
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data separately. The other alternative is to generate the theoretical data from experimental
data. This can be done by means of differentiation or integration of the experimental data and
comparing the result with the theoretical data. The theoretical and the experimental results of
displacement and slope of cantilever beam are shown in Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.16
respectively. Since the collimated illumination was used in the measurement and the
contribution of imaging angle is much smaller than the effect of divergence illumination in the
phase measurement value, therefore the error in the slope measurement in Figure 4.16 was
small. The experimental plot of Figure 4.17 also shows a ripple in the data which could
generate from the electronic noise and other source of error discussed in Chapter 2. The
comparison of theoretical and experimental results as shown in Figures 4.15 and 4.17 (taken
as a line along the 5mm line) indicates that the displacement and slope theories of the
cantilever beam are in close agreement with the experimental results (with correlation
coefficient values of 0.981 and 0.979 respectively).

This section of experiment identifies that the theoretical analysis and experimental results for
deflection (w) and slope of the cantilever beam used in this study were well understood. The
displacement and derivative displacement of the beam were.theoretically and experimentally
defined. This cantiliver beam was utilized for further studies in Section 4.7 of this chapter.
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Figure 4. 14 Deflection of cantilever beam with 2~m displacement, (a) theoretical deflection
and (b) experimental defl ection I .958 ~m as obtained using ESP!.
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Figure 4.16 Slope of a cantilever beam with load of O.S7N (20 ~m displacement) (a)
theoretical slope: 300x 10-G a nd (b) experimental slope 3 14.Sx 10-G as obtained
using E SPSI.
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4.7 OUT-OF-PLANE PHASE CHANGE DIFFERENCE ANALYSIS USING A
CANTILEVER BEAMS

The known behaviour of the cantilever beam was used in the validation of the theoretical
phase change difference propagation due to the divergent illumination wavefront established
in Chapter 3. The relative maximum phase change difference analysis that was theoretically
established was compared to the relative maximum phase change difference profile
the

from

experimental results. The experimentation was performed according to the same

assumptions as used in the model ofthe theoretical analysis. This section reported the relative
slope of maximum phase change difference profile generated by divergent illumination with
regard to the change of the illumination angle, position of the test object and load point, the
distance from the illumination source to the object surface and the size of illuminated area.
Details of the experiments are discussed in the following sub-sections.

4.7.1 Cantilever Beam with Load Point at the Right Side Relative to the Camera Axis

This part of the experimental research was to examine the maximum phase change difference
due to the curvature of the illumination wavefront as a function of illumination angle, with the
load concentrated at the right side relative to the camera axis. A curved object illumination
wavefront was produced using a 100mWdiode pumped DPSS Nd;YAG laser (A.

= 532nrn)

with illumination angles used (with respect to the camera axis) in the range of -60' to +75'
(in increments of 15° except at zero angle, where the minimum illumination angles was only
possible at ±SO). The light was expanded using a x40 microscope objective lens, and the
camera lens had an aperture size of F" = 8.0. The distances from the source to the lens and to
the object surface were fixed at 375mm and 600mm respectively.

Three different horizontal shear values (&) of 5mm, 10mm and 15mm were employed.
Smaller values were not used due to the well documented fringe contrast issues [93, 94). Due
to increasing sensitivity of the shearing interferometer, and the desire to maintain a constant
fringe density during the analysis, the load was change in each case. The load applied was
0.567N (equivalent to 20llm displacement of the cantilever beam) with 5mm horizontal shear,
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0.425N (l5).lm) with 10mm horizontal shear and 0.283N (I O).lm) with 15mm horizontal shear.
The first displacement derivative or slope at each measurement increment, was measured and
compared with a similar analysis using an identical Michelson based shearing interferometer
with collimated illumination (diameter of 135mm), using the same angular and distance
parameters. The illumination beam intensity on the inspected object was maintained to
approximately not less than lIe 2 or 13.5% of the maximum beam intensity of the beam profile .

. The measurement of individual maximum phase change difference from the OOP contribution
and IP contribution covering the illumination angles other than zero degree is very difficult if
not impossible to separate in real time measurement using a single illumination beam.
However in this experiment the maximum phase change difference contributions from both
components were considered in the measurements and the measurement was performed with
illumination in x, z-plane, hence the contribution from IP component OvIOx is very small and
negligible.

In order to provide a measure of maximum phase difference contributions due to wavefront
curvature, it is necessary to compare the quantified results with the collimated illumination
wavefront. This is achieved by generating the relative maximum phase change difference
(Mr) which is defined based on the data measured using the maximum fringe pattern which

represent the maximum gray value that is given by Equation 3.81, Chapter 3 (maximum slope
component

(~p,)

of the non-collimated wavefront) compared to Equation 3.84, Chapter 3

(maximum slope component (~ce) of the collimated wavefront). The relative maximum phase
change difference (Mr) due to the wavefront curvature functions from Equation 3.85, Chapter
3, can be rewritten as:
(4.9)

where

~p,

= maximum phase value measured by using a divergent wavefront

~"

= maximum phase value measured by using a collimated wavefront

It was found that when positive illumination angles (B) were employed the maximum relative
phase difference between ~ /"

and D." was positive, and negative when using negative
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illumination angles, with respect to the camera axis. This is clearly shown in Figure 4.18
where the maximum phase change

difference magnitude was a function of illumination

direction. The trend of relative maximum phase change difference is seems to be a cyclic
function with value varies from minimum at 0° and increase to maximum at 45°, then reduced
to minimum at 90°, the similar pattern also in the negative illumination angle but its
magnitude is reversed. This trend of phase change difference could be related to the sensitivity
of the interferometer as the illumination angles change. The phase change difference value at
normal illumination angle (0°) was practically very difficult to achieve, however small
magnitudes of phase change difference value of divergence and collimated illumination were
observed at illumination angles of±5°. This could potentially be from IP component (au/ex)
of divergent illumination wavefront as given in Equation 3.86 (Chapter 3).

In the analysis of these results, the maximum phase difference of divergence and collimated
illumination is considered as a maximum phase change difference of the interferometer
system that takes into account maximum curvature functions from both OOP and IP
derivative components. The phase change contribution due to the shearing amount is also
significant as shown from the maximum phase change

difference of divergence and

collimated illumination profiles. Since the error in the measurement was treated as the system
error, the absolute phase change difference contribution due to shearing amount is difficult or
not possible to separate from curvature phase function. However, the relative phase change
magnitude due to lateral shearing could be possible to evaluate by considering the separation
of data lines for different shearing amounts. The relative phase change difference value
increases as the amount of shearing increases and their magnitude seems to be independent of
the illumination angles and object distance.

Equations 3.86 and 3.88 (Chapter 3) give the values of A and B of the interferometer system
due to respective wavefront divergence at 0° and ±90° relative to the camera axis. It is
interesting to note that the value A change to a significant value and to value of B change to
zero value when the illumination wavefront changes from 0° and +90°. The value of Bat 0°
of illumination angle indicates that the interferometer is still employed with the existing of inplane function due to the curvature of the wavefront. This phenomena theoretically does not
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occur in the case of an interferometer using a planar wavefront where the value of inclination
angle is zero (jJ = 0) and hence the value of B is always zero for any illumination angle, as
shown in Equations 3.83 and 3.84 (Chapter 3).

Another study [82) however has suggested that the components associated with decorrelation
of the speckle pattern resulting from IP object displacement still exist even with collimated
illumination, and this could contribute to the phase measurement error. Furthermore, with
reference to Equation 3.86 it is not possible to remove the in-plane derivative component
phase difference function even at zero angle, which means that not possible to ignore the OOP
derivative data when non-collimated wavefront is employed. The same analogy has been
proposed for the phase change difference in ESPI [I 24) when employing divergent
illumination in the measurements.
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Figure 4.18 The change of relative maximum phase change difference (%) with the change of
illumination angle (degree) for beam lain with free end on the right side relative
to the camera axis.
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The theoretical analysis has suggested that the curvature of the object illumination wavefront
contributes a source of phase change to the ESPSI measurements, this phase change is in
•

addition to the phase change due to the horizontal shearing amount lix that has been
previously reported [87, 88). Its magnitude is more pronounced and dependent on the
direction of illumination. It should be noted that the value ofthe second order derivative in all
cases was always smaller than the first order derivative, consequently the phase change
contribution caused by the lateral shearing value that has been previously analysed [87, 88)
was small.

Figure 4.19 shows an example of the fringes produced by ESPSI from the cantilever beam,
with an applied load of O.283N (lOllm) equivalent. Comparing Figure 4.19(a) and Figure
4.1 9(b) there is a significant reduction of the maximum first derivative fringe pattern due to
the change of wavefront curvature. The use of non-collimated illumination versus collimated
iliumination, with an illumination angle of +45 0 at a distance of 600mm and the horizontal
shearing amount of 15mm generated the phase difference of 12.4%. However Figure 4.19(c)
and Figure 4.19(d) shows the opposite behaviour as the illumination wavefront is changed
from +45 0 to -45 0 with the other parameters remaining fixed. In this case there is a significant
increase of the maximum first derivative fringe pattern using non-collimated illumination
versus collimated illumination, the phase difference changed by -9.6%. However the
maximum phase change

difference varies depending on the illumination angle and the

shearing amount with respect to object distance and size of inspected area. The illumination
angle at ±45° and the shearing amount of 15mm of the above example is the worse case of
phase change difference due to the wavefront curvature and shearing amount in this
experiment.
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Figure 4.19 The derivative fringe pattern of cantilever beam with 10J.lm load at 600mm
object distance, + 15mm shearing amount and inspected object size of 100mm:
+45 0 of illumination angle using (a) non-collimated and (b) collimated
wavefronts, and -45 0 of illumination angle using (c) non-collimated and (d)
collimated wavefronts.
4.7.2 Cantilever Beam with Load Point at the Left Side Relative to the Camera Axis

The effect of load position relative to the side of camera axis was also under investigation in
this study, with the beam position changed by turning it around anti-clockwise by 1800 as
schematically shown in Figure 4.20. At this position the differential micrometer was mounted
at the left side relative to the camera axis. A horizontal shearing amount of + 1Omm and load
of 0.425N (151lm displacement) were employed in the measurements. The source to object
distance and the flnumber were kept to 600mm and 8.0 respectively throughout the
experiment. Experimental procedures used in Section 4.7.1 were repeated for this
measurement analysis.
Load

z
Object

(")--+ X
y
Figure 4.20 Schematic diagram of cantilever beam.
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Results of the experiments are shown in Figure 4.21. One interesting point to note is that the
trend of maximum phase change difference profile of the cantilever beam with the point load
at the free end appears to be dependent on the load position relative to the camera aXis.
Importantly, as load changes from the right to the left side, the profile tends to reverse
magnitude from positive to'negative sign. The symmetrical pattern of maximum phase change
difference profile for both positive and negative illumination angles is also observed. This

.

suggests that phase change difference is deformation dependent, as well as illumination angle .
Since the aim of this section is to study the maximum phase change difference profile due to
the change of object position, it is convenient to employ only one shearing amount. Results of
this study also suggest that the theoretical maximum phase difference given by Equations 3.95
and 3.96 (Chapter 3), is practically fulfilled.

4.7.3 Effect of Reversed Shearing Direction on the Maximum Phase Change Difference
Behaviour

In order to check the effect of shearing direction on the maximum phase change difference
measurement, the experiment in Section 4.7.1 was repeated with the horizontal shearing value
changed to negative direction (-5mm, -10mm and -15mm). Results of the experiments are
shown in Figure 4.22. With comparison to Figure 4.18, the effect of shearing direction seems
to give no significant change to the maximum phase change difference profile, the value or
the magnitude of maximum phase change difference. The results suggest that the reversed
shearing direction does not contribute to the magnitude of maximum phase change difference
generated as a function of non-collimated illumination and one can use either positive or
negative shearing direction which give the same phase change difference magnitude, although
overall optical phase direction does reverse as highlighted in Section 4.5.
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4.7.4 Cantilever Beam with Load Point Parallel to the Camera Axis.

The experimental research in this sub-section was not intended to validate theoretical analysis,
since the theoretical analysis in Chapter 3 was derived based on the assumption that the
cantilever beam was in a horizontal position. Theoretical consideration for objects in vertical
positions could be established through other assumptions. Considering the time limitation of
this research period, this part of the theoretical phase change difference analysis was left for
future work.

However, this part of the experimentation was intended to examine the behaviour of relative
maximum phase change difference pattern with the change of shearing from horizontal to
vertical directions, at the same time the change of load point and object position also being
under investigations. The cantilever beam was changed to the vertical position providing the
load point parallel to the camera axis although the illumination vector was still in the
horizontal plane (x, z-plane). In order to produce similar fringe patterns as the beam in the
horizontal position, the image shearing was changed to the vertical direction. Three different
shearing amounts of 10mm, 15mm and 20mm with loads ofO.283N (lOjlm), 0.198N (7jlm)
and 0.1 7N (6jlm) were respectively employed in the measurement. The experimental results
are shown in Figure 4.23. It can be seen that the maximum phase change difference has
changed profile compared to the beam in the horizontal positions. The maximum phase
change difference profile as a function of the negative illumination angle shows a similar
trend compared to the beam in the horizontal position, whereas in the other quadrant the phase
change due to curvature illumination wavefront is different, with a minimum value at an
illumination angle of 45°. Since the contribution of &v/ay is similar to the contribution of

&v/Ox which is very small and negligible for illumination in x, z-plane, therefore this factor
has no significant effect to the trend of maximum phase change difference profile. However,
the effect of the shearing amount with the magnitude of maximum phase change difference is
still significant and consistently increases with the increasing shearing amount.
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The studies in this sub-section can be summarized follows:

i)

The relative maximum phase change difference trend could be a function of shearing
direction (horizontal or vertical shearing), object position or load position relative to the
camera axis.

The relative maximum phase change difference due to divergent illumination indicated

ii)

that horizontal slope error was not the same with vertical slope error.
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Figure 4.23 The change of relative maximum phase change difference (%) with the change of
illumination angle (degree) for beam lain with free end parallel (vertical
position) relative to the camera axis.

4.7.5 Maximum Phase Change Difference Magnitude versus Object Distance

The change of wavefront curvature, on the structure and quality of the ESPSI correlation
fringes, with respect to changing object distance, is one of the main interests of this study.
Measurements derived for various degrees of divergent illumination were. compared to
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measurements using collimated illumination. In order to change the curvature of the
illumination wavefront, the distance from the object surface to the expanding lens was varied
from 400mm to 1000mm (increments of 200mm) at each illumination angle and the amount
of horizontal shearing was fixed to Smm. The aperture size F' was set between S.6 and 6.S
depending on the brightness of the object image. The illumination angles from So, and 30° to
60° relative to the camera axis, changing in increments of ISO. The change of this aperture
size was found to contribute to the maximum phase change difference in the measurement
value of less than O.S% and was considered negligible. The above experiment was repeated
for larger shearing amounts of 10mm and 15mm respectively.

Figure 4.24 shows the relationship of the relative maximum phase change difference (%) as
function of the inspected object distance to the expanding lens, and the shearing amount. For a
given inspected area, the relative maximum phase change difference due to wavefront
curvature is very significant at shorter object distance and reduces approximately by a power
function as the object distance increases. Experimental results also show that the magnitude of
the relative maximum phase change difference is a function of the shearing amount, the
maximum phase change difference increases as the shearing amount increases, and this is
clearly demonstrated in Figures 4.24(a) to 4.24(c). The theoretical fitting represents an ideal
maximum phase change difference trend due to the wavefront curvature function with the
change of object distance. Results of the experiments indicate a clear correlation with the
proposed analytical maximum phase change difference predictions which were derived in
Chapter 3.

As the horizontal shear is increased, the relative maximum phase change difference follows
the form of the theoretical lines, but with an increasing off-set. Furthermore, the maximum
. phase change difference magnitude departure increases from the theoretical trend of between
1% to 2% as the shear changes from Smm to 10mm, and 2% to 4% as horizontal shear
increases from Smm to ISmm. The increase in maximum phase change difference magnitude
with the increment of horizontal shear appears to be at least four times higher than the
theoretical analysis reported in the previous publications [87, 88). This factor was based on
the value of D, =1 (D, = (Ow/8x)/(&w/8x'» which could be the maximum value of D, from the
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above publications. One argument of the error formulation due to. the shearing amount is the
factor DI that was considered to be less than unity [87, 88). In normal mathematical function
the value of DI should be higher or equal than unity.

The load applied for the cantilever beam deformation in these experiments used a Mitutoyo
differential micrometer which had an accuracy of ±1.511m (manufacturer quoted). This
amount may have attributed a significant error during the experiments, especially at low load.
However it was assumed that the magnitude of error due to the uncertainty of the micrometer
was constant and systematic throughout the experiment, and may have contributed to the
offset, but did not affect the trend of maximum phase change· difference in the results
analysis. Clearly, the difference in maximum phase change difference between theory and
experiment in Figure 4.24 can be attributed to a number of systematic sources; higher order
derivative component contribution, phase stepping errors, backlash in the differential
micrometer, and random sources: uncertainties of interferometer set-up, refractive index
changes and optical geometry errors.

Experiments using the cantilever beam in this section have demonstrated results of a onedimensional case of object. This object provided well understood behaviour when subjected to
load at the free end. The correlation of the experimental results with the theoretical analysis in
Chapter 3 suggests that a good agreement were achieved.
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4.8 OUT-OF-PLANE MAXIMUM PHASE CHANGE DIFFERENCE ANALYSIS
USING A SQUARE CLAMPED PLATE

A square clamped plate represents a well understood behaviour of a two-dimensional case of
object. The position of the load point on the plate can be changed from the centre to other
points without changing the object position. This allowed the experimental verification of the
theoretical phase change difference analysis of the square clamped plate being studied only on
the aspects of shearing amount, shearing direction and load position. Whereas object position
remained fixed.

Understanding of plate behaviour when subjected to a load at the centre was necessary before
further experimental work on phase measurement validation. A brass plate of I mm thickness
with total area size of 202.5mm x 202.5mm, clamped rigidly by a square clamp that gave the
effective measurement area of I 52.5mm x 152.5mm was used, as shown in Figure 4.25. The
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load was applied using a Mitutoyo Micrometer from the back of the plate. The study showed
that with the plate subjected to a load at its centre (point P in Figure 4.25), a symmetrical
distribution of plate deflection from its centre was observed. The unwrapped phase map and
the surface plot that were recorded using OOP ESP! at illumination angle of 3.9 0 are shown in
Figure 4.26, this being a typical example of plate displacement subject to a load on its centre.
The slope at the centre can be calculated by differentiation of the pixels across the image.
However the result produced in this way could be very noisy due to the fluctuation of gray
scale from one pixel to the other across the image.

If the image is sheared, the fringe pattern depicted represents the derivative displacement of
,~

the plate. For a plate that is centrally loaded the fringe pattem should be represented by a
"buns eye" pattern of correlation fringes. A symmetrical pattern of unwrapped phase and a
surface plot of plate (representing the slope image) is shown in Figure 4.27. The displacement
of the plate could be produced in this way by integrating the gray scale of each pixel across
the slope image.
202.5mm

20m

•

P3

.

p
,',

20mm

Centre
Point

'.'

.: .
. :'.'

::'

Metal Base
Figure 4.25 Square clamped plate showing that load points P, PI, P2 and P3.
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The validation of the theoretical maximum phase change difference analysis for the rigidly
clamped plate (Chapter 3) was investigated and demonstrated for a load at the centre, and
loads at other points than the centre (see Figure 4.25). The analysis of the phase change
difference was assumed that the value of fJv/ax is zero on the optical axis for the illuminated
source in the x, z-plane, the contribution from point other than the optical axis is small and
could be negligible, this is being supported by the former reports [ 44, 45, 60] where the factor
fJv/ax is only considered in the y, z-plane and ou/ax in the x, z-plane.
4.8.1 Load at Centre Point

The validation of the theoretical maximum phase change difference for a square clamped plate
with a load at the centre is based on the structure and quality of the ESPSI correlation fringes,
with respect to changing object illumination angles. A curved object illumination wavefront
was produced using an expansion lens of x60 placed 375 mm from the source. The
illumination angle covered from -75 0 to +75 0 (in increments of 15° except at zero angle,
where the minimum illumination angles were only possible at ±5°), with the shearing amount
of 5mm, 10mm and 15mm being used respectively. The light expansion lens to the object
surface distance and the lens aperture size were fixed to 500mm and 5.6 respectively. The
load applied was 0.845N (equivalent to 10J.!m plate displacement) with horizontal shearing of
5mm, 0.507N (6Ilm) with horizontal shearing of 10mm and 0.253N (3Ilm) with horizontal
shearing of 15mm. The phase 'data which represents the slope at each measurement point was
measured and compared with the measurements using an identical Michelson based shearing
interferometer with collimated illumination.

The relative maximum phase change difference distribution with respect to the object
illumination angle was found to be in a very narrow range, smaller than ±3% (Figure 4.28).
The maximum phase change difference distribution seems to be in a random pattern and does
not indicate any significant change with the change of shearing amount. The variation' of
maximum phase change difference points could be generated from other various error sources
(Section 2.5, Chapter 2) that could be significant in the phase measurement. There are errors
that could not be minimized, which give uncertainty of phase measurement and remain to
contribute in the final measurement.

Since the maximum phase change difference is
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randomly distributed in a very narrow range, the experimental results for a plate that was
centrally load suggests that the phase change difference due to curvature illumination
wavefront is very minimal. This argument is in agreement with the theoretical analysis given
in Equations 3.107 and 3.109 (Chapter 3), for the case when the value of inclination angle
from one side to the other relative to the load point is the same.
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Figure 4.28 The relative maximum phase change difference pattern with the change of
illumination angle for square clamped plate subjected to load at centre (Point
P).
4.8.2 Load at Points Other Than the Centre.

This part of the experimental research was to validate the theoretical analysis in Chapter 3
with wider scope and application.

It followed the same experimental procedures and

conditions as for the plate loaded at the centre but the load points were moved to +56.25mm
relative to the plate centre. This was the maximum distance from centre that could be
achieved for a loading point yet still produce meaningful plate deformation, however another
20mm remained from the load point to the edge of plate allowing the micrometer and the
micrometer holder to be fixed rigidly to the plate clamp.
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Figure 4.29 shows that the slope contour of the plate subjected to a point load at the right side
(point PI in Figure 4.25) 20mm from the clamped edge. The slope contours appear to be more
dense and with poor visibility in the area of the

r~maining

20mm from the load point.

However the rest of the plate area shows less fringes and good fringe visibility. The high
fringe density is due to a high displacement gradient and the poor fringe visibility may be a
function of in-plane translation [137). A combination of these phenomena could be significant
if the measurement was employed for quantified analysis. To demonstrate the reliability ofthe
measurement data, two sets of maximum phase change measurement analysis were
established. One set took into account the slope of the plate which represented the derivative
. displacement, that included some noise at the load point after ignoring the 20mm image from
the edge section. The second set ignored the 20mm sections and another 16.5mm (55 pixels)
giving the total image ignored for phase analysis as 36.5mm, by using a mask.

Figure 4.29 shows the image including the 20mm section, and after removing the 20mm
section. As detailed in Figure 4.29(a), the wrapped phase image within the 20mm section was
very poor and not possible to analyze. In Figure 4.29(b), the 20mm section of the same image
was removed and not used in the analysis. However, the results appear to be noisy with high
magnitude due to poor correlation close to the load point as shown in Figure 4.30. In contrast,
Figure 4.31 shows data when the 36.5mm (20mm section and another 16.5mm section (55
pixels» section was excluded, with 512 x 320 pixels of image size being considered in the
phase measurement as seen in Figure 4.32. The theoretical fitting represent by the solid line
generated by Equations 3.12 and 3.14 into Equation 4.9 with the values of Cl and C2 0fO.262
and 1.738 respectively (for

e = 20mm and D = 152.5mm) . The maximum phase change

difference distribution due to curvature illumination becomes more systematic. These results
suggest that the measurement error due to poor fringe contrast is a serious problem in
quantitative analysis and could lead to misinterpretation during the data analysis.

Figure 4.31 gives a more meaningful interpretation of maximum phase change difference
analysis, with data noise being a function of other sources of experimental error (see Section
2.5, Chapter 2). The maximum phase change difference pattern is similar to the pattern given
by the cantilever beam when the beam was subject to a point load at the right side to the
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camera axis. The peak of maximum phase change difference profile was found to be at
illumination angles of ±45°, and the minimum was at illumination angles close to the camera
axis and at illumination angle approaches to ±90°. The magnitude of maximum phase change
difference also changed as the amount of shearing changed but followed the overall trend. For
this analysis the size of object was 116.0mm (excluding the 36.5mm plate section) which gave
the peak of maximum phase change difference due to divergent illumination of less than ±6%.

Without changing the procedures, the above experiment was repeated with the load point
changed to -56.25mm from the centre (point P2 in Figure 4.25). Due to the problem of fringe
density and fringe visibility within the 36.5mm section, the slope fringes were again masked
and the analysis only concentrated on the clean region of the plate. It is interesting to note that
the maximum phase change difference pattern (Figure 4.33) with the change of illumination
angle still shows the same behaviour as the cantilever beam with load point at left relative to
camera axis (Figure 4.21). In another words the maximum phase change difference profile
changed sign when the load on the plate changed position from right to left side relative to
camera axis as shown in Figure 4.33. The theoretical fitting represent by the solid line
generated by Equations 3.16 and 3.18 into Equation 4.9 with the values of Cl and Cl of 1.738
and 0.262 respectively.

The above experiment was repeated but the load point was changed to a position vertically
moved by +56.25mm from the centre of the plate (point P3 in Figure 4.25). The above
procedures were repeated except the shearing direction was set along the vertical axis by the
amounts of 5mm, 10mm and 15mm respectively. The relative maximum phase change
difference pattern with the change of illumination angle indicates the change of phase with
positive maximum phase change difference magnitude for all illumination angles. The
maximum phase change difference pattern with the change of illumination angle is shown in
Figure 4.34. It has been found that the maximum value of relative maximum phase change
difference is only at an illumination angle of -45° and the minimum value at +45°. The
amount of vertical shearing used in the measurement still contributed to the phase change
propagation value with the same trend, where the maximum phase change difference
magnitude increases with the increasing amount of shearing.
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In this experiment the maximum of maximum phase change'difference found at -45° with
15mm vertical shearing exceeded 7%. This magnitude seems to be within the maximum
phase change difference range generated with load point at ±56.25mm from centre point.
Results of this experimentation could be summarized as follows:
c.

i)

The relative maximum phase change difference pattern generated when load point is in
the same plane as the camera axis is different compared to the maximum phase change
difference pattern that is generated at positions normal to the camera axis.

ii)

The relative maximum phase change difference profile shown in Figure 4.34 is the same
profile and magnitude' with the maximum phase' changeoifference profile of the
cantilever beam in Figure 4.23. Since the object position was fixed in this experiment,
and comparing these two results, it is suggested that the trend of relative maximum
phase change difference profile could be a function of load position, and not due to the
object position as it was suggested from the experimental results of the cantilever beam.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.29 Slope contour of square clamped plate subjected to the load of 0.17N (equivalent
to 6f!m displacement) at PI (20mm to the left from clamped edge relative to the
camera axis) with horizontal shearing of 10mm; (a) total image size 512 x 512
pixels (b) masked to size 512 x 375 pixels.
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Figure 4.32 Phase map from Figure 4.29(b) after it was masked at the right side to the size of
512 x 320 pixels.
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Figure 4.34 The maximum phase change difference profile of square clamped plate with the
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analysis with the image masked another 16.5mm lower from the load point, P3
(Figure 4.25), which reduced the image size to 512 x 320 pixels.

4.9 DISCUSSION ON THE MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTIES
A series of experiments have been completed to validate the theoretical analysis in Chapter 3.

It should be noted that ones using two image shearing interferometer, the two speckle fields
are formed one behind another on the image plane [135]. The direction of phase data depends
on the selection of sheared speckle field relative to the other. The experimental data suggests
that if the upper speckle field is sheared relative to the lower speckle field with load applied to
the object, the phase measurements show the same with shearing direction. However, if the
lower speckle field is sheared, it gives the opposite phase with shearing direction. The phase
direction is an important aspect in the quantitative analysis otherwise it could give the wrong
interpretation in the measurement data.

A cantilever beam that exhibits predominantly OOP motion, is an ideal object in this study. A
vertical fringe contour representing the slope is a simple model in measurement analysis. The
slope can be accurately determined due to the nature of the fringe pattern. The length of the
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cantilever beam in this experiment was IOOmm measured from the contact point of the
micrometer to the clamped point. The effective object diameter should be standardized
throughout the sets of experiments. However, some difficulties were encountered in the
standardization of object diameter especially· due to image shadowing

at an object

illumination angles above 45°. This shadow reduced the size of the object inspected area. If
the object size is reduced this could result in the decrease of data information, as a
consequence the relative maximum phase change difference measurements at illumination
angles above 45° could be slightly under estimated.

The second problem is the shearing image. When the image is sheared, only the intercept area
will generate the speckle correlation, other parts will be noise areas. Hence the object size is
reduced by double the amount of shearing employed. Since the sheared area of the image is a
constant value and independent of object illumination angle, the reduction of object size due
to image shearing can be corrected from the beginning of the experiment. Similar
observations have been found with the square clamped plate and the same steps have been
followed to minimize this uncertainty.

4.10 CLOSURE

The maximum phase change difference functions that were established in Chapter 3 with an
example of a cantilever beam and a square clamped plate have been experimentally validated.
Non-collimated and collimated Michelson ESPSI interferometers have examined repeatable
cantilever beam and square Clamped plate deflections. Experimental results in this chapter can
be summarized as follows:

i)

An important element of ESPSI interferometer design has been examined in terms of its

potential source for quantified errors. The analysis of the relative maximum phase
change difference due to the wavefront curvature in ESPSI established in Chapter 3 have
been experimentally validated. Maximum phase change difference in out-of-plane
ESPSI data due to the influence of wavefront ,curvature can now be quantitatively
,
defined. Experimental validation of the theoretical analysis was in a good agreement for
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both cantilever beam (one-dimensional case object) and square clamped plate (twodimensional case object).

ii)

Consideration of which image shearing employed is an important element in
determining the correct optical phase direction, otherwise it could give misinterpretation
of measurement data.

iii)

The optical phase change associated with the ESPSI analysis due to the divergent
illumination wavefront demonstrated by the cantilever beam, has shown that the phase
change difference magnitude due to the divergent illumination is a significant factor.
The peak of relative maximum phase change difference as a function of object distance
in this example using a 100mm length of cantilever beam at distance of 600mm with
15mm horizontal shearing exceeds 10%.

iv)

The distribution of the experimental maximum phase change difference with the change
of distance for cantilever beam has shown a similar trend to the theoretical maximum
phase change difference derived from the wavefront divergence in Chapter 3. It has been
found that the magnitude of maximum phase change difference at a particular
illumination' wavefront increases with decreasing object distance or increasing
wavefront curvature at the inspected object surface. The slight shift in the experimental
results and the theoretical fitting line as the horizontal shearing increases is expected
due to the amount of horizontal shear applied, increases interferometer sensitivity and
other sources of error discussed in Chapter 2. Furthermore, with considering the
theoretical analysis in Chapter 3, the results suggest that for a given object distance,
maximum phase change difference magnitude increases as the area of inspected
diameter increases.

v)

The maximum of relative maximum phase change difference as a function of
illumination angle was found at the illuminations angles of ±45°, and minimum at 0°
and ±90°.

In this series of experiments with the cantilever beam, it has been

demonstrated that with an object distance of 600mm, inspected object diameter of
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100mm and a horizontal shearing value of 10mm or more, the relative maximum phase
change difference at illuminations wavefront of ±45° may reach to more than 10%,
during quantified analysis of surface out-of-plane derivatives.

vi)

The wavefront curvature analysis indicates that pure OOP derivative displacement
cannot be achieved at zero degrees of illumination angle, if diverging object illumination
is used.

vii) Results of the experiment with the square clamp plate agree with the phase difference
model proposed in Chapter 3, after excluding 20mm area between the load point and the
edge of plate and 16.5mm area between the load point to the object center , otherwise a
bad phase error due to high slope and in-plane translation produces poor fringe patterns.
The maximum phase change difference profile for the square clamped plate is slightly
noisy compared to the maximum phase change difference profile generated by the
cantilever beam. These discrepancies could be due to speckle decorrelation of the square
clamped plate close to the load point and other sources of error discussed in Chapter 2.

viii) Results of the study from the cantilever beam and the square clamped plate with the load
point parallel to the camera axis, suggest that the relative maximum phase change
difference profile is also a function ofJoad position. However, due to the time limitation
of this research, further studies of this phenomena was left for future work.
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DIVERGENT ILLUMINATION WAVEFRONT IN OUANTITA TIVE
IN-PLANE ESPSI MEASUREMENTS: THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The measurement of in-plane components of derivative displacement is not straight forward
compared to the out-of-plane components. The OOP component measurements normally can
be achieved by using illumination angles parallel or close to the camera axis. In normal
practical applications illumination angles of 5° or smaller may be achievable. In contrast IP
component measurements have until now not been proposed for real time measurements.

However the IP data is important and desirable in engineering analysis and in NDT, since it
represents the surface strain (OO/OX, av/Ox, Bu/Oy or av/Oy) of the inspected object. The
measurements using this method are potentially superior over other conventional methods
such as strain gauges that provide only localized information and not a full-field description of
. strain distribution. Each pixel of the image can represent one strain gauge and for a normal
operating image of 512 x 512 pixels, could represent 0.26 miJIion strain gauges, which is not
possible to achieve using normal strain gauges. Photoelastic techniques provide full field IP
strain information, but models using specific birefringent polymer materials are required and
have been discussed in Chapter 2.

One of the first recorded laser speckle for measurement of in-plane surface strain using
holographic interferometry was proposed by Ennos [138] on a plane of stretched metal foil by
observing the fringes at illumination angle near grazing incidence and viewed by the light
scattered back in a direction close to the illumination beam. His study was later used [9] for
measurement of direct slope through the use of defocused laser speckle based on the
Michelson interferometer. The study continued with many researchers involved in the inplane displacement and strain measurement using ESPI [46, 139], however measurements of
derivative displacement for simultaneous measurement using image shearing [60] which
presents a direct slope measurement is rather significant. The latter method provided whole
field slope data of OOP and IP derivative displacement that could be processed to produce
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individual data of either OOP or IP derivative displacements. The method was theoreticaliy
analyzed and demonstrated by Hung and Liang [59), where they proposed that the OOP
derivative displacement and IP derivative displacement could be individually analyzed.

The measurement of IP derivatives has been specifically studied by others using various
theoretical and experimental approaches [140-142). However recent studies indicate that the
ultimate goal of IP measurement is to produce quantitative strain data rather than data that
only represents the loci of fringes of equal slope. The measurements could be very critical and
have to achieve some degree of accuracy. All sources of error associated in the measurements
need to be. identified, analyzed and quantified. Incomplete determination of error sources
could result in error in the measurement system.

In this Chapter the theoretical phase change difference analysis of an ESPSI in-plane
interferometer using a single divergent illumination wavefront is presented. From the
theoretical phase difference function of divergent illumination, the theoretical phase .change
difference function has been derived by referring to the collimated wavefront, and with the
assumption that the object is under pure plane strain. To complete the analysis, a model was
proposed and the phase function derived based on model geometry.

5.2 IN-PLANE DERIVATIVE THEORY

Many theories have been proposed for measurements of IP surface strain of objects under
deformation. The theory proposed by Ennos [138) using holographic techniques is one of the
earlier methods

which in the beginning was very difficult to solve by means of one

illumination direction at near grazing angles. Ennos later used other solutions with three
holographic interferograms from three different directions as shown in Figure 5.1 and
numerically solved the fringe order numbers from three fringe patterns. This method is
practically possible, but it is still a formidable task both experimentally and computationally.
The in-plane displacement derived by Ennos is given by:

d

o

-!:J.
= d.,COS"'1/. = !:J.2cosa
12
I)
2
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(5.1 )

where
A'2

= 2dsCOS{7h

A,) = 2d,sin{7h

-~(a2 +a,)}coS~(a2 -a,)
+~(a2 -a,)}sin~(a, +a)

and a, and a 2 are the angles of beam 1 and beam 2 make with the surface, a) is the angle

vi~wed along the forward direction and object surface, ds is the displacement distance and 77L
is the angle between displacement direction and object surface. The IP derivative surface can
be achieved by means of mathematical differentiation of Equation 5.1. Ennos also emphasized
that the errors in the measurement contributed by the divergent illumination beam and other
geometrical factors using this method could be as high as 9% of the strain value.

Displacement
Direction

Beam 1
Object Surface

Figure 5.1 The illuminations and viewing direction for in-plane displacement measurement

[138].
The theory of in-plane strain measurement by means of ESP SI has been reported by Steinchen
et al [143]. Steinchen et al has proposed two methods for measurement of in-plane strain
components,either by one illumination or dual illumination wavefronts. The single
illumination method for IP strain components proposed by Steinchen et al is illustrated in
Figure 5.2. This method considers the illuminating beam with a small angle to the object
surface which is near the grazing incidence. The viewing direction is also at a small angle to
the object surface. The illumination direction was proposed to be within 5° and the viewing
direction around 30° to the object surface. Therefore it provides the angle between the
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viewing direction and the illumination direction of 25° and the angle between the sensitivity
vector which lies along the bisector of angle 25° and the object surface is 17.5°. Since the
illumination and viewing direction are at an oblique angle, the single beam method proposed·
by Steinchen et al could shorten the width of the image. Thus it could produce a significant
error if the object geometrical factor is taken into measurement analysis. However, it was
claimed that the maximum relative error using this method was less than 10%.

z
Direction of Sensitivity
Vector k,
Viewing Direction

30° D1umination
Direction

x
Figure 5.2 llIustration of in-plane derivative measurement using single illumination beam at
oblique illumination and viewing directions [143].
The second approach by Steinchen et al was using dual illumination of equal angle with
positive and negative directions. The relative phase change of positive and negative
illumination angles using dual illumination configuration in the xz-plane are measured one
after the other (sequentially), and are given by:

Ow}

au

11+0 = -21C{.
- smB-+(l+cosB)- &
A,

11_ 0

Ox

8x

21C {sm(-B)
.
au
=-;:Ox +(l+cos(-B» Ow}
8x &

From Equations 5.2 and 5.3 the IP strain

(5.2)

(5.3)

aul8x can be determined by digital subtraction and

similarly the OOP strain component can be calculated by digital addition of two sets
of data from positive and negative illumination angles of the same value. Similar theoretical
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approaches for in-plane measurement using dual illumination also have been reported by other
groups [46,140,144 J.

Hung and Liang [59] have detailed another approach to separate the JP strain component

(au/EJx) from OOP strain component (iJw/EJx), by using two separate illumination angles (BI
and ( 2), and by rearranging Equation 5.2 the JP strain component is given by:

au
EJx

_(2")

(I + cos(2 )6. 1 -(l+cosB1)6. 2

A (l+cosB1)smB2 -(l+cosB2 )smB1

(5.4)

where 6. 1and 6. 2 are the relative phase difference for illumination angles BI and B2
respectively. Further studies for measurement of partial derivative JP strain components were
performed by Petzing and Tyrer [140], which proposed that the single beam method for
partial derivative JP strain components from Equation 5.4 could be utilized for the
measurement of plane stress or plane strain on objects that exhibit negligible OOP
displacement components.

The partial JP measurements completed by other researchers discussed in this section have
used noncollimated illumination, but have neglected the influence of divergence beam in their
measurement analysis. However, earlier work [138] has made some remark on the effect of
beam divergence on the measurement error but without further numerical elaboration.
Recently, Steinchen et al [87] have proposed the inclusion of an additional constant factor due
to rigid body motion in the derivative component functions, given by:

(5.5)

(5.6)
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------------------..........
. where Cl and Cl are constant displacement derivatives due to rigid body motion. It was noted
that these constant factors could be eliminated when the fringe pattern was evaluated
quantitatively. To some extent this argument could be true if Cl and C2 are random values and
the average is constant with time, and image sampling rate is high. However, if the values of

Cl and C2 are time dependent or the image sampling rate is slow then the phase factor due to
rigid body motion could contribute some phase error that is not possible to eliminate. Another
error in ESPSI measurements proposed by Steinchen is the effect of the lateral shearing
amount, this being discussed in Chapter 2 ..

5.3 IN-PLANE THEORETICAL PHASE CHANGE DIFFERENCE ANALYSIS

Referring to Equation 3.84 of Chapter 3 and considering only in a very extremist case where
the object under plane strain condition (which assumes that the contribution from out-ofplane, fJw/EJx is approximately zero), then the pure in-plane phase difference of the collimated
wavefront at the edge of illuminated area with imaging angle

.tl

ex

~,

can be written as:

() . )roJO..
= -2"(.
A. sm -smr-u<
5&

(5.7)

Earlier investigation showed that the relative in-plane phase change difference profile was
. discontinues and not symmetric in the positive and negative illumination angles. For
simplicity of the theoretical phase change difference analysis and without changing the value,
it is necessary to expand Equation 5.7 into meaningful forms, which can be written as:

tlex

2"Ox{1(.(}
. )ro}
2"Ox{1(. () . )ro}
=T
:2 sm -sm~
& +T :2 sm -sm~ &

(5.8)

(5.9)

where

tle.,1

2"Ox{1:2 (.
() . )ro}
=tlcxl =T
sm -sm~ &
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(5.10)

Similarly if vertical lateral shearing is applit:d to the interferometer, a similar formulation can
be written as:
I1cy

=

. }CU~,
T27r(.sm B -sm;
0> vy

(5.11 )

It should be emphasized that Equations 5.7 and 5.11 were generated assuming the use of an
in-plane ESPSI interferometer with single illumination, and do not contain error terms
associated with other systematic or random uncertainty sources.

Consider an object placed along the xz-plane as shown in Figure 5.3, which is in the same
plane as the camera axis and behaving predominantly with in-plane motion. This condition
could provide a value of fJw/& approximately zero and can be considered as being negligible.
Equation 3.81 of Chapter 3 for pure in-plane phase contribution at the edge of illuminated
area should be written as:

j..

27r
,;u [1-COSf3-tanf3 SinBCOS(B-f3)]cuj
11 = - {smB-smq}-+
2
- Ox
x
A ..
a.:
sin(B - 13)
a.:

(5.12)

Considering the IP divergence sensitivity factor of Equation 5.12 that can be written as:

1- cos 13 -tan 13 sin Bcos(B -

B=

2

sin(B -

[

13)]
(5.13)

13)

Without changing the value, the function B in Equation 5.13 can be further expanded using
trigonometry identities and manipulation, as follows:

1- cos 13 - tan 13 sin Bcos(B -

B=

,

[

2
sm(B -

13)

13)]

.

+ tan 13 (sinB - sinq)2 - tan 13 (sinB - sinq)2

2
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2

(5.14)

l
I-COS

B = tan P (sinB-sin~)2 +

P -tan P sinBcos(B - P)]

-tan P (sinB-sin~)2
2

(5.15)

l-cosp-tan PsinBcos(B- p>-tan P(sinB-sin~)2sin(B- P>
B=tan-(sinB-sin~i+
2
2
2
~~-P>

(5.16)

2

[

. 2
sm(B-p)

.

P

I-cosp -tan P sinB[cos(B- P)+ sin Bsin(B - p>l

P
B = tan-(sinB-sin~)2
+ _ _ _ _--"2~____::--:-::---::------~~B-P>

2

+

tan P sin~sin(B - p)[2sinB 2
sin(B - P)

sin~l
(5.17)

Substituting the expansion factor from Equation 5.17 into Equation 5.12, the in-plane relative
phase difference can be described as:

.)OU
p( sm
. B-sm~
. )2 -OU}<"..
!:J. = -271:{(.
sm B-sm~
-+tan""
'2

2

Ox

271:l l - cosp - tan
+2

~ sinB[cos(B - P) + sin Bsin(B - P)l) Du

+ 271:ltan7SinPin(B-

2

Ox

-Ox

sin(B - P)

Ox

p)[2SinB-Sin~l)au Ox

~~B-P>

Ox

(5.18)

Without changing any values, the phase value in Equation 5.18 can be split into two
components:
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(5.19)
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where
(5.21)

Referring to Equations 5.9 and 5.21 and considering only the relative phase difference of the
first part of these equations, the relative maximum phase change difference can be expressed
as:
(5.22)
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(5.25)
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Referring to Equations 5.9 and 5.21 and considering the relative phase difference of the
second part of these equations, the relative. maximum phase change difference can be
expressed as:
(5.26)
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ex

2{I-COS!3

M,2 =

-tan~sinB[cOS(e- fJ) +sinesin(e- fJ)l+tan~SinqSin(e - f3)[2sine -sinq1}
(sine - sinq)sin(B - f3)
(5.28)

It should be emphasized that the theoretical maximum phase change difference was
formulated based on the initial experimental results using predominately plain strain test
object. Initial experimental results suggested the relative maximum phase change difference
behaviour of the positive and negative illumination angle could be discontinuous.

5.4 CASE STUDY OF THEORETICAL ANALYSIS SUPPORTED WITH MODEL

The general in-plane relative maximum phase change difference is given by Equations 5.25
and 5.28, which were derived from the functions given in Equations 5.7 and 5.12. The inplane phase change difference propagation due to the divergent illumination at the edge of
illuminated area could be interpreted by the sum of both functions or individually analyzed.
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Assuming the analysis by individual functions, this can be discussed by considering a model
consisting of a beam lain horizontally in xz-plane subject to load at the free end, at the right
side relative to the camera axis, using single divergent illumination. Assume the illumination
wavefront is in the same plane as camera axis, the object size is 120mm at distance of 500mm
and the object to camera distance is 980mm (the model geometry were chosen to be the same
with the experimental section in the next chapter, Chapter 6). The schematic diagram of the
model is given in Figure 5.3. Considering the one dimensional case, the direction of main axis
of the model is in the positive direction and referring to Equation 3.91 (Chapter 3), the unity
vectorex = 1. By neglecting fJvl8x and Bw18x"" 0, Equation 3.91 (Chapter 3) can be reduced to:

au

11 x =k-Ox
, Ox

(5.29)

where k, is the sensitivity vector.

Load

::: .

X
Z

()

Camera
Axis

Illumination
Source

Figure 5.3 The in-plane model showing the load position, model axis and illumination source.
Referring to Equations 5.10 and 5.19, and considering tangent function as a positive
constant, it can be seen that the phase value of I1xl will be greater than or equal to
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I1cxl

for all

--------------------------...............
illumination angles. This explanation indicates that the phase difference function due to the
second function from Equation 5.19 is in the positive quadrant, and the relative maximum
phase change difference function can be written as:

Md

= 2 tan /3 (sinB-sin;)

;0< Bs'1t/2

2

(5.30)

and the maximum phase change difference function in the negative quadrant from Equation
5.28 should be expressed as:

f3
f3
2{I-cosf3+tan sine[cos(B+ f3) +sinBsin(B+ f3)] + tan sin;sin(B+ f3)[2sinB-sin;]}
M _
2
2
,
(sinB + sin~)sin(B + f3)

r2 -

; 0 2: B > -1t/2

(5.31 )

Now if the model is turned by 1800 from the position given in Figure 5.3, this position
provides the beam lain in xz-plane with the load employed at the free end, at the left side
relative to the observation plane. At this position, the main axis of the model is in negative
direction which gives the value of the unity vector ex

= -1.

Referring to Equation 3.91,

Chapter 3 and neglecting iJv/Ox and aw/Ox" 0, Equation 3.91 (Chapter 3) can be reduced to:

i'Ju
D. x =-k , -ox
Ox

(5.32)

Substituting Equation 5.19 to Equation 5.32 gives:

21T{1(.
.)&
. )2&}",.
'2 sm B-sm~
a +tan /3(.sm B-sm~
a""

D.xl=-~

2

(5.33)

Referring to Equations 5.1 0 and 5.33, and considering the tangent function as a positive
constant, it can be seen that the phase value of D.xl will be less than or equal to D.cxl for all
illumination angles. This explanation indicates that the maximum phase difference function
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due to the second function from Equation 5.33 is in the negative quadrant, and can be written
as:

M" = -2tan,B (sinB-sinq)
2

;0~B>-7t/2

(5.34)

and the maximum phase change difference function in the positive quadrant from Equation
5.28 should be expressed as:

M _

2{1- cosf3 - tan f3 sinB[cos(B - f3) +sinBsin(B -

2

f3)] +tan f3 sin;sin(B 2

f3)[2sinB - Sin;]}

(sinB-sin;)sin(B- f3)

,2 -

; 0 <B:5. 7t/2

(5.35)

Considering the model size of 120mm and illumination distance of 500mm. If the illuminated
area of 120mm diameter at object camera distance of 980mm, thus provide the maximum
inclination angle (/J) and imaging angle (q) of 6.9 0 and 3.5 0 respectively. Knowing the values

of,B and q, Equations 5.30 and 5.31 can be examined by plotting these functions as shown in
Figure 5.4(a), producing a non-symmetrical pattern of maximum phase change difference
profile with respect to the positive and negative object illumination direction. The theoretical
phase change difference profile in the negative illumination angle is more pronounced than
the positive illumination angle. Figure 5.4(b) is a similar theoretical plot from Equations 5.34
and 5.35, this being a mirror image of the data shown in Figure 5.4(a).
The non-symmetrical pattern of the maximum phase change difference profile as shown in
Figure 5.4 could be due to the sensitivity variation at illumination angle close to the camera
axis on both positive and negative sides. The object was assumed to exhibit purely in-plane
deformations, therefore the in-plane sensitivity is minimum at small angle. Two approaches
can be considered in this case, the first is the sensitivity of the interferometer is insignificant
at angle close to zero in one side, thus provide the maximum phase change difference is
approximately zero. However in the other side the sensitivity of the interferometer is
significant which give high maximum phase change difference (Equation 4.9, Chapter 4), this
phenomenon could be related to the effect of divergent illumination wavefront.
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The maximum phase change difference profile due to curvature illumination as theoretically
predicted in Figure 5.4 indicates that the illumination angle for in-plane measurement should
be between ±45° and ±60°. This range of illumination angles is realistic in normal application,
and provide about the same magnitude of phase change difference in both positive and
negative illumination angles.

Angles smaller than +45° and larger than _45° show a non-

symmetrical phase change difference with less interferometer sensitivity whereas at angles
larger than +60° and smaller than _60°, possibility about the lost of information and hence
crated another source of error due to grazing angle.

Figures 5.5(a) and 5.5(b) show the profile of maximum phase change difference magnitude
with the variation of object illumination distance using Equations 5.30 and 5.31. Similar
theoretical patterns are achieved using Equations 5.34 and 5.35 but their magnitudes have
changed from positive to negative patterns, and vice versa.
Clearly it is important to note the extent of the relative phase change difference as a function
of non-collimated illumination, in terms of object distance and angle of illumination. Large
phase change difference magnitudes are being predicted for illumination cases which are often
used in ESPSI equipment, and if verified in Chapter 6 are a major course for concern.

5.5 CLOSURE

i)

Using the general shearographic phase equation (Equation 3.75, Chapter 3) for divergent
wavefront illumination established in Chapter 3, the theoretical phase difference of the
in-plane derivative function has been formulated. The consideration in the theoretical
analysis is taken from the expansion of the IP curvature phase function and similarly for
the collimated phase function.

ii)

The theoretical maJ{lmum phase change difference propagated by the divergent
wavefront illumination for positive and negative illumination angles were derived by
considering the expansion functions of the curvature and collimated phases.
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iii)

In order to demonstrate the general IP phase change difference theory specifically, an JP
model of a cantilever beam was introd uced. The model was assumed to lie horizontally
in xz-plane with the

cent~al

coordinate on its centre, load applied at the free end and

using single beam illumination with a non-collimated wavefronC The IP maximum
phase change difference was formulated with two positions of cantilever beam that with
the free end on the right side relative to the camera axis, and with the model rotated by
1800 providing the free end on the left side relative to the camera axis.

iv)

The theoretical IP relative maximum phase change difference curves propagated by the'
divergent illumination wavefront as a function of illumination angle for the two different
cantilever beam positions were established, and show non-symmetrical trends for
positive and negative angles, the non-symmetrical could be due to the nature of the
curvature illumination wavefront relative to the camera axis. Further more, the
theoretical curves as a function of object illumination distance (inclination angle, fJ) for
different illumination angles were also established.

v)

Large relative maximum phase change difference values are predicted from this theory
when using non-collimated object illumination. These become extreme at small
illumination angles and for small object distances.
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Figure 5.4 The theoretical curve in-plane maximum phase change difference propagated by
divergent wavefront as a function illumination angle (a) model lain with free end
on the right side to the camera axis (b) model lain with free end on the left side to
the camera axis.
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end on the right side relative to the camera axis: (a) positive illumination angle
(b) negative illumination angle,
.
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2:.l! IN-PLANE ESPSI EXPERIMENTAL PHASE CHANGE DIFFERENCE
ANALYSIS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The experimental verification for the in-plane ESPSJ theoretical· errors developed in Chapter 5
could be completed if the object used in this study mechanically behaves with pure IP motion.
Choosing a suitable object is an important element in determining the agreement of theoretical
approaches and experimental results. To establish a so called "standard object" that
mechanically behaves with pure JP motion is a difficult task. The test object has to be fixed
and rigidly clamped, so that the movement during deformation is purely originated from the
loading mechanism, and other mechanisms that contribute decorrelation [82] effects such as
object translation, rotation and rigid body motion should be under defined control. The
displacement direction of the object surface normal to the line of sight [127] was also
proposed to cause decorrelation in JP studies. Various types of object have been used for JP
studies by previous workers. Common types of object consist of cantilever beams [141,144],
discs with holes in the centre [141,145], plates with notches at central edges [46,145], plates
with central holes [45, 145] and compact tension crack specimens [127]. Different types of
loading mechanisms have been employed for deformation, depending on the type of object.
For a cantilever beam, a concentrated load is normaIly applied at the free end. For a disc with
a hole in the centre, by compression, and others by tensile mechanisms.

Only a few groups [45,46,82,127,141,144] have shown interest in solving problems associated
with ESPSJ measurements in the past six years. One of constraints could be due to the
complexity of IP behaviour in experimental strain analysis. Another problem is associated
with fringe contrast due to low correlation of the wavefronts before and after deformation and
local tilt of the object surface [141]. As a consequence of this behaviour, many authors
believed that the shearographic method is more effective for measuring OOP displacement
derivatives in non-destructive testing rather than for studying surface strains [35,141].
However, the shearographic interferometer equipment for quantitative JP strain measurement
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could be of interest to many industrial applications especially in strain analysis, which so far
have relied primarily on the use of resistance strain gauges that provide only point wise
measurement. In doing so the various error sources that contribute to the measurement system
should be precisely quantified.

In this chapter the maximum phase change difference due to divergent illumination
wavefronts associated with IP measurement using a defined test object is investigated, and
correlated with the established in-plane phase theory for curvature illumination discussed in
Chapter 5. The illumination and observation are on xz-plane, thus provide the measurement
components of ou/Ox or ou/ay depending on the shearing direction. Since the measurement
was performed in xz-plane, the contribution from derivative components of av/Ox and av/ay
are negligible in the measurement analysis and this was being discussed in Chapter 4.

6.2 THE RIGS AND TEST OBJECT

The experimental rig consisted of a rigid rectangular steel-frame plate (18mm thickness) that
can be rigidly fitted with a test object at the bottom as shown in Figure 6.1. The dimensions of
the steel frame were 50mm depth, 204mm height and 105mm width. One side of the frame
consisted of a 12mm diameter through hole with screw lock and located 20mm from the top.
This hole was for fixing a differential micrometer, which was used as a load source for the
object. This rig was only designed to hold rigidly an object size of 120mm height.

Based on studies by previous authors [141,144] an object comprising of a cantilever beam was
utilized for IP phase change difference verification in this chapter. The object consisted of
commercial grade extruded aluminium alloy (HE30TB, E = 69GNm·2 and p = 2770kgm·3). In
order to produce predominantly IP motion, the object base and beam were fabricated as one
solid piece. The dimensions of the object base was 50mm depth, 68mm width and 40mm
height. Four through holes were drilled in the object base in order to clamp the beam rigidly to
the bottom part of the rig. The beam was machined from the solid block of aluminium alloy to
a size of l40mm length, 20mm width and 20mm depth and left at the base centre. The point
load employed by the differential micrometer was concentrated 20mm from the beam end
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204mrn

68mrn

Figure 6.1 Rig and test object for in-plane phase change difference analysis.
providing a 120mrn length for measurement, which is the length from base to the load
point. With these configurations the second bending moment of the object was calculated
and the load required to produce a 1.0llm displacement at load point was 1.59N.

6.3 ESPI ANALYSIS OF TEST OBJECT
It was necessary to understand the behaviour of test object before it was used for further

experimental work. The beam deflection theory discussed in Chapter 4 could be appropriate
to represent the OOP beam deflection, subject to a load at the free end. However, by applying
in-plane load, the beam deflection in this study was assumed to be in its plane, giving IP
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deflection. This condition could indicate that the fringe pattern observed in the in-plane ESPI
analysis is the displacement of the surface in its plane (xy-plane). In order to understand the
beam behaviour under load, experimentation was initially performed using ESPI setup for
both OOP and IP ESPI,utiJized by a 50mW DPSS Nd:YAG laser (A = 532nm) at a distance
of 11 OOmm. The cantilever beam was orientated both vertically and horizontally in the xyaxis relative to the plane of the camera axis. The contribution of object oOP motion was
completed with the OOP ESPI setup for the object in vertical and horizontal positions at an
illumination angle of S°, with in-plane loads of 34.98N (equivalent to 221lm displacement)
and 69.96N (44Ilm) respectively. The applied loads were achieved by using a Mitutoyo
differential micrometer. Loads applied in. the measurement were high to produce OOP. fringe
due to predominantly in-plane motion of the object.

Similar displacement verification was completed using an IP ESPI configuration with dual
illuminations. Illumination angles 0[37° for both positive and negative illumination directions
were used. The beam was positioned vertically for vertical IP ESPI and horizontally for
horizontal IP ESP!. Due to the object that predominantly behaved in-plane motion, gave high
in-plane sensitivity. Therefore only a small load was required to produce the desired fringe
density. The load applied in this study were chosen to' be 7.95N (51lm displacement
equivalent) for vertical IP ESPI and 4.77N (3Ilm) for horizontal IP ESPI, at distance of
900mm.The different loads for different positions of the beam was due to the fringe
orientation and the sensitivity of the interferometer relative to the position of the object. The
IP optical phase due to beam displacement for both object positions were measured using
phase stepping optics. The image acquisition and phase steps were performed via the WiTS.!
image processing package.

. The OOP displacement ESPI fringe data for both horizontal and vertical OOP movement of
the beam, with object illumination angle at S°, are shown in Figure 6.2. The vertical IP
displacement measured using the differential micrometer was 221lm (micrometer accuracy
±J.5Ilm as quoted by manufacturer, Mitutoyo Measurement Technology) producing a fringe
which represented on OOP beam displacement of O.68Ilm. This value represented only 3.2%
of the total in-plane displacement employed by the differential micrometer. When IP ESPI
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was used with two illumination angles at +37° and -37°, the sensitivity of interferometer was
increased due to the in-plane motion of the beam. The vertical in-plane displacement from the
loci fringe ESP! shows that the displacement was 5.32/!m. This value is about 6.4% higher
than the displacement applied by the differential micrometer (5/!m). The fringe data for both
vertical and horizontal IP at the illumination angle of 37° is shown in Figure 6.3. Comparing
the OOP and the IP ESP! experimental results, it can be concluded that the behaviour of the
aluminium beam is predominantly with in-plane motion, when loaded in-plane. It is clear that
the fringe orientation was maintained in the same direction (x-direction) for both horizontal
and vertical IP as shown in Figure 6.3. It also appeared that the fringe densities for both
horizontal and vertical IP displacement were increasing as distance closed to the free end of
the beam. This behaviour indicated that the IP displacement of the cantilever beam increases
as the distance from the fixed end increases.

(b)

(a)
Figure 6.2 ESP! fringe at object illumination angle of 5° (a) vertical out-of-plane and (b)
horizontal out-of-plane ESP!.
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Figure 6.3 ESPI in-plane displacement fringe, dual illumination angle at 37° (a) object in
vertical position (VIP) and (b) object in horizontal position (HIP).

6.1 IN-PLANE PHASE CHANGE DIFFERENCE MAGNITUDE WITH THE
CHANGE OF ILLUMINATION DIRECTION
The measurement of IP derivative optical phase change difference using the aluminium
cantilever beam subject to a load at the free end is quantified based on Equations 5.25 and
5.29 (Chapter 5). For simplicity, the maximum phase change difference measurements were
performed for the beam in the horizontal and vertical positions, the illumination and the
observation are on xz-plane with shearing only in the vertical direction, the measurement is
only considered at the edge of illuminated object which give the maximum values of
inclination angle

/3,

and imaging angle

~.

Preliminary investigations showed that the

horizontal shearing direction produced poor fringe contrast whereby fringe orientation was
along the main axis of the beam. Poor fringe contrast could result from minimum correlation
of wavefronts and local tilt of the object surface with respect to the shearing direction.

Another problem generated from poor fringe quality is the accuracy of quantitative phase
measurement. If the fringe quality is poor, then the wrapped phase data could be very noisy,
giving additional random error factors in the phase measurement. With respect to this
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investigation, all parameters in a set of measurements were assumed constant with constant
optical setup and other environmental factors, although this condition could provide constant
measurement error generated from other sources. The change of optical phase

in the

nieasurement using divergent and collimated illumination wavefronts was to be treated only
due to the curvature factor of illumination wavefront.

The derivative IP maximum phase change difference measurements were performed with the
beam in the horizontal position (xz-plane), with the load at the right side relative to the camera
axis. The beam was also rotated anti-clockwise by 1800 providing load at the left side relative
to the camera axis. However due to the position of the micrometer in the rig, the object needed
to turn by 180° instead of the entire rig, which required the measurement of the other side of
the object surface (different object surface) .. The behaviour of maximum phase change
difference profile was further investigated with the cantilever beam in the vertical position
relative to the camera axis. Details of the study are discussed in the following sections of this
chapter.
6.4.1 Beam Lain Horizontally with Free End at the Right Side Relative to the Camera
Axis.

Initially a study of phase change behaviour using the solid aluminium beam with the beam
lain horizontally in the same plane as the camera axis, at a distance of 980mm from the CCDTV camera was completed. The position of the object in the rig as shown in Figure 6.4
provided the illumination direction and major axis of the test object in the same plane as the
camera axis. The object distance of the light expansion lens to the centre of the beam was
fixed at SOOmrn which provided an inclination angle (/J) on the object surface of 6.9°. The
beam expansion lens of x60 was placed 37Smrn from the source, which produced an
illumination wavefront that covered the whole surface of object. These configurations
produced an optimum image brightness with the camera aperture fixed to pi

= 6.0.

The

illumination angles were set from -60 0 to -ISo on the negative quadrant and from +IS o to

+7S o on the positive quadrant (in increments of ISO). Other illumination angles were not
possible due to very poor fringe contrast, light blocked by the object rig at high illumination
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angles causing shadowing, and very low interferometer sensitivity at angles close to normal to
the object surface.

Due to the limiting size of the beam (20mrn thick), only the vertical shearing of 5mrn and
10mrn were employed in the experiments. Larger lateral shearing produced higher
measurement errors due to the small remaining overlapping speckle pattern regions. A
constant load of 111.3N (equivalent to 70llm displacement) for shearing amount of 5mrn and
63.6N (40llm) for shearing amount of 10mm were employed on the side ofthe
Differential
Micrometer
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Figure 6.4 The object in the rigs lain horizontally with free end at right side relative to the
camera axis.
beam using the Mitutoyo micrometer. This amount of load enabled the production of the
desired fringe density of predominantly in-plane motion. Four sets of measurement data were
recorded at each illumination angle (a set of measurement data consisted of three consecutive
images, phase shifted by 21lf3 radian). Complete measurement data of the test object using
divergent illumination wavefront, followed by measurement with collimated illumination
wavefront, at each illumination angle, were performed. Each set of data was automatically
stored in the computer data storage for further analysis.

Fringe patterns depicting strain contours (au/By) of positive and negative illumination angles
of the deformed object by load of 63.6N and vertical shearing amount of lOmm are shown
in Figure 6.5. The fringe pattern in Figure 6.5 shows that the relative phase change of non-
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collimated and collimated illumination at illumination angle of +45° is 12.2% (Figures 6.5(a)
and 6.5(b» and at illumination angle of -45° is -17.5% (Figures 6.5(c) and 6.5(d».lt can be
seen that, for the same amounts of load and shearing, the sensitivity of the interferometer is
significantly dependent on the illumination angles and the sign of illumination angle. From
the phase data, the sensitivity of the interferometer at positive illumination angles (Figures
6.5(a) and 6.5(b» is slightly higher with respect to the negative illumination angles (Figures
6.5(c) and 6.5(d». This behaviour is also seen with OOP cantilever beam detailed in Chapter
4. The change of interferometer sensitivity at positive and negative illumination angle could
be related to the position of the load point relative to the direction of illumination. Another
observation of Figure 6.5 is the phase change resulting from the wavefront curvature. At the
positive angle the optical phase of the collimated wavefront shows less value than the
divergent wavefront, while at the negative angle it shows the opposite behaviour. Hence noncollimated interferometers produce different results to collimated interferometers.

Figure 6.6 shows the relative in-plane maximum phase change difference with the change of
illumination angle for a constant vertical shearing amount. At the positive illumination angles,
the relative phase change difference relative to the planar wavefront increases positively with
increasing illumination angle. This trend appears to proportionally increase with the increase
of illumination angle. These can be shown by the value of maximum phase change difference
at illumination angles of 15° is about 4.2% compared to 18% at 60°. However, their value
decreases to 17.5% at an illumination angle of 75°. The change of maximum phase change
difference magnitude with the change of shearing amount was small compared to the phase
change due to divergence illumination, therefore the influence of shearing amount is not
obvious compared to the effect of shearing amount to the OOP maximum phase change
difference analysis in Chapter 4.

For the negative illumination angles, the phase change difference relative to the planar
wavefront has completely changed pattern, with the maximum phase change difference
magnitude producing negative values, and rapidly increases when the angle reduces to below
-30°. The error value at -60° exceeds -17% and increases to -35% at an angle of -15°.
This agreement between experimental and theoretical results should also be noted.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d) .

Figure 6.5 Fringe pattern of in-plane (au/f)y) aluminium beam subjected to load at free end
of the right side relative to the camera axis; (a) & (b) non-collimated and
collimated at +45 0 illumination angle and (c) & (d) non-collimated and
collimated at -45 0 illumination angle.
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Figure 6.6 The relative in·plane maximum phase change difference as a function of
illumination angle and the shearing amount of aluminium beam, point
concentrated load applied at free end of right side relative to the camera axis.

6.4.2 Beam Lain Horizontally with Free End at the Left Side Relative to the Camera
Axis.

Similar procedures were repeated for the beam rotated and turned by 180 0 from the position in
Section 6.4.1. In this position the beam lay in the xz-plane with the load point changed from
the right to the left side relative to the camera axis. The main axis of the cantilever beam also
changed its direction from positive to negative giving a negative value of the unity vector of
the x direction (ex

= -1)

[87]. The object surface distance to the expansion lens was set to

500mm with lens magnification ofx40 and lens aperture size, F' = 8.0. The aperture size of F'

= 8.0 gave the optimum fringe contrast in the measurement. However, the change of aperture
size from F' = 6.0 as in Section 6.4.1 to F' = 8.0 does not generate any significant effect
within the overall measurement, because the measurements were performed as a separate case
and the maximum phase change difference due to the change of F' was smaller than 0.5%.
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For this experiment similar shearing amounts of 5mm and 10mm in the y-direction were
employed for the measurement.

The effect of wavefront curvature on the change of optical phase when the object is rotated by
180° anti-clock wise (and turned by 180° instead) with vertical shear of 10mm and load of
79.5N (50llm displacement equivalent) is clearly seen in Figure 6.7. Figures 6.7(a) and 6.7(b)
show the in-plane strain component fringes (Bul8y) of the aluminium cantilever beam for
divergent and collimated illuminations at illumination angle of+45° while Figures 6.7(c) and
6.7(d) are fringe contour at illumination angle of -45°. The phase difference of the collimated
and non-collimated cases is clearly observed.

Comparing the fringe data of Figures 6.7(a) & 6.7(b), for the same load the phase value of the
divergent illumination is significantly decreased by 16.3% compared to the collimated
illumination case. This behaviour changed at the negative illumination angle, where the phase
value of divergent illumination is significantly higher by 13.4% compared to collimated
illumination. Another behaviour that is observed

from the fringe contours is that the

interferometer has increased sensitivity at the negative illumination angle. Again this
behaviour could indicate that the load position relative to the illumination direction could be a
factor which determines the phase magnitude of the inspected object. Again, as seen
previously there is a clear correlation between the IP relative maximum phase change
difference theory and the experimental results.

If the measurement is performed at various illumination that cover both positive and negative
angles, the relative maximum phase change difference relationship can be calculated and is
shown in Figure 6.8. In comparison with the study in Section 6.4.1, the maximum phase
change difference trend has symmetrically shifted its position to opposite quadrants. The
phenomenon could be represented as a mirror like transformation. This suggests that the
relative maximum phase change difference curve depends significantly on load position
nilative to the side of the camera axis. Another issue that relates to this behaviour is the
change of the major beam axis which changes the direction of the unity vector. Considering
the change of the maximum phase change difference pattern in the IP error analysis for
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 6.7 Fringe pattern of in-plane (Bu/By) aluminium beam subjected to load at free end of
the left side relative to the camera axis; (a) & (b) non-collimated and collimated at
+45 0 illumination angle and (c) & (d) non-collimated and collimated at --45 0
illumination angle.

the beam lain horizontally, the behaviour appears to be similar to the OOP error pattern in
Chapter 4, when the object changes its position from the right to the left side relative to the
camera axis.
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Figure 6.8 The relative in-plane maximum phase change difference as a function of
illumination angle and the shearing amount of aluminium beam with free end at
left side relative to the camera axis.

6.43 Beam in a Vertical Position

This section of experimentation was not intended to validate the theoretical analysis derived
in Chapter 5, which was only valid for the case of the beam in the horizontal position. The
aim of this section was to investigate the behaviour of maximum phase change difference
patterns with the change of load position relative to the camera axis.

The same experimental procedure and setup given in Section 6.4.1 were followed. However,
the beam position was rotated from the position in Section 6.4.3 by 90° clockwise leaving the
beam in a vertical position and the plane of illumination remain fixed (x, z-plane). Load
direction at this position is normal to the camera axis. Three shearing amounts of 10mm,
15mm and 20mm were employed in the y-direction, which was along the beam axis. The
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loads employed in the measurement were 63.6N

(40~m

equivalent) with 10mm shearing

amount and 39.75N (25~m) with 15mm and 20mm shearing amounts.

With the object in a vertical position and the main axis normal to the camera plane, the
contour fringes of optical phase show different behaviour, as can be seen from Figure 6.9.
Figures 6.9(a) to 6.9(d) show the phase change propagated by the divergent illumination
wavefront compared to the collimated wavefront at illumination angles of ±45° and shearing
amount of 15mm. At illumination angle of 45° the divergent and collimated optical phase
difference is minimal (0.9%), however at illumination angle of -45°, the optical phase is
changed (Figures 6.9(c) & 6.9(d» by the order of 8.5%. The shift of optical phase was small
compared to the beam in horizontal positions. This behaviour again shows that the contour
strain distribution of the divergent and collimated illumination cases could be related to the
load position relative to the camera axis and the plane of illumination.

It is interesting to note that the relative maximum phase change difference has totally changed
its trend when the beam is in the vertical position with the load at the free end, as can be seen
from Figure 6.1 O. This trend is similar to those maximum phase change difference trends in
OOP cantilever beam and square clamped plate with load point at the vertical position relative
to the camera axis, as discussed in Chapter 4. Their magnitude however is dependent on the
direction of illumination. As we can see from Figure 6.10 the relative maximum phase change
difference magnitudes at an illumination angles of +45° and _45° are rather critical since it
shows a maximum value at -45° and close to zero value at +45°. Furthermore, the spread of
error values at -45° with the shearing amount of 20mm extends to 8% compared to the
illumination angle at +45° with a spread of I %. The shearing amount also contributes to the
change of error magnitude. This change of error trend could again be attributed to the factor of
the change of load point relative to the camera axis, or the plane of illumination direction
relative to the load point.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6.9 Fringe contour of in-plane strain (Bu/ay) of aluminium beam with free end at
vertical relative to the camera axis; (a) & (b) non-collimated and collimated at
+45 0 illumination angle and (c) & (d) non-collimated and collimated at -45 0
illumination angle.
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Figure 6.10 The relative in-plane maximum phase change difference as a function of
illumination angle and the shearing amount of aluminium beam with free end at
vertical relative to the camera axis.
6.S PHASE CHANGE DIFFERENCE MAGNITUDE VERSUS OBJECT DISTANCE

In-plane maximum phase change difference propagation for which the beam lies horizontally
with the change of object distance and fixed illumination direction was further investigated.
The set-up parameters follow the same procedures as has been implemented in the earlier
sections of this chapter where load was applied at the right side relative to the camera axis.
The object illumination angles were chosen and fixed at four different angles of -60', -45', 45
'and 60'. These angles are common and often used in the in-plane measurements. The load
employed for illumination angles of -60' and -45' with vertical shearing of 5mm was l59N
(lOOJ.lm) and for 10mm shearing was 79.5N (50J.lm) respectively. Due to interferometer
sensitivity difference and to maintain fringe density, the load applied at illumination angles of
45 0 and 60 0 was decreased to 111.3N (70J.lm) for the vertical shearing amount of 5mm and
63.6N (40J.lm) for the vertical shearing amount of IOmm. The sensitivity difference between
positive and negative illumination angles is again considered to be a factor of load position
relative to the ill umination direction.
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The closest achievable distance from the expanding lens to the object surface was 200mm (the
minimum distance in which the illumination on the object surface was set to be not less than
13.5% or l/e2 of the maximum illumination intensity). At a fixed illumination angle, a series
of measurements were performed from the closest distance of 200mm to a distance of
1000mm with 100mm increments. The measurements used a diverging illumination
wavefront, the first JP displacement derivative or strain (vu/ay) at each measurement
increment, was measured and compared with a similar analysis using an identical Michelson
based shearing interferometer with collimated illumination (diameter of 135mm), without
changing any ofthe other experimental parameters.

The relative maximum phase change difference propagation (%) with the change of inspected
. object distance to the expanding lens for different shearing amount and fixed illumination
angle is shown in Figure 6.11. For a given inspected object dimension, the relative maximum
phase change difference due to illumination wavefront curvature is very significant at shorter
object distances and reduces approximately by a power function as the illumination curvature
on the object surface decreases. Similar observations have been reported in Chapter 4 for
derivative out-of-plane ESPSI, and another study [89] relates to the different aspects of optical
interferometer. Experimental results also indicate that the magnitude of the relative maximum
phase change difference is a function of the shearing amount, the maximum phase change
difference magnitude is slightly increased as the shearing amount increases. More importantly
the maximum phase change difference function is dependent on the direction of illumination,
the distance from the source to the object (the inclination angle, fJ) and the imaging angle

(~).

For a given object illumination angle, the positive angle produced the same maximum phase
change difference trend as the theory with the change of object distance. Their magnitude is
reversed as mirror like fashion when the illumination angle was changed to the negative sign.
This is clearly demonstrated in Figures 6.1 I (a) for illumination angles of 45° and 60°, and
Figure 6.l1(b) for illumination angles of -45° and -60°.

The theoretical fitting line (dotted line) represents the predicted maximum phase change
difference trend due to the wavefront curvature function with the change of object distance.
Results of the experiments indicate a clear correlation with the proposed theoretical maximum
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Figure 6.11 The relation of relative maximum phase change difference with the change of
object distance (illumination curvature) for different shearing amount and free
end of the beam at right
side relative to the camera axis, (a) positive
illumination angles at 45° and 60° , (b) negative illumination angle at -45° and
-60°.
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phase change difference predictions in Chapter 5 (Equations 5.30 and 5.31). From Figures
6.11(a) and 6.1I(b), it is clear that the magnitude of maximum phase change difference
increases with the amount of the lateral shearing. Its trend follows the form of the theoretical
. fitting lines, but with increasing off-set as the amount of shearing increases from 5mm to
10mm. This phenomenon is in line with the theoretical analysis reported in the previous
publications [87,88) and similar to the experimental/theoretical correlation for OOP maximum
phase change difference analysis in Chapter 4.

6.6 CLOSURE

The study of in-plane ESPSI using two dimensional displacements of an aluminium cantilever
beam (X and Y axis) has established an error function that correlates the illumination angle,
object position with respect to the load point relative to the camera axis, shearing amount and
the object distance. Results of the experiment in this chapter can be summarized as:

i)

From the ESPI experiment, an aluminium cantilever beam used in the study of phase
change difference function propagation by the divergent illumination wavefront,
predominantly exhibits in-plane motion .

. ii)

The relative maximum phase change difference magnitude for the beam in a horizontal
position is not symmetrical for positive illumination angles compared to negative
illumination angles. This phenomenon could be due to the nature of divergent
illumination that already discussed in Chapter 5.

iii)

In the case when load is employed at the right side relative to the camera axis, the
maximum phase change difference profile in the positive angle is proportional to the
illumination angle. Their value at an illumination angle of +15° exceeds 4.2% compared
to 17.5% at 75°. However, it reverse behaviour for negative illumination angles, the
relative maximum phase change difference trend increases as the illumination angle
decreases. It value at -30° is -19% and increases sharply to exceed -35% at an
illumination angle of _15°.
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iv)

Reverse phase change difference trends with mirror like behaviour are exhibited when
the object position is rotated by 180° anti-clockwise.

v)

It has been shown that the relative maximum phase change difference profiles are
dependent on object and load positions relative to the camera axis, whereas their
magnitudes depend on the direction of object illumination, lateral shearing amount and
the object to source distance.

v)

When the cantilever beam is vertically orientated relative to the camera axis with the
plain of illumination remain fixed (xz-plane), the relative .maximum phase change
. difference with the change of illumination direction demonstrates a similar profile with
the profile for the OOP cantilever beam and square clamped plate, discussed in Chapter
4. This behaviour again could indicate that the maximum phase change difference
profile is dependent on load position relative to the camera axis and the plane of
illumination.

vi)

Results generated by the divergent illumination wavefront from a series of experiments
in this chapter suggest that the relative maximum phase change difference profile is
dependent on the load point relative to the camera axis. If the load point changes its
position from the left to the right side relative to the camera axis, the trend of the relative
phase change difference profile shifts to the next quadrant but with a similar pattern.
However, if the load point only changes by 90°, the relative phase change difference
profile completely changes pattern and shows no influence of phase change as a function
of the curvature wavefront at 45°, while a significant value at -45°. This behaviour
needs further investigation, however due to the limited period of time it will leave for
future work.

vii) The distribution of maximum phase change difference magnitUde with the change of
. object illumination distance is significantly dependent on the object distance. The
behaviour has shown a similar trend with the theoretical model analysis. It has been
demonstrated that the magnitude of maximum phase change difference with the
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illumination wavefront increases with decreasing object distance or increasing
illumination curvature on the inspected object surface. The relative maximum phase
change difference magnitude becomes more pronounced when the distance decreases
less than 400mm from the inspected object. The maximum phase change difference was
found to exceed more than 30% at an illumination distance of 200mm. However, it is
also observed that their magnitude is influenced by the amount of horizontal shear
employed in the measurements, which increases as the amount of shearing increases.
Furthermore, the results suggest that for a given object distance, phase change difference
magnitude at a point on the illuminated area could increase as the inspected object
diameter increases (increase of inclination angle).

viii) Results of the study with the beam in the horizontal position have shown a good
agreement with the theoretical model analysis given in Chapter S. This work which has
considered the effect of non-collimated illumination on in-plane data quality, has again
identified problems for interferometers not using collimated illumination wavefronts.
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1& PHASE CHANGE PROPAGATION AND ESPSI APPLICATIONS IN NDT

7.1 INTRODUCTION

Shearographic techniques have demonstrated qualitative reliability in NDT industrial
applications. This method provides whole-field observation and analysis which are related to
surface slope and strains. Defects in materials such as cracks, voids, delamination and
material fatigues could generate anomalies of fringe patterns in the interferometric fringes.
These can be interpreted in many ways. The classical methods only detect and localize
defects. However, recent developments have shown an improvement which make
shearography an alternative tool, practically acceptable and versatile for use in the industrial
environment [51, 146]. Shearographic methods could potentially provide information
including size and depth of defects [40,41,147], and have been extended for other applications
including measurement of strains, material properties, residual stresses, shape and vibration
studies. However, quantitative analysis is still a primary concern for many researchers to
fulfill demand from industries. Quantitative measurement of strain for example could provide
information identifying earlier fatigue in materials.

Quantitative measurement should normally be incorporated with accuracy and reliability of
measurement. The measurement quality primarily depends on the degree of accuracy that
could be achieved using. this process. Several sources of error that contribute to the
measurement accuracy were discussed in Chapter 2. Identification and quantification of error
could optimize the measurement accuracy and consequently errors have to be kept to a
minimum.

Application

of digital

shearography

replacing

photographic

emulsion,

thermoplastic and analog video could probably reduce or minimize some error sources that
were formerly encountered in the recording devices. In this chapter emphasis is given to
digital shearography in NDT, quantifying the maximum phase change difference propagation,
as a function of divergent wavefront illumination of samples from different types and
materials, and the study of the quality of glass fibre reinforced plastic (GFRP) samples.
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7.2 CHARACTERIZATION OF DEFECTS

Generally, material defects are classified as external defects, internal defects and material
fatigue. Defects could originate from the manufacturing process (material processing, material
compositions, material impurity, contamination and material inhomogeneity) or from material
wear. The external defects are defects that appear on the surface of an object such as cracks,
non-uniformity of geometry and shape difference, whilst internal defects are located below
the surface and may be physically measured in terms of size, shape and depth. However,
material fatigue is another type of defect which is more complex and normally difficult to
quantify using conventional NDT methods.

Conventional methods of NDT such as ultrasonic scanning and x-ray radiography may have
some difficulties or cannot be used for some materials and some types of defect, for example,
material inhomogeneity in metal plates and tyres. Flaws in materials usually induce strain
concentrations around them. Shearography is an effective method for revealing localized
strain concentrations [148), flaws manifest themselves by showing up as fringe anomalies
over the defect areas. The fringe anomalies could be used to characterize the defects. This
information could then be used to predict the remaining life of. the test component [49).
Criticality of flaws depend upon their size, shape, location and nature. However, flaw
characterization is a complicated task that requires a comparison of the fringe signature
anomaly with a data base.

As far as shearography is concerned only debonds in composite materials have successfully
been characterized [49). Hung [49) used a simple model to describe a debond in a laminate
composite circular plate clamped along its edges. He proposed that the shearography method
of analyzing debonded composite laminates is characterized by a double bull's-eye fringe
pattern and their size can be used to represent the size of delamination. This was demonstrated
by former workers [40,41,147) showing that the size and shape of disbonds in GFRP were
similar to the fringe anomalies. Using similar material, Toh et al [149) proposed that two sets
of fringes with different fringe densities could be produced if two overlapping flaws were
present. In another study of welded and internal defects of mild steel pipe [40), it was noted
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that the strain concentrations over flaws produced similar fringe anomalies as disbonds in

GFRP.
7.3 OUT-OF-PLANE MAXIMUM PHASE CHANGE DIFFERENCE VALIDATION

OF A SAMPLE SUBJECTED TO A HOMOGENEOUS LOAD

The experimental work in Chapter 4 was considered a very extreme case, the test' object was
standardized which only exhibit predominantly OOP motion when its deformed. However,
this section of experiment is further investigation of phase change difference validation
discussed in Chapter 4, but on nonstandard (less experimental control) samples using a
pressure stress mechanism. In this study the stress mechanism was homogeneously distributed
across the object surface by means of pressure change, rather than the concentrated point load
employed in the theoretical phase change difference formulation discussed in Chapter 4. The
test objects were of random types, whereby flaws introduced in the object were not
specifically standardized in the form of size, shape or nature. The idea was to produce fringe
anomalies in the flaw area and vicinity for different flaw types, sizes and materials. The
deformation to the object was well defined by a pressure difference, hence the fringe
anomalies in the flaw area were constant for a constant deformation were assumed to be
reproducible. The relative phase difference values of divergent and collimated wavefronts for
a constant deformation were measured.

The maximum phase difference measured by

divergent and collimated wavefront was regarded as maximum phase change difference
associated with the divergent illumination wavefront of slope measurement.

Two types of test object were employed in the measurements. The first comprised of an
aluminium plate with different size and shape of defects, the second was a composite plate
with defined defect sizes and defects generated by unknown mechanical impacts. The
illumination and observation are on xz-plane, thus provide the measurement components of
8w/fJx, 8w/ay, ou/fJx and ou/ay depending on the shearing direction. The contribution from

other derivative components of Ov/ox and Ov/ay are negligible in the measurement analysis
and being discussed in Chapter 4.
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7.3.1 Large Aluminium Plate with Blind Defects subj ected to lnternal Pressure

The plate (555mm diameter and 3mm thickness) manufactured from commercial grade
aluminium alloy (6082-TF (sheet), E = 69GNm·2 , p = 2770kgm

03

)

was used as a test object.

Four simulated defects were introduced on one side of the plate at a distance of200mm from
the centre. Defects were orientated at 00 , 90 0 , 1800 and 2700 relative to the plate centre. One
type of defect comprised of circular blind holes (1 Omm diameters and 20mm diameter) placed
at 0 0 and 1800 relative to the plate centre. The second type of defect were rectangular blind
holes or pockets, 10mm x 30mm at 90 0 and 20mm x 40mm at 270 0 relative to the plate
centre. The defects were machined to a depth of 1.5mm below the plate surface. The
positions of the simulated defects in the plate are shown in Figure 7. 1. A vacuum chamber
was utilized for the stressing mechanism with one of the cylinder walls replaced with the plate.

555mm

Figure 7. 1 Aluminum plate (555mm diameter) object with different size and shape of
grooved defect. Groove size (a) IOmm0 (b) 20mm0 (c) 20mm x 40mm and (d)
10mmx 30mm.
The pressure in the chamber was controlled by a vacuum pump and the change of pressure
was measured by means of a Digital Pressure Meter with an accuracy of ± 1.Ombar. The
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coherent illumination source consisted of a SOmWatts (A

= S32nm) Nd:Y AG laser at an

illuminati on angle of -1 0° and SOOmm illumination distance . The aperture size (F' = 8.0) was
fixed throughout the measurement. The sheari ng amount in both horizontal and vertical
directions was fixed to + 1Omm.

Pressure change was also fixed to 5mbars wi th initial

pressure set to 600mbars below atmospheric pressure and the measurement performed during
vacuum release. Studies were carried out from one defect to another. Simi lar measurements
were repeated when the depth of defect was increased to 2mm and 2.Smm. For comparison,
the defect with size 20mm x 40mm and 10mm shearing, at depths of2.0mm and 2.Smm, were
also studied at a positive illumination angle of +23°.

The global deformation of the plate is shown in Figure 7.2 for 2.Smm defect depth , indicating
that the plate was generally sensitive to deformati on. The horizontal and vertical shearing
amount of 10mm with a pressure change of 3mbars produced a phase change of
approximately 81'[ radians, which is within the range of phase difference that was being
utilized in the study. The relati ve maximum phase change difference that was measured from
different depths of simulated defects is shown in Table 7.1. From Table 7.1 , it can be seen
that the OOP rel ative maximum phase change di ffe rence of Ow/8x component (horizontal
shearing, §X) as a function of the divergent illumination wave front varies from -8.7% to
12.9% and from -16.S% to 13.3% of ETw/8y component (vertical shearing direction, &).
The di stribution of relative maximum phase change difference shows a random pane m with
magnitude depending on the depth of defect. The maximum phase change difference of the
defects was measured according to the measurement procedures performed in Chapter 4.
Theoreticall y, the maximum phase change difference at the edge of the same illuminated area
for a fixed illumination angle shou ld be equal and independent on the nature of defect.
However, its depend on the illumination direction, illuminated area, load point relati ve to the
camera axis, load point relative to the direction of illumination and shearing directions (refer
to Chapter 4). In thi s study, the load was assumed to be homogeneous across the defect area

and measurements were taken at positions where the defects were centred to the camera axis.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 7.2 Global slopes of 555mm0 object disc with 2. 5mm dept of defect. Measurements
perform ed at illumination angle of 5° and 10mm shearing amount and imposed by
pressure change of3mbars, (a) hori zo ntal shear and (b) vertical shear.

The size of defects in this study was small compared to the object di stance. lf the illum inated
area is on ly covered the region of defect, the maximum phase change difference that
theoretically cou ld be achieved (Chapters 3, Eq uations 3.95, 3.96, 3.99 and 3.100) with a
defect si ze of 20m m x 40mm was approx imately ±2% and with a defect size of 10mm
diameter was less th an ± I %. The plus and minu s signs were introduced since there was no
consistency of phase change magnitude measured as shown in Tabl e 7. 1.
The relative maximum phase change difference in the divergent illumination phase change
analys is was measured not only concentrating on the defect area but also on the whole
illuminated area that was viewed by the CCD camera. Depending on the defect size, the
illuminated area covered in the phase measurement may have included more than 50% of nondefective area, these can be seen from Fi gure 7.3. Another problem that was associated with
the inconsistency of the maximum phase change difference magnitude with the change of
shearing direction was the high global stress of the obj ect relative to the stress imposed by
de fect during deformation . This was an issue if the defect size was small and the depth of
defect was shallow relati ve to the thi ckness of pl ate. Figures 7.3 (a) and 7.3(b) (for exampl e)
20 1

Table 7.1 OOP error analysis of 555mm diameter and 3m m thickness of alumnium plate for
a different shape and size of artificial defects created in the inner surface.
(a) Illumination angle: -1 0°.

Defect Size

Shearing Direction
Horizonta l Shear (&-10mm)
Vertica l

Shear(~)'=10mm)

Depth of Defect! Relati ve Maximum Phase Change Difference (%)
2mm
l.Smm
2.Smm
l.Smm
2mm
2.Smm
IOmm 0

-

2.1

- 8.7

-8.2

13.0

2. 7

20mm 0

12.6

- 1. 6

7.2

13.3

5.2

6.3

20mm x40mm

I 1. 5

1.1

4.3

- 3.2

5. 1

6.4

IOmmx30mm

0.5

-4.4

12.9

- 16.5

-1 0.4

5.9

(b) Illumination angle: +23°

Defect Size == 20mm x 40mrn
Horizontal Shear (&=10 mm)
Vertica l S hea r (by=10 mm )
Depth of Defect
Relative
Maximu Phase
Chan ge
Difference (%)

2mrn

?_.)- mm

20101

?_.)- mm

2.5

7.7

8.0

7.8

show th e change of fringe patterns at the defect area due to plate deformati on by a pressure
change of 5mbars, with the round defect size of 20mrn 0 for horizontal and vertical shearing.
It can be seen that onl y a small distorti on of the fringe pattern appears at the defect area

compared to the defonnati on of the pl ate.

However, a large defect of rectangular shape (20mm x 400101 ) at an illuminati on angle of 23°
showed a consistency of relati ve max imum phase change di fference with a pos iti ve signature
fo r both horizontal and verti ca l shears. Maxi mum phase change difference val ues however
vari ed in a narrow range from 2.5% to 7. 7% with hori zontal shear and 7.8% to 8% with
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vertical shear. Positi ve phase change difference signatures occurred with the positive
illumination angle, which may be a sign of phase change trend due to divergence illumination
for this type of pl ate subjected to uni forrnity of internal pressure change.

Pressure contro l in the chamber was identified to be the main quality control problem in this
study, since the global si ze of object was large (555mm 0 ) with a thickness of only 3mm. The

., • s :a «CS ... P '

Figure 7.3 OOP slope of 20mm0 and 2mm depth grooved defect, shearing amount is 10mm
with pressure change of 5mbars. Disc was largely deformed whereas relative to
the deformation at defect point, (a) horizontal shear & (b) vertical shear
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size of test object can be assumed to behave like a diaphragm , which is very sensitive to
deformation. Pressure released during measurement was manually controlled with an accuracy
of ± 1.0mbar. The uncertainty of pressure could have contributed to the accuracy of phase
measurement by ±20% (of 5mbars pressure changes). potentially three times greater than the
phase variation generated by the divergent illuminati on.

7.3.2 Sma ll G lass Fib re Reinfor ce P lastic (GFRP) Pla tes

Further analysis of derivative out-of-plane relative maxImum phase change difference was
performed on coupons of composite material s of different thickness and different nature of
defect. A 10mm thickness steel plate (550mm x 550mm) was used to replace one of the
pressure chamber walls. A rectangular hole (50mm x 125mm) was cut in the plate, so that the
inspected fibre composite objects could be attached over the hole and be deformed by pressure
change in the chamber. The pressure/vacuum rig and test coupon is shown in Figure 7.4. Six
test coupons from commercial type composite materials were utilized . The samples were of
size shown in Table 7.2 with two different thicknesses of 4mm and l.4mm respectively.

a) Stage J Experimentation

The measurements were performed in three different stages. The first stage of measurement
was to study the effect of the test coupon deformation of GFRP relative to the rig deformation
of 10mm thickness of steel plate during the vacuum loading phase. To achi eve thi s, Coupon
#2 was bonded to the rig hole using all purposes polymer sealant and
chamber red uced to

pressure

in the

-685mbars. The vertical sheari ng amount of 10mm, illumination angle

at - 10° and source object distance of 500mm were employed for the measurement. A 5mbars
vacuum release was applied, producing real time subtraction fringe patterns. Quantitative
image analysis using si milar procedures as previously detailed were completed, as well as
using horizontal shearing of 10mm and a pressure change of I Om bars.

Since the vacuum chamber was mechanically much stiffer than the test coupons, the
deformation of the ri g should be less signifi cant compared to the coupons, which is shown in
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Figures 7.5(a) for horizontal and 7.5(b) for vertical shearing. These figures show that the
slope contour represents OOP derivative displacement of the coupon and vacuum chamber,
using divergent illumination. From this study, comparison between phase difference on the rig
plate compared to the phase difference at the coupon is less than 5%, which is

gross

deformation of the plate versus deformation of the defect, since this value is constant for a
set of measurement (divergent and collimated illuminations), therefore this discrepancy is not
affected to the measurement analysis and hence may be assumed to be negligible. For the
purpose of the following measurement, this assumption would hold if the deformation of the
rig was constant for a constant pressure change and only images from the coupon area were
considered in the phase analysis.

550mm

Figure 7.4(a) Rig of 10mm thickness of mild steel fixed to pressure chamber for that fit to
composite test coupon.
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Figure 7.4(b) Test coupons of composite material for oap derivative phase change
difference analysis, details of coupons is given in Table 7.2 .
Table 7.2 Detail of composite materials for

oap relative error analysis .

Coupon
No.

Material

Coupon Size

#1

Unsaturated Polyester
Reinforced by Glass
Fibre (UPRGF)

60mm x 40mm x
4mm

#2

UPRGF

60mm x40mm x
4mm

#3

UPRGF

60mm x40mm x
4mm

#4

Glass Fibre Reinforce
Epoxy Resin (GFRER)

60mm x 40mm x
1.4mm

Nature of Defect

Flat bottom hole
15mm0 x 2mm
Unknown defect size
Mechanical impact
(vertically)
Unknown defect size
Mechanical impact
(horizontally)
Embedded aluminium
foi l 15mm x 15mm

#5

GFRER

60mm x 40mm x
l .4mm

Embedded al uminium
foi l 10mm x 10mm

#6

GFRER

60mm x 40mm x
1.4mm

Embedded aluminium
foil triangular shape
30mm x 15mm
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7.5 Wrapped and unwrapped phases represent the slope of 10mm thickness of steel
plate (rigs) due to pressure change in the chamber relative to the slope of test
object (GFRP of Coupon#2) at centre. (a) & (b) vertical shear 10mm, iJP =
5mbars and (c) & (d) lateral shear I Omm, !JP = 10mbars.
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b) Stage 2 Experimentation

The second stage is to study the relative maximum phase change difference propagation as a
function of divergent illumination at two different signs of illumination angles, the angles
chosen being -10° and 27°. The illumination angle at -10° was the smallest angle to the
camera axis that could be achieved in the optical setup, and the angle 27° was employed as a
comparison to the angle -10°. For the purpose of comparison and checking each angle was
repeated three times and subsequently averaged to obtain the final result. Test coupons # I to
#6 were utilized in the study. The setup procedure and other equipment were similar to the
first stage. Coupon deformation was generated using pressure change in the vacuum chamber.
Two different shearing amounts of 10mm and 15mm in horizontal and vertical directions were
used in the measurements.

The initial pressure was set to. 600mbars below atmospheric

pressure for all test coupons and }he amount of pressure applied (&'

=

pressure after

deformation - pressure before deformation) depended on the amount of image shearing and
shearing direction, providing fringe patterns for further analysis. Details of test coupons
employed in the measurements are shown in Table 7.2.

The OOP derivative maximum phase change difference propagation for individual coupons
are shown in Tables 7.3(a) and 7.3(b) for illumination angles -10° and 27°. Table 7.3(a)
. shows that for the horizontal and vertical shear of 10mm, the magnitude of relative maximum
phase change difference are mostly negative and distributed from -11.4% to 0%, except for
one case of coupon #2 with value of 2.8%. Similar behaviour is shown for shearing amount of
15mm where the relative maximum phase change difference distributed from -12.4% to 2.5%, except for the case of coupon #1 with values for horizontal and vertical shear being
0.6% and 1.7% respectively. The increment of relative maximum phase change difference
with increase of shearing amount regardless of the direction of shearing is also clear for most
cases. However the maximum phase change difference distribution for the shearing amount of
10mm or 15mm are spread over a wide range. The standard deviations of relative maximum
phase change difference distribution for horizontal shear of 10mm and 15mm are 97% and
71 % respectively. But the vertical shear shows slightly lower standard deviations of 69% and
62% for the 10mm and 15mm shearing amounts. The high standard deviation could indicate
208

l
the inconsistency of the relative phase in the measurement, or other errors. This could
propagate from the error in &'. Theoretically, the maximum phase change difference should
be consistent for a given shearing amount and their value should be independent of the type of
defect.

Table 7.2 Details of the test coupon employed in the measurements.

Coupon
No.

Coupon Size
(mm 3)

Type and Size Horizontal
of Defect .
Shear,
& (mm)

#1

150x60x4

Circular flat
bottom hole,
15mm0x2mm

#2

130 x 75 x 4

Mechanical
impact, cross
axis

#3

#4

#5

#6

140x80x4

145 x60x 1.4

145x60xl.4

145x60x1.4

(mbar)

Vertical
Shear,
qy(mm)

&>
(mbar)

10
15

30
30

10
15

20
20

ID

30
30

10
15

8
5

15

20
20

10
15

5
5

Embedded
aluminium foil,
square
15mmx 15mm

10
15

5
3

10
15

2

Embedded
aluminium foil,
square
10mmx 10mm

10
15

4

10
15

2

Embedded
aluminium foil,
triangle
30mm x 15mm

10
15

4

10
15

2

15

ID

Mechanical
impact, along
axis

&'

-

3

-

-

I

When the illumination direction moved to the positive angle, the change in phase signature for
horizontal and vertical shear to positive value was significant. The relative maximum phase
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change difference distribution tor the coupons is shown in Table 7.3(b). The relative
maximum phase change difference for 10mm and 15mm horizontal shear is distributed in
broad ranges from -1.9% to 14.3% and -3.5% to 7.4%, while for vertical shear of the same
shear value, from -1.4% to 19.5% and 2.0% to 13.3% respectively. The standard deviations of
the relative maximum phase change difference distributions show values of 82% for
horizontal shearing amount of 10mm and approximately 51 % with 15mm horizontal shearing
amount. In the vertical shearing direction, the standard deviation increased to more than 100%
with 10mm shearing and about 48% with 15mm shearing. Again, these figures could indicate
that the uncertainty in the measurement is high, but also large shear value give higher fringe
densities, providing better resolution of measurement.

Table 7.3(a) Derivative OOP maximum phase change difference analysis of composite test
coupon at illumination angle _10°.

Coupon
No.

Horizontal
Shear, Ox (mm)

Relative
Maximum
Phase Change
Difference (%)

Vertical Shear
QjI(mm)

Relative
Maximum
Phase Change
Difference (%)

,#1

10

-2.2
0.6

·10

0
1.7

-2.1
-8.0

10

-S.8

IS

-4.3

-5.3
-12.4

10

IS

-{j.8
-12.2

10

-1.8

IS

2.8
-5.9

IS

.

10

-11.4

10

-5.8

IS
#2

10

IS
#3

10

IS
#4

10

#5

#6
..

IS

IS

-

IS

-

10

-0.5
-2.5

10

-9.0
-6.8

IS

IS
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Table 7.3(b) Derivative OOP maximum phase change difference (%) analysis of composite
test coupon at illumination angle 27°.

Coupon
No.

Horizontal
Shear, &: (mm)

Relative
Maximum
Phase Change
Difference (%)

Vertical Shear
bjI(mm)

Relative
Maximum
Phase Change
Difference (%)

.

#1

10
15

-1.9
7.4

10
15

-1.4
2.0

#2

10
15

14.3
6.4

10
15

19.5
9.2

#3

10
15

5.8
-3.5

10
15

4.5
12.1

#4

10
15

8.2
1.0

10
15

2.5

10
15

4.1

-

10
15

-0.9

10
15

1.2
4.0

10
15

6.2
13.3

#5
#6

-

-

The trend of the results suggest that the maximum phase change difference value is positive at
positive illumination angles and negative at negative illumination angles. Generally, their
magnitude is within the range of relative maximum phase change difference generated using
defined test object discussed in Chapter 4. The high standard deviations value in this study
could potentially be generated from the uncertainty of ,JP which varies from -±3% to
-±100% depending on the amount of deformation. Furthermore, the deformation of the rig
during measurements in this stage was minimal and hence contributed less measurement error,
this could be the reason for better measurement results compared to the experimental data in
Section 7.3.1.
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c) Stage 3 Experimentation

The third stage of measurement was to demonstrate the phase change difference at equal
angles but of opposite sign. The experimental procedures were similar to those used in the
previous sub-section. The illumination angles employed in the measurements were +30° and 30°. If we consider the measurement of phase change diffe~ence is minimum and referring to
the theoretical derivative OOP phase change difference propagated by the curvature
illumination wavefront in Chapter 3, the relative phase change difference at +30° should have
the same value to

-30°, although their signature could be different. If this is the case, the

resultant phase change difference at the symmetrical angles of positive and negative directions
should be cancelled out. In order to realize this behaviour Coupons # 1 and #3 were chosen in
the study. Coupon #1 consisted of a clearly defined defect, while Coupon #3 had an unknown
size of defect as a result of mechanical damage. Both horizontal and vertical shearing of
10mm and 15rnm were utilized in the measurement. The initial pressure was set to 600mbars
below atmospheric pressure, with the amount of shearing applied and the pressure released for
each coupon is tabulated in Table 7.4.

Table 7.4 The amount of pressure released for different shearing amount and shearing
directions for Coupons #1 and #3.

Coupon
No.

Horizontal
Sbear(&)

Pressure change
&>(mbar)

Vertical Shear
(0J)

Pressure Change
&>(mbar)

#1

10rnm
15rnm

20
20

10rnm
15rnm

10
5

#3

10mm
15rnm

20
20

10mm
15mm

30
30

.

The relative maximum phase change difference distribution is examined in Table 7.5. The
consistency of

maximum phase change difference behaviour in positive and negative

illumination angles can only be seen with Coupon #3 with horizontal shear of 10mm and
15mm. The relative maximum phase change difference distribution again shows that the
positive illumination angle generates positive phase change difference magnitude, and the
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negative illumination angle generates negative phase change difference. However, Coupon #1
indicates inconsistency of relative phase change difference value compared to Coupon #3.
Assuming that other sources of error discussed in Chapter 2 are constant during measurement,
. the high discrepancy of maximum phase change difference value could be due to the error in

t1P which is estimated between -±3% to -±20%, with an uncertainty of t1P = ±1.0mbar.

The flow chart of relative maximum phase difference manipulation of the divergent and
coJlimated wavefronts at illumination angles (+30° and -30°) is shown in Figure 7.6. In
Figure 7.7, Coupon #3 (15mm shear) with illumination angles +30° and -30°, it is clearly
seen that the subtraction of maximum phase difference of divergent and coIlimated
wavefronts performed on a pixel to pixel basis for both positive and negative illumination
angles, produces values varying randomly across the image area as shown in Figures
7.7(a)(iii) and 7.7(b)(iii). The randomly distribution of the subtracted phase was expected due
to image noise during the measurement. However if we consider the average value of each
matrix column of the pixel of the subtracted phase, as shown in Figures 7.7(a)(iv) and
7.7(b)(iv), one can see that the maximum phase change difference of positive and negative
angles is substantially small (see Figure 7.7(c)(ii» and theoretically canceJled out. This
confirms the quality and symmetrical nature of the phase change difference values generated
for positive and negative illumination angles.

It is expected that another error source in the relative maximum phase change difference
measurement could be due to data sampling rate (image acquisition time). If using high
sampling rate measurement, the high frequency noise is resolved. However low sampling rate
measurement produced significant random and systematic errors. In optimizing this issue, low
sampling rate could contribute higher error compared to the error propagated by the noise in
high sampling rate. The acquisition time using the existing measurement system took 12.6
seconds to complete the process, including phase stepping, filtering (two iterations of a 7x7
low pass filter), equalization and storing of the three phase stepped images. In order to
validate the above argument, a new system that used a high speed DSP (digital signal
processing) based hardware caJled a pixelprocessor, acquired three phase images and foJlowed
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Table 7.5 Derivative OOP maximum phase change difference analysis of composite test
coupon at equal illumination angle of opposite sign.

Illumination Angle 30·
Coupon
No.

Horizontal
Shear, Ox (mm)

Relative
Maximum
Phase Change
Difference (%)

Vertical Shear
o/(mm)

Relative
Maximum
Phase Change
Difference (%)

#1

10
15

12.3
3.7

10
15

10.6
4.2

#3

10
15

2.8
3.3

10
15

3.8
3.1

Illumination Angle -30·
#1

10
15

-3.2
-4.6

10
15

2.8
1.1

#3

10
15

-3.7
-3.4

10
15

-1.2
-7.3

a similar image processing procedure as in the former system. The acquisition time using the
new system was 280 milliseconds, approximately 45 times faster than former process. The
experiment in stage three was repeated with shearing amount of 10mm using the same
coupons.
The relative maximum phase change difference distribution of the new system is shown in
Table 7.6. As it can be seen their distribution are in narrower ranges for both positive and
negative illumination angles. The standard deviation of maximum phase change difference
distribution with horizontal shear shows an improvement, with values less than 10%.
Similarly, the vertical shear also shows reduction in standard deviation of maximum phase
change difference distribution to less than 45% compared to 77% in the previous study.
Examining the experimental results in Table 7.6, it is clear that the relative maximum phase
change difference is positive at positive illumination angles and similarly negative for the
negative illumination angles. The above results could indicate that the sampling rate (image
processing time) is another factor that contributes to the inconsistency of measurement data.
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This experiment suggested that improvement of data quality is shown when using fast speed
image acquisition systems.
Table 7.6 Derivative OOP maximum phase change difference analysis of composite test
coupon using fast processing rate machine (280 milliseconds/complete process).

Illumination Angle 30 0
Coupon
No.

Horizontal
Shear, &- (mm)

Relative
Maximum
Phase Change
Difference (%)

Vertical Shear
0' (mm)

Relative
Maximum
Phase Change
Difference (%)

#1

10

3.6

10

3.0

#3

10

3.3

10

4.6

Illumination Angle -30 0
#1

10

-3.9

10

-6.5

#3

10

-3.7

10

-1.8
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,----------------

Positive Illumination Angle

+30
Non-collimated
Maximum Phase
Difference

Negative Illumination Angle

0

-30 0
Non-collimated
Maximum Phase
Difference

Collimated
Maximum Phase
Difference

Subtraction of Non-collimated and
Collimated Phase Data
Maximum Phase Change
Difference

Collimated
Maximum Phase
Difference

Subtraction of Non-collimated and
Collimated Phase Data

,

Maximum Phase Change
Difference

,
..•..•.

~,

~

Residual Maximum Phase Change Difference =
Maximum Phase Change Difference of positive illumination angle

+
Maximum Phase Change Difference of negative illumination angle

Ideal OOP Residual Maximum Phase Change Difference = 0

Figure 7.6 The Flow chart shows the relative maximum phase change difference manipulation
of positive and negative illumination angles for OOP case.
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Figure 7.7(a) Slope mesh of Coupon #3 due to deformation by semi-vacuum (.1P= 30mbars)
with l5mm horizontal shear at illumination angle at 30° (i) non-collimated
illumination (ii) collimated illumination (iii) difference of non-collimated and
collimated illumination and (iv) average value of each matrix column of the
pixel image (iii).
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Figure 7.7(b) Slope mesh of Coupon #3 due to deformation by semi-vacuum (t1P= 30mbars)
with l5mm horizontal shear at illumination angle at _30 0 (i) non-collimated
illumination (ii) collimated illumination (iii) difference of non-collimated and
collimated illumination and (iv) average value of each matrix column of the
pixel (iii) .
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Figure 7.7(c) Residual phase data generated from Figures 7.7(a) (iii) & (iv) and 7.7(b) (iii) &
(iv) of Coupon #3 (i) addition of slope difference at illumination angles of 30°
and - 30° and (ii) average value of each matrix column of the pixel image(i).
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7.3.3 Limitatio n of th e Meas ure ments

Stud ies of relat ive maximum phase change difference propagation by divergent illumination
wavefront were utilized usi ng different types of test object and deformed by pressure
di ffe rence. The repeatabilit y of the measurement was measured by the standard deviation of
each measurement point. Each point of measurement compri ses of three sets of data (each
data set consist of three step images). The maximum uncertainty of the measurement was
taken as two standard deviations, which give 5% of the measurement value. However, the
accuracy of measurement is another cons ideration and cou ld be related to the following
factors:

i)

The inconsistency of results with the aluminium plate in Section 7.3.1 could be due to
high global deformation of plate relati ve to the deformation at the defect points. The
plate of 3mm th ickness and 55Smm diam eter with artificial defects was sensitive to any
small deformation.

ii )

The OOP relative max imum phase change difference analysis using the large diameter
plate only required a small amount of pressure change (Smbars) to produce high
deformation and thus high error due to accuracy of pressure measurement.

iii )

In the experimentation with GFRP in Section 7.3.2, the test object was not rigidly
clamped

to

the rig but was auached by a polymer sealant material which was flexible in

behaviour. During the stressing mechanism, object translation cou ld be possible,
therefore speckle decorrelation could occur in the early stages which would lead to
additional phase error calcu lation.

iv)

Settlement of pressure in the chamber before deformation was also a problem when
pressure was changed to a new level. This occurred when L1P was higher than 20mbars.
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v)

To maintain a constant pressure release rate in a test chamber from one measurement to
another was difficult to achieve. If defonnation of the test object was nonlinear. this
could result in error of phase measurement due to different pressure release rates.

vi)

The sampli ng rate could be another reason for measurement accuracy. Th is issue coul d
be related to environmen tal disturbances due to the long ti me delay of the second data
while processing the first data, and similarly the time delay of the third data due to
processing time of second data. This issue is clearly demonstrated in the last pan of
Section 7.3.2.

7.4 I -PLA E PHASE CHANGE DIFFERE ICE VALIDA nON OF SAMPLES
UNDER TENSION AND COMPRESSION

Industrial test components are often defonned by mechanical stress that is associated with
their nature of application. Component defonnation can be of OOP, JP or a combination of
OOP and IP defonnations. In this context, defonnation is derivative displacement (ow/Ox,
ou/Ox or fJw/fJy, ou/fJy). Direct measurements of IP deri vative (ou/Ox or ou/fJy) is the most

interesting subject for many authors, since strain could give some infonnation of the life of
the test object that is being tested. Shearographic methods for measurements of IP strain have
been discussed in Chapters 5 and 6. Measurement of IP strain using digital shearography was
proposed by Steinchen et al [87] using two alternate illumination directions of opposite sign.
For a circular plate where the thickness is small relative to its lateral dim ensions and assuming
the values of a, =

T."

=

7"

= 0 throughout the thickness of disc, the strain stress relation of a

circular disc can be written as [44]:

(7 .1 )
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If the object is flat and straight, the axial strain in a uniaxial state of stress accompanied by
simultaneous lateral strain of opposite sign that is proportional to the applied stress and their
value, is the same in any direction perpendi cular to the axis of stress, and is given by:

8v

E" .

ucr .,.,

uF,

= -oy- = --E- = - -E-S- =

-UE ....

A

=

ou

a-x

- U-

Since shearography can be empl oyed to measure strain (ou/8x and

(7.2)

av/ay) directly, this method

has potential use to measure the Poi sson's ratio of the material. So far, studies of IP strain
have been limited to qualitative measurements and only a few of them [87 , 142] have shown
interest in quanti tati ve analysis. However, consideration of error sources in the measurement
is still very limited or not being addressed in their analysis. In th is section, th e JP maximum
phase change difference induced by the divergent illumination wavefront using samples from
different types of material is investigated. These being performed by the measurements of
maximum phase difference of di vergent illumination compared to collim ated illuminati on.

Four samples were used in this part of experiment. three samples compri sed of discs that were
deformed by compression, and a flat plate wi th a hole through the centre, which was defomled
by tension as shown in Figure 7.8. To increase the image contrast during measurement, each
test object surface was sprayed with white powder.

The aim of this measurement was to

demonstrate the reli abi lity of the in-plane maximum phase change difference analysis
performed in Chapter 6 using different types of object and stressing mechani sms.

In order to produce purely compression and tension in the test object, an Instron mechanical
testing machine as shown in Figure 7.9 was used and provided accuracy ofload measurement
bener than ±IN, Ifwe assume that a state of plane strain exists during deformation, therefore
all particles originally in one plane in a body remain copIanar after the object is strained or
stressed [87] which gives derivative OOP components as:

ow ow ow ou 8v
ox ay oz oz az

-=-=-=-=-=0
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(7.3)

Figure 7.8 In-plane test object, (a) Al tensile bar (b) 50mm0 Al disc (c) 40mm0 Al disc and
(d) 40mm0 GFRP .

Figure 7.9 Mechanical testing equipment (Instron) for tensile and compression test. It shows
a test object under compression.
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The state of strain with zero slope given

In

Equatio n 7.3 is experi mentall y difficult to

demonstrate, however approx imation analysis co ul d be possible. In th is study, a sheari ng
interferometer at an illumination angle of -50° and +43° were used in the measurements of inplane test objects. The object distance was fixed at 600mm with collimated and divergent
illumination. The contribution from derivative OOP for all test objects was also investigated
at an illumination angle of 12° (smallest angle that could be achieved) relative to the camera
aX IS.

Due to the problem of transporting the mechanical testing machine, the experiments were
conducted in situ on a granite table without vibration isolati on and close to other mechanical
eq uipment, which contributed to the environmental effects prior to image acquisition .
However, high samp ling rate with a new data processing system (new machine) were found to
be more immun e to these environmental effects. Experimental detail s and results of each test
object are discussed in the following subsections.

7.4.1 Alum inium Ba r in Tens ion

The test object shown in Figure 7.8 consisted of commercial grade extruded aluminium alloy
(HE30TB, E = 69GNm·' and p = 2770kgm·' ) of 40mm width, 150mm length, 4mm thickness
and the remaining 50mm on both ends were used as a holder in the test rig. At its centre, a
through hole of 10mm diameter was machined. When the object was under tension the area
around the hol e would be the weakest point and fTinge concentrations in thi s area would be
higher than the rest of the object. The behaviour of the object during ten sile testing was first
investigated by means of ESPI for both OOP and JP. OOP ESPI was performed at an
illumination angle of 4° while IP ESPI used dual illumination wavefronts at angles of +3 8°
and -38°.

The change of optical phase due to the divergent illumination with respect to the collimated
illuminati on was then investigated. The object was deformed in ten sion using a fixed preload
of 3.6kN. Tensi le loading employed in the measurement was I .2kN and 1.0 kN for horizontal
shearing values of 5mm and 10mm and 1.2kN and 0.8kN for vertical shear of the same
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amount. The different loads for different shearing amounts was due to the change of
interferometer sensitivity.

Results of the ESP! experiments show that the OOP contribution ( ! .8Ilm) of object during
deformation with respect to IP contribution (2.2Ilm) was signifi cant. This behaviou r is seen in
Figure 7. 10. The OOP contribution suggested that the object was not dominantly behaving IP
during the tensil e mechani sm. The sign ificant o f OOP component in th e IP object could be
due to misaligrunent of the load axis and slight curl of the object surface. However, by
referri ng to the small tensil e change, the hi gh fringe density cou ld be due to other defonnation
sources such as object translation rather than object surface defomlation.

(a)

(b)
Figure 7. 10 Fringe pattem rep resenting the di sp lacement of aluminium tensi le bar wi th
tensile of 0.5kN (a) out-of-plane ESP!, illumination angle of 4° (b) in-plane
ESP], illumination angle of38 °.

Using ES PSI, the change of optical phase measured wi th collimated illumination compared to
divergent illumination was significant. The change of relative phase values of divergent and
collimated illumination at illumination angles of 43° and - 50° with hori zontal shearing of
10mm is seen in Figure 7. 11. It is clear that there is a relative phase c hange between nonco llimated and co llimated ill umination for both the positi ve and the negative illumination
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angles, the numerical results being

ShO"~l

in Table 7.7. The result shows that the maxi mum

phase change difTerence magnitude with 5mm horizontal sheari ng was sli ghtly higher than the
10mm shearing. However, the maximum phase change difference values with vertical
shearing show systematic increases with the increasing of shearing amount.

The inconsistency of the resu lt is expected since the object behaviour was difficult to control
compared to the test object used in Chapter 6. The contribution of derivative OOP
investi gated by ESPSJ using simi lar tens il e loads showed that the optical phase va lue
decreased by about 30% with horizontal shearing and 15% with vertical shearing when the
ill umination angle was changed from 43 ° to 12°. Thi s result is in agreement with the ESP I
experiment at the beginning of this section where the OOP behaviour of thi s bar was
significant.

Generally, the quantitative phase analysis in Table 7.7 indicates that positive

phase change difference value at positive illumination angles and negative value at negative
il lumination angles. The relative maximum phase change difference behaviour of the beam
under tension suggests that th e theoretical analysis in Chapter 5 and experimental results
using the cantil ever aluminium beam in Chapter 6 still appl y.

Table 7.7 Derivative IP maximum phase change difference anal ysi s of bars in tension .

Illumin a tion Angle: 43 °
Horizontal Shear
&(mm)

Relative Maximum
Phase C hange
Difference (% )

Vertical Shear
ay (mm)

Relative Maximum
Phase Change
Difference (%)

5

10.2

5

2.6

10

5.0

10

6.4

Illumination Angle: - 50°
5

-3. 6

5

-7.7

10

-2.6

10

-15 .7
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(d)

Figure 7. 11 Wrapped phase map represent at/l ax of aluminium tens ile bar with 1.0kN
torsion at 600mm obj ect distance, + IOmm horizontal shearing amount, (a) & (b)
divergent and co llimated illumination at 43° and (c) & (d) divergent and
co ll imated illuminati on at - 50°.
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7.4.2 Co mpress ion of Aluminium Discs

The aim of thi s section is to demonstrate the phase change difference propagati on due to
divergent ill umination of discs under compression also follo w the same behaviour compared
to the standard object used in Chapter 6. The object of a Brazilian disc as shown in Figure 7.8
was fabri cated from similar type al uminium alloy used in Secti on 7.4. 1. Objects of two
different diameters of 40mm and SOmm with the thickness of 5mm were uti lized in the study.
To stabilize the object during deformation, a preload compressive load of 4kN was applied.
The measurement was performed before and after deformation with the load being released.
Compression of the small diameter disc used a load change of 1.0kN for hori zo ntal and
vertical shear of Smm, 1.0 kN and 0.5kN fo r hori zontal and vert ical shear of I Omm. The large
diameter di sc used a load change of O.4kN and O.3kN for horizontal and verti cal shear of
5mm, OAkN and 0.2kN for hori zontal and vertical shear of 10mm. The different loads were
due to the changing aspect ratio between the horizontal and vertical cases.

The relative phase propagation as a function of the divergent illumination indicated that the
relative maximum phase change difference was again dependent on the illumination direction.
The change of maximum phase change difference in the positive and negative illumination
angles with horizontal shearing 5rnm is shown in Figure 7.12. However the values were
slightl y different for the two disc diameters as indicated in Table 7.8. Deviation of maximum
phase change difference magnitude was expected due to object tilt and object rotati on during
compression. However, sli ght increases of relative maximum phase change difference due to
obj ect size can al so be seen at the illumination angle of -50°.

The contribution from

derivative OOP component of th e Brazilian circle was also investigated at an illumination
angle of 12°. It was found that the sensitivity of the interferometer reduced by more than 50%
compared to the illumination angle of 43°.

which indicated the object was behaving

predominantly with IP behaviour. Experimental results with the aluminium Brazilian circle
suggests that the relative maximum phase change difference generally fol lows the IP
maximum phase change difference trend di scussed in Chapters 5 and 6.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7. 12 Wrapped phase map of aluminium disc (Brazilian circle of 40mm diameter)
with I .OkN compression at 600mm object distance, +5mm hori zontal shearing
amount, a slight phase change appeared as (a) & (b) for di vergent and co llimated
illumination at 43° and (c) & (d) for divergent and co ll imated ill umi nation at 50°.
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Table 7.8 Derivative JP maxi mum phase change di ffe rence analysi s of aluminium di scs
subject to compression.
Illumination Anglc: 43 °
Ho r izontal Shear, 5mm

Vertical Shcar, 5mm

Relative Maximum Phase
C han ge Difference (%)

Relative Maximum Phase
C han ge Difference (%)

40

6.6

1.0

50

2. 1

3.8

Aluminium Disc,
diameter (mm)

Illumination Angle: - 50°
40

-3. 1

-2.7

50

--4.9

--4.2

7.4.3 Co mpress ion ofGFRP Disc

A glass fibre reinforced polyester (GFRP) disc of 40mm diameter with 3.8mm thickness was
used for a simi lar analysis. Compression of the object was fixed at a point parallel to th e fibre
arrangement (along the main axis). Preload was set at 0.3kN with a load change of 0.1kN
with shearing amount of 5mm and 0.05kN with shearing amount of JOrnm. The illumination
angles used in the study were at 43° and -50°. For comparison, analysis was also completed
for derivative OOP behaviour with the same preload and load change at an ill umination angle
of 12° instead 43°. Effect of laser CUlling process at the edge of object appeared to cause some
translation or tilt during the compression mechanism. ESPI analysis was initially performed
for both OOP and IP at 4° and ±38° respectively.

Relative maximum phase change difference propagation followed the same trend as for the
previous objects, where its value was positive at positive illumination angles and negative at
negative illumination angles, for the shearing amount of 5mm and 10mm. However, the
change of maximum phase change difference magnitude to higher orders with the increment
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of shearing amount is not clearl y pronounced. The relative max imum phase change difference
values at illumination angles of 43 0 and -50 0 with shearing amounts of 5mm and 10mm are
summari zed in Table 7.9. It seems that the maximum phase change difference value with the
5mm shearing is more consistent compared to the 10mm shearing. The deviat ion in maxim um
phase change di fference value is already expected due to the same problem with the other
circular objects. Thi s behaviour is clearly shown from OOP and IP ESP I experiments and
ESPS I analysis as shown in Figure 7. I 3. As we can see the object produces to both IP and
OOP defonnations which could indicate that the maximum phase change difference
measurement could be a combination of both components. Their value is slightly lower at the
negative illumination angles than the IP error established in Chapters 5 and 6. There is a
general trend of agreement in experimental results with the theoretical IP relative maximum
phase difference in Chapter 5. The image compression should also be noted as a possible
source of uncertainty.

Table 7.9 Derivative IP maximum phase change difference anal ysis of GFRP discs subject to
compression. Di sc diameter was 40mm and thickness of 3.8mm .

Illumin a tion A ngle: 43 0
Horizontal S hea r
&(mm )

Relative Maximum
Phase C ha nge
Differ ence (%)

Verti ca l Shea r
oy (mm )

Relative Max imum
Phase C ha n ge
Difference (%)

5

5.3

5

5. 1

10

4.2

10

7. J

Illuminati on Angle: - 50 0
5

-5 .9

5

-6.9

10

-1.9

10

-6.6
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7. 13 GFRP sampl e (a) out-of-pl ane ESPI fringe pattern, compression load of 0.02kN
at an illumination angle of 4° (b) in-plane ESPI fringe pattern, compression load
of 0.1 kN at an illumination angle of 38° (c) Smm horizontal shear amount and
(d) Smm vertical shear amount, derivative displacement at illumination angle of
12° and compression load of SON.

The inspection of the material structure of the GFRP using a co ll imated illumination was also
considered. In thi s demonstration, only error factors from other error sources (Chapter 2)
would contribute to the accuracy of measurement, and phase change contributi on from the
divergent illumination was neglected (using co llim ated illumination, Chapter 3).
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It is well known that the reliability of shearographic methods in quantifYing defects in GFRP
has already been accepted in many

industrial NDT applications. However, further to

this achievement the method has potential to be used in the measurement of directional
strength in fiber arrangement based materials such as GFRP . This is necessary to reveal
information about the structural and hence engineering characteristic of the materials. It is
generally believed that only the shearographic method can fulfill this task, whereas other
conventional methods are not possible or very difficult to utilize for this purpose. In this study
a hollow square tube of 52mm x 52mm x 600mm manufactured from GFRP was used . A
randomly selected sample from one part of the GFRP bar was cut into a circular shape (disc)
with a 40.0mm diameter and thickness oD .8mm. The samples used in this study are shown in
Figure 7. 14.

Figure 7. 14 GFRP bar of 600mm length cut into disc of 40mm diameter.

To reduce the residual stress of the material during the cutting process, the samples were cut
using a high power CO 2 laser. The disc was subjected to compression using the Instron
Testing Equipment. A shearing interferometer with a collimated illumination angle of - 50° and
horizontal shear (&) of 5mm was employed in the measurement. The disc was stabilized by a
preload of 0.3kN and the first speckle shear pattern was captured and stored in the image
frame buffer. Load decrement of 0.1kN was then applied and subsequently the second speckle
image was captured. The subsequent image was subtracted from the initial image in real time,
the subtraction images were phase stepped according to the procedure in Chapter 4. A sample
disc was marked with 0°, 45°, 90° and 135° relative to the main axis of the sample and
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Co mpression
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Next Load
~ Point

r

Metal Base
Figure 7. 15 The aligrunent ofGFRP test object in the ri g.

measured from its centre as shown in Figure 7. 15. The sampl e alignment in the ri g was
accordi ng to the marked angle, the first measurement was taken with the sample at position of
0° than followed by the other positions at the different angles. The ex periment was repeated
with 5mm vertical shearing (<'iy) amount.

Wrapped phase maps with the samp le rotated to different angles and load employed relative to
the main samp le axis are shown in Figure 7.16. Figure 7. 16(a) shows that the load was
parallel relative to the mai n axis of the GFRP. rt is well known that when a structure is
deform ed, the presence of a localized area with hi gher fringe density may suggest a flaw or
Fatigue of damage material structure. T he stud ied samples show that the derivative
displacement of the sample was high along the load line with respect to the rest of sample
area. The relative phase concentration maintained its direction along the main sample
ax is when the sample was rotated as shown in Figure 7. 16 with horizontal shearing. Simi lar
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fi gure 7. 16 Slope contour map of GFRP due to compression by load of lOON with hori zontal
shear amount of - 5mm and illumination angle of - 50°. Sample orientation is (a)
0°, (b) 45 °, (c) 90° and (d) 135°.

observations were found with vertical shearing as revealed in Fi gure 7. 17. Table 7. 10 gives a
phase value measured according to the obj ect o ri entati on as shown in Figures 7. 16 and 7. 17.

From the relative phase data of Table 7. 10, it is seen that the phase value increases stead ily
with the change of object orientation for both hori zontal and vertical shears. Results with
the image ho ri zontally sheared indicates that thi s type ofGFRP decreases its stiffness relati ve
235

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7. 17 Slope contour map ofGFRP due to compression by load of 100 with vertica l
shear amount of 5mm and illumination angle of - 50°. Sample orientation is (a)
0°, (b) 45°, (c) 90° and (d) 135°.

to its main axis (0°) as the load point changes (by rotati ng the object). The normali zed phase
values shows that the GFRP has high stiffness along the fibre direction and lower stiffuess
across the fibre direction.
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In the vertical shearing direction, the contour slope still maintains its direction along th e main
sample axis, clearly shown in Figure 7.17. Figures 7.17 ind icate that the sample is less stiff at
the load position of 135° compared to others. Sample behaviour also showed high phase
concentration when the load was applied normal the main sample axis and at 135° of object
orientation as seen from Figures 7.17(c) and 7. I 7(d). Similar results are al so shown in Table
7. 10 where the GFRP indicates hi gh stiffness along the main axi s and less across the fibre
direction .

Results from the two different shearing directions as shown in Table 7. 10, Fi gures 7.16 and
7. 17, suggest that the fibre alignment in the GFRP sample at an orientation of 135° rel ati ve to
the main axis, displays the weakest alignment direction of this fibre type.

Table 7. 10 Normalize value of maximum phase change difference of GFRP with respect to
the load relati ve to the orientation of the main axi s.

Horizontal Shear, & = Smm
Object Orientatio n
0°
45°
90°
135 0

0°
45°
90°
135 0

Phase Va lu e (x 211)
2.74
3.22
3.29
4.61

Normal ized Phase to Angle: 0°
1.00
I.I 8
1.20
1.68

Ve rtica l Sh ea r , 8y = Srnm
3.33
5.96
8.63
9.2

1.00
1.79
2.59
2.76

7.4.4 Limitation of th e Measurements

The test objects used in thi s section of the research were deformed under tension and
compression using a mechanical testing machine. Measurements indicated that th ey did not
produce predominantly IP moti on during the ten sion or loading mechani sm. Thi s behaviour
was inspected using ESPI for both IP and OOP plane analysis. Shearographi c analysis at
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small angles for slope measurement have also shown that the behaviour of the test objects
employed in Section 7.4.1 to Section 7.4.3 produce significant OOP moti on. with the worse
case being the Brazilian circle, where compression was employed during measurements.

The OOP behaviour of the objects was due to the fo ll owing limitations:

i)

Tilt of the objects was difficult to control , it was obvious during deformation by
compression where the metal suppon of the object also tilted during compression .

ii)

Object rotation was another phenomena that was also difficult to control. This was
obvious where the Brazilian circle was used and load employed by compression. Object
rotation could also contribute an OOP factor for the tensile bar, if the bar holder and the
pin in th e rig were not properly aligned .

iii ) Positioning of the Brazilian circle in the rig could be one of the sources of OOP
contribution. The object should be properly aligned perpendicular to the camera axis and
placed at the centre of the rig. Misalignment and slight off-centre of the object position
could bend the object during compression and consequently contribute to the OOP
displacement component.

iv)

The tensil e bar must be flat. A sl ight warpage would result in OOP components in the
measurements.

7.5 CLOSURE

This section of research has departed from the very controlled experimentation of Chapters 4
and 6 which has explicitly dealt with OOP and JP maximum phase change difference
respectively, as a function of the sensor illumination source. Chapter 7 has extended the
investigation, by considering simple cases which are much more difficult to control , and are
more representati ve of current commercial use of ESPSJ.
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The w ork has considered; defects in large plates, defects in small fi bre composite sampl es.
deformati on behaviour of materials in tension and in compress ion. Some defects have bee n of
known dimensions and severity. Yet again the emphas is has been to identify quantitati ve
differences between coll imated and non-coll imated object ill umination.

This section of work has led to the fo llowi ng main concl usion:

i)

Analysis of the large plate with four defects, identified large standard deviation of the
p late, but also localized deformation of the defects. The OOP relative maximum phase
change difference distribution showed positive phase change at positive illumination
angles and changed to negative phase change at negative illumination angles.

ii)

OOP relative maximum phase change difference distribution of small defective
composite samples subjected to pressure using the vacuum chamber showed that the
phase change was positive at posi tive illumination angles and vice versa. With the
shearing amount of 10mm, the relative maximum phase change difference distribution
for all composite samples at an illumination angle of - 10° varied from - I I .4% to -0.5%
fo r horizontal shear and from -9.0% to 0% for vertical shear. This changed to - 1.9% to
14.3% and - 1.4% to 19.5% respectively at an illumination angle of 27°. Relati ve
maximum phase change difference at 15mm shearing were distributed across the same

range.

ii i)

Sampli ng rate (i mage processing speed) reduces envi ronmental disturbance in the
measurement and hence produced better accuracy and small er standard deviations.
Experimental demonstration wi th two test objects for relative maximum phase change
difference measurement of OOP slope with 10mm shear showed that the phase change
analysis using a high sampling rate machine (280 milliseconds/complete process)
produced less than 45% standard deviation compared to 77% by a slow sampling rate
machine (12.6 seconds/complete process).
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iv)

Phase measurement generated using the divergent illumination wavefont relative to the
measurement using the collimated wave front for the tensile bar and Brazilian circles,
suggested that the relative phase change propagation is positive at positive illumination
wave front and negati ve at negative illumination wave fro nt. From ESP] experiment and
from shearographic experiments at 12°, the tensile bar has shown more predominantly
]P behaviour, while the Brazilian discs displayed OOP components of about the same
magnitude as the ]P component.

v)

Study of structural analysis in GFRP material using shearography method has revealed
the who le field strength distribution in the material. It was found that the strength of
GFPR is strongly dependent on the fibre arrangement of the material. The material
showed less strain when the load was imposed along the main axis of the object, which
indicates the high strength axis. However, when object was oriented to angles away
from the main axis of the object, its behaved differently with high strain contours
observed as the angle increased.

vi)

Relative maximum phase change difference analysis suffered from additional error
contributions; environment, test rigs, OOP components etc. However, the trend of all of
the data suppons the body of the thesis, and it has again been demonstrated that
divergent illumination will give different results compared to collimated illumination
within a shearing interferometer.
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8.0

EFFECT OF TARGET SURFACE SHAPE I ESPSI MEAS UREMENTS

8.1 INTRODUCTION

Many books and aspects of literature have studied issues of speck le formation on flat surface
objects [10,18, 150.151) . The formation of speckles on a flat su rface is uniform with their
dimensions being similar in all directions of the observat ion plane. In comparison, not many
publications have reported speckle formation on curved surfaces. One example is a recent
study reported by Costa and Ferrari [152) on the formation of speckle from the li ght scanered
by a rough cylindrical surface. Their study concentrated on the effect of roughness and
curvature of the surface, to the shape and linear dimensions of the speckles. They also
experimentall y demonstrated the speckle phenomenon. One of thei r experiments used a 2mm
dian1eter laser beam on cylindrical metalli c object of 1mm diameter. The surface of the obj ect
was grooved parallel and normal to the cylinder axis with gave a mean spatial frequency in
the order of 10mm·'. The grooved surface provid ed a different value of scanering angle in
planes normal and parallel to cylinder axis. The object was illuminated normal to the main
axis of the cylinder at a di stance of 34 mm.

Their observati on showed that the speckles were elongated in the horizontal direction and as
such normal to the cylinder axis. They also reported that the dimension of speckle were a
function of surface curvature and surface roughness, showing that the speckl e length in the
direction normal to the cylinder axis could be wrinen as [152):

AL
u , = - - - -2R sin(B, / 4)

(8.1)

and speck le wid th parallel to the cylinder ax is as:

(8.2)
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where A is the laser wavelength, L is the distance from the obj ect to the camera, R is the radius
of the curved surface, Db is the illum inati on diam eter and B/ is the scattering angle in the
direction normal to the cyl inder axis.

Studies by Costa et al clearly indicated that the size of speckle was not onl y dependent on the
viewing lens apenure (r) but also on the geometrical shape of the object surface. Equation
8. I shows that the elongation of speckle on the curved surface depend s on the scattering
angle, that is a function of illumination angle and surface roughness. A similar argument
could be related to the repon by Rastogi [153), which used an image shearing device of wider
diameter of co llimated illumination to measure slope change variations on a curved surface
object, and suggested that the phase difference was proponional to the derivative of the object
shape. The above arguments indicated that the size of speckle varied with the change of
illumination angle. The speckle size variation (function of surface curvature) with the change
of illumination angle could be related to the relati ve optical phase change analysis of using
collimated and non-collimated illuminations.

Thi s chapter investigates the change of optical phase on a curved object surface USIng
divergent illumination compared to collimated illumination. Quantitative measurement of
maximum optical phase difference that measured at the edge of illuminated area from
collimated and divergent illumination could be considered as an error factor due to divergent
illumination on the curved object surface.

8.2 SHAPE AND DEFORMATION WITH RESPECT TO A DIVERGE TT
ILLUMINATION WAVEFRONT.

The shape of the object was a semi -cylindrical tube, 120mm diameter and 180mm length. The
thickness of the cylinder wall was 2.6mm and on the centre of the inner wall , an anificial
defect of 20mm x 40mm x 1.25mm was machined and oriented along the axis of the cylinder.
Both open ends of the object were sealed with semicircle perspex plates of 2.50101 thickness.
The cross section of the object and the test rig is schematically shown in Figure 8.1. When the
object was subjected to a panial vacuum, this produced deformation of the cylinder wal l.
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A similar ri g that used for the OOP study in Chapter 7 was util ized in thi s set of
measurements. The arrangement of the object in the rig is shown in Figure 8.2. The object was
tightl y attached to the rig by a commercia l type polymer sealant around the edges, so that an y
change of pressure in the chamber woul d affect the deformat ion of the object. The thi ckness
of the po lymer sealant layer was kept to a min imum, in order to avo id deformation of th e
sealant. Pressure change in the chamber was controll ed to an accuracy of ± I mbar by means of
a digital pressure meter that was last cal ibrated in 1997.

8.2. 1 Shap e a nd Defor mation

Initial work of this study included the measurement of the object shape using a white light
fringe projection method. ]t consisted of a projector using a digital mirror device, which was
controlled by a computer program. The mirror device was used to produce spatial light
modulation of the projected fringes. The temporal phase unwrapping technique of the
wrapped phase fringe pattern was utilized in the measurements. Results of the measurement
are shown in Figure 8.3.

Surface deformation using ESP] was also studied . The investigation of surface di splacement
(w and u) comprised of OOP ESP] and ]P ESP!. The test object was placed in the venical
position which presented the object axis perpendicular to the plane of camera axis. The OOP
ESP] anal ysis was performed at an ill umination angle of 6 0 with 25mbars of pressure change
in the chamber (preload was set at 620mbars below atmospheri c pressure). The ]P ESP] was
util ized by two simultaneous illumination wavefronts at 36 0 and measuremelllS were taken
using a sim ilar p ressure change.

Experimental results for both OOP ESP] and ]P ESP] are shown in Figure 8.4. The OOP
ESP] shows that the object was displaced by
by

1.5~m

2 . 2~m

along the z-axis whilst ]P ESP] displaced

of di splacement along the x-axis. This amount could indicate that, for a given

pressure change, the behaviour of the object is predominantly deformed OOP compared to ]P .
However, ]P deformation is about 68% of OOP deformation and thi s amount is still
significant and may not be possible to ignore.
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To Vacuum Pump

Semi-cylinder
(PVC)

550mm

12001m

Simulated
Defect

Figure 8. 1 Schematic diagram of the test object (semi-cylinder) attached to the rig and the
vacuum chamber.

550mm

i-Cylinder

Figure 8.2 The rig consist of 10mm thickness of steel plate tightly attached to the vacuum
chamber (behind).
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Figure 8_3 Semi-cylinder (a) the shape and (b) the cross section of the cylinder, (Arrow
represent the point taken for cross section of semi-cylinder).
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Figure 8.4 Unwrapped phase and mesh plot; (a) out-of-plane displacement ESPl and (b) inplane displacement ESPI of a semi-cylinder due to 25mbars pressure change
(partial vacuum pressure).

8.2.2 Phase Change Analysis on Semi-cylinder
Relative phase change difference analysis due to a divergent illumination wavefront on the
semi-cylinder was established with the direction of the object axis along and perpendicular to
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the camera axis. The measurements were performed using a single illumination wavefront
(50mWal\ DPSS Nd:YAG laser (..l. = 532nm)) with the illumination and camera were fixed in
xz-plane at an object distance of 600mm and a camera apenure size,

P' = 8.0. Object

deformation was achieved by means of a pressure difference in the chamber with a preload
pressure of 620mbars below ambient. Pre load was considered necessary in thi s experiment
since it provided the object with a stable state pressure and used this as a reference point in the
measurement. Hence any change of measurement was referred to a load difference relative to
the reference load (preload pressure).

The first measurement was performed with the object oriented in the same plane as the camera
axis. Measurement with divergent and collimated illumination with hori zontal shearing of
10mm was initially used , then followed by 10mm venical shearing. The effect of shearing
variation across the object surface is assumed constant for a set of mea surements, since the
measurement of relati ve phase change is based on the divergence relative to the collimated
illuminations, this factor is negli gible in the measurement analysi s. Prior to the measurement,
pressure change in the chamber was manuall y maintained at 60mbars for horizontal shearing
and 20mbars for venical shearing. The difference in appli ed pressure for horizontal and
venical shearing was due to the sensitivity of the obj ect deformation.
measurements were taken at di fferent illumination angles from

A seri es of

_75° to 75° w ith 15°

increments (excluding angle 0°) for both divergent and collimated illuminati ons. The
illumination angle is measured as an angle between the illumination axis and the camera axis.
The rel ative phase difference data that was measured by the divergent and collimated
illumination s were quantified using the image processing procedures detailed in Chapter 4.
Since the source position remains fi xed for a set of measurement (using divergence and
collimated illuminations), there is no phase change contribution due to the change of source
position . The above experim ent was repeated with the object axis changed to the vertical
position.

Results of the experiment for the object in the horizontal position are shown in Fi gure 8.5.
Distribution of relati ve maximum phase change difference with the change of illumination
angle appear to have patterns that may be due to the factor of surface curvature. However thi s
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Figure 8.5 The relation of relative maxi mum phase change difference (%) with the change of
illumination angle, object lain in the same plane with the camera axis (object in the
horizontal position).

evidence need definite experiment proof which was left for further study due to the time
limitati on of thi s research program. The relative max imum phase change differences are
distributed within the negative phase change regime except for two points at 150 and 30 0 wi th
horizontal shearing. Relative maximum phase change difference values of positive and
negative illwn ination directi on are di stributed wi thin the range from -12.7% to 10% for all
illumination angles and their distributi on are not symmetrical. However, in the negative
illumination angle, their values are di stributed in the narrow range within -7. 1% to -0.5%.
Consi deri ng the measurement error contributions from the accuracy of pressure change was
estimated to be within ±5%, the rel ati ve phase change difference value in this region could be
considered to be distributed with in the range of measurement accuracy. Further to thi s
investi gati on it also should be noted th at the phase change could also a factor of out-of-plane
directi on (norma l vector) changes across the curvature surface object.
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When the illumination angle changes to the positi ve direction (except at illumination angles of
15° and 30° with horizontal shear), the relati ve maximum phase change difference di stribution
is maintained with negative values and di stributed within -12.7% to -3.4%. These patterns
were different compared to the relati ve maximum phase change difference from the cantilever
beam or the square clamped plate generated in Chapter 4. The difference co uld be considered
as a result of th e change of surface geometry or other potential error sources, from flat to
curved surface. This argument was supported by the studies of other researches in the earl y
part of this chapter, wh ich relates the speckle size with curved surface and hence phase
measurement.

From these observations, it could be suggested that the relati ve maxImum phase change
difference profi le as a function of the semi-cylinder object, provides a negati ve values for all
illumination directions. As an example, phase difference for divergent and co llimated
ill umi nations at an angle of 45° with horizontal and verti cal shear is shown in Figure 8.6. This
indicates that the shi ft of relative phase to hi gher values occur when a co ll imated illumination
was employed in the interferometer, although the trend is more obvious in the horizontal shear
one (Figures 8.6(a) and 8.6(b)).

With the object vertically oriented, the relative maximum phase change difference changed
profile as shown in Figure 8.7. Due to the curved object surface, the area of view as seen at
the image plane was smal ler than the actual area of the object surface, and it varied depending
on the direction of illumination. There was a maximum area of view at illumi nation angles
parallel to the opti cal axi s (63.7% of the total obj ect surface area), and the viewing area
decreased when the illumination angles dev iated from 0°. The mi nimum area that could be
viewed by the camera was at a grazing angl e (illumination angle ±90° with 31.8% of the total
object area, theoretically could be achieved) where the maximum cross secti on area of view
was the same as the object rad ius .

The relative maximum phase change difference distribution with horizontal shearing shows
negative val ues except at illumination angles - 60° and -45°. In com parison, the relati ve
max imum phase change difference pattern wi th respect to the change of illumination angle is
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 8.6 Relative phase difference of semi-cylinder deformed by pressure changes at
illumination angle of +45 0 with object in hori zontal position; horizontal shear
10mm with tJ.P of60mbars (a) divergent illwnination (b) collimated illumination
wavefront and vertical shear 10mm with tJ.P of 20mbars (c) divergent
illumination Cd) coll imated illumination wavefront.
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positive when using vertical shearing. The phase change distribution is within -12.6% to 5.3%
when hori zontal shearing is employed, and jumps to 2%

to

13.3% when usin g verti cal

shearing. The shift of relative phase value when the collimated wave fron t is employed in the
measurem ent is shown in Figure 8.8, showing that the relative maximum phase change
difference is a negative value with horizontal shearing and a positive value with vertical
shearing, in terms of movement of the gray scale values. Thi s behaviour suggests that the
relative phase change difference also depends on the shearing direction, with positive values
when using horizontal shearing and negative values when vertical shearing is used in the
measurement.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 8.8 Relative phase change of sem i-cylinder defoffiled by pressure changes at
illumination angle of +45 0 with object in vertical position ; horizontal shear IOmm
with LlP of 20mbars (a) di vergent illumination (b) collimated illumination
wave fro nt and vertical shear IOmm with LlP of 60mbars
(c) divergent
illumination (d) coll imated illumination wavefront.
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The above experimental resul ts with the object

In

horizontal and verti cal positi ons can be

summarized as fo ll owing:

i)

The change of relative phase change difference profile on the curved object surface
compared to the fl at object surface (Chapter 4) cou ld suggest that the phase change
di ffere nce profil e of non-co lli mated versus co llimated illumination is also a fu ncti on of
surface geometry. However for definite experimental proof, thi s argument was left for
future studies.

ii)

Comparing the re lative maximum phase change difference profile with object in the
horizontal position (Figure 8.5) and in the vertical position (Figure 8.7), it is clear that
the phase change difference with horizontal shearing has changed magnitude from
negative to positive values.

However, results wi th vertical shearing remain negative

(except at angles of -60° and -45°). The shift of the phase change difference profi le
value could be due to the change of illuminated area with the change of illumination
angles.

iii )

The change of relative phase change difference panem was expected due to the speckle
elongation on the curved surface and the size of speckle elongation change with the
change of illumination angle.

iv)

The absolute relationship of relative maximum phase change difference with the change
of ill uminati on angle on the curved surface is diffi cu lt to establish since the illum inated
area varies with the illumination angle.

8.2.3 Limitation of the M easurements

The trend of relative maximum phase change difference due to object surface curvature
generated in thi s study has a different distribution compared to the results in Chapter 4 and
Chapter 6. Data distribution in both the horizontal and vertical shearing direction does not
show a consistent trend, however the phase change signature is maintained for each shearing
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direction . The uncertainty of relative maximum phase change difference trend could be due to
the following limitations in the experimental work:

i)

Pressure control in the test chamber was completed manuall y by a mechanical valve,
which provided a problem to stop pressure released consistently at the same value. As a
consequence it produced an uncertainty of pressure change measured as being at least
± Imbar which contributed to the measurement error of about 5% to 1.7% for the
20mbars and 60mbars respectively.

ii)

When working with high pressure difference, a stabi lization time was required to relax
the pressure levels in the chamber, otherwise the error in pressure measurement
uncertainty could be higher than ± I mbar.

iii)

Since the area of view was smaller than the actual area of the curved surface, it could
produce a phase measurem ent uncertainty on the curved area. If the phase uncertainty on
the curved area was constant, thi s would give a minimum effect to the relative phase
change analysis. However, if random phase errors occurred on the curved area, thi s
could have influenced the measurement analysis.

iv)

When the object was in the vertical position, the change of object area (illuminated area)
with the change of illumination direction was very significant. This could provide
inconsistent field of measurement area from one illumination angle to another.
Inconsi stency of measurement could be the reason for th e nonsystemati c trend of
relati ve phase change di ffe rence profi le.

Thi s study is very useful since ESPSI has been used for a different surface and shape of
objects [153,154], but they have been using non-collimated illumination.
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8.3 CASE STUDY - OPTICAL PHASE CHANGE DIFFERENCE DUE TO
DI VERGENT ILLUMI NATION OF AIRCRAFT WHEELS IN REAL WORKI NG
ENVIRONMENTS.

In-situ measurement wi th a real test object has been necessary for the validation of the
theoretical analys is and laboratory experime ntal resul ts generated in Chapters 3 to 7. Results
for OOP relati ve phase change difference anal ysis in Chapters 3 & 4, and IP ana lysis in
Chapters 5 & 6 on flat object surfaces could be used as a reference for curved or compl ex
object surfaces. However the trend of relative phase change di fference could be different fo r
different types of object shape, or different types of loading mechanism. Thi s argument could
be true regarding to the previous repon of slope change contouring where it was suggested
that the sensitivity of the interferometer on the curved object surface depended on the angle of
observation [5 3). In thi s demonstration we had access to an aircraft wheel as a case stud y, and
measurement was performed in the test bed worki ng environments at Dunl op Av iation
Braking Systems Ltd, Coventry.

The object being studied consisted of an aircraft wheel of complex shape. The wheel was
fixed to a yoke with in a 20 tonne rolling test machine, and the test was carried out by means
of pressure changes in the tire. Pressure in the tire was initially set to 209psi (the normal tire
pressure used for aircraft applications). Pressure in the tire caused structural movement of the
alloy rim, creating stress around the edge of the wheel circle. When load is applied to the
wheel (eq ui valent to the load during landing), all the force that is absorbed by the wheel will
transfer to the bolts that join the wheel to the bearing. Thi s situati on could potentiall y be of
hi gh enough stress to cause the development of fatigue in the vicinity.

This pan of the study was not intended to find defects at any wheel bolts, but to investigate if
issues of non-collimated versus colli mated ESPSI anal ysis could be observed on an industrial
structure. The fringe density that represents the contour slope can be used to demonstrate the
shift of opti cal phase due to the divergent illuminat ion relati ve to the collimated illumination
wavefront. The magnitud e of optical phase shift could be considered as the error factor
generated by the divergent illum inati on. The measurem ent configuration is shown in Figure
8.9. Image shearing in th e measurement was set to a hori zontal shearing amount of 100101.
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Figure 8.9 The experimental setup of slope measurement, it shows the inspected object
(1rircraft wheel) and the interferometer (Photo courtesy of Dunlop Aviation
Braking Systems Ltd, Coventry).
The object illumination angle was fixed to _21 0 at a distance of I07cm from the source.
Slope contours around the bolts was achieved by changing the pressure in the tire. A pressure
change of 20psi was employed and the phase measurement evaluated by divergent and
collimated illumination, one after the other. The measurement was repeated with pressure
changes of 40psi .

The deformation of the wheel during pressure changes in the tire should be considered as a
combination of OOP and 1P motions

due to the angle of illumination. Also, the

mechanical behaviour of pressure in the tire creates force vectors away from the centre of the
tire and the shape of the wheel, thus the formation of fringe patterns during deformation
represents contour slope of the surface at the vicinity of the bolts. Results of the experiments
for different pressure changes are shown in Figure 8. 10 which covered the image size of
482 x 452 pixels equivalent to 56.5mm x 53mm of object surface area. Assuming one pixel
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 8. 10 Wrapped phase map around the bolt of aircraft wheel with ho rizontal shear of
10mm at illumination angle of - 2 10, defonned by pressure change 20psi Ca)
divergent illumination Cb) co llimated illumination and 40ps i Cc) divergent
illumination Cb) collimated illumination.
represents one gauge on the obj ect surface, the area covered could represent over 2 10,000
gauges, whi ch is the advantage of this method. It is noticeab le that the increment of contour
slope is proportional to the amount of pressure di fference in the tire. This suggests that the
change of surface slope with the amount of pressure change is a linear function, assuming that
the alluminium alloy defomls elasticall y. However the phase data for these measurements
suffered from high image noise and consequentl y poor quality of unwrapped phase. Therefore,
qualitative measurement only considered in this ana lysis.
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Most importantly in this study is the shift of optical phase when collimated illumination is
employed in the measurements. The optical phase shift of divergent and collimated
illumination can be seen in Figure 8.) 0, the behaviour being consistent for different pressure
changes. Theoretically, for a given object distance and illumination angle the percentage of
phase shift that represents the relative phase change difference due to the divergent
illumination should be constant and independent from the amount of deformation. From this
experiment, it is significant that the shift of optical phase occurred when the divergent
illumination wave front was used in the measurements.

Even this simple demonstration has again highlighted the data difference when using noncollimated illumination. The relative phase change difference trend is an important message to
the user and manufacturer to consider seriously when using ESPSI in the measurements. It
should be emphasized that the commercial equipment that is available on the open market
using divergent illumination wavefront must be corrected to collimated illumination or
otherwise the equipment will give the incorrect results. Misinterpretation of data could give a
serious impact to the structural integrity of the component and hence lost of live in this case.

8.3.1 Limitation of the Measurements

Data generated in this study contained large amounts of optical noise. Qualitative analysis of
phase data shows the effect of the divergent illumination wavefront in the ESPSI
measurement. Quantitative assessment of the data in this study would generate errors in the
analysis due to poor fringe quality and hence noise in wrapped phase map. It was identified
that, the measurement of aircraft wheel in Dunlop Aviation was a very difficult task, and
results of poor data quality in this study could be generated from the following limitations:

i)

Experiment was carried out in a noisy working area, with environmental disturbance
such as vibration and .serious air turbulence which was difficult to control during the
measurements.

ii)

Limited area of the laser beam due to the complex shape of the test object and hence
image shadowing limiting the inspection area.
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iii)

Limited access of interferometer that only provided a minimum object distance of
107cm. At this distance the curvature of inclination angle is at least 1.6° (consider the
maximum object size is 60mm and flat surface), with smaller curvature of inclination
angle the optical phase difference between divergent and collimated illumination will be
small.

8.4 CLOSURE

Research studies in this chapter were aimed at the relative phase change difference
propagation due to the curvature of illumination wavefront on a non-flat object surface. The
objects being investigated comprised of a semi-cylinder, and the complex shape from an
aircraft wheel. Results of the studies can be summarized as following:

i)

Initial experiments using ESPI of a semi-cylinder shape object indicates that the object
deformation was predominantly out-of-plane. The IP deformation components of the test
object however were a considerable factor and could not be ignored in the further
measurement analysis.

ii)

Relative phase difference propagation due to the divergent illumination wavefront on the
curved object surface suggested that the error trend could also be influenced by the
surface. curvature. This was investigated from the change of relative maximum phase
change difference profile, compared to the OOP maximum phase change difference
profile established in Chapter 4. There were no significant trends of phase change profile
in the positive illumination angles compared to negative illumination angles. Generally,
when the object was in the same plane as the camera axis (horizontally), the relative
maximum phase change difference values were negative for both horizontal and vertical
shears (except at angles 15° and 30° for horizontal shear). However, this trend has
changed to positive values with vertical shear and negative values with horizontal shear
(except at angles -60° and -45°) when the object was vertically orientated relative to the
camera axis.
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--------------------------...........
iii)

The inconsistencies of the relative phase change difference profile on the curved object
surface were expected due to the inconsistency of speckle size and the inspected area
covered, with respect to the change of illumination angles. This highlights the problem
of many parameters changing as a function of 3D surface compared to the more straight·
forward analysis of one-dimensional or two-dimensional surface.

iv)

Study of relative phase change difference on the complex object surface (aircraft wheel)
suggests that the error could be a significant factor when using divergent illumination
wavefront in the measurements analysis. This fact alone suggests that commercial
equipment using divergent illumination will not give accurate quantified results.
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9.0

DISCUSSION

Quantitative measurement using ESPSI is of interest in many areas of industrial applications.
The method measures derivative displacement that represents the slope and strain components
of the inspected area, which can give meaningful data in engineering applications. The
application of ESPSI covers a wide area especially in strain analysis, non-destructive testing
. evaluation, material evaluation and biological applications. This research program provides
some understanding of issues of correct .measurement in quantitative ESPSI analysis.
Currently, many new applications for the ESPSI technique are being generated, especially for
quantitative analysis in heavy industrial applications, such as the aerospace and marine
industries. However the measurement accuracy of the data analysis is an important topic of
discussion. Sources of error in the measurement analysis related to the phase measurement
error and error in the image analysis have been discussed and quantified. The novel approach
presented in this thesis is the formulation of the error due to the nature of the iIIumination
wavefront and the optical configuration.

Measurement using divergent iIIumination will introduce phase change difference into the
analysis. Out-of-plane measurement of relative maximum phase difference measured at the
edge of illuminated area can be as high as 15% for an object size of 100mm at a distance of
400mm with 15mm horizontal shearing have been routinely identified. This value wiII be a
significant factor in the measurement and may be higher than the error generated from other
sources. When in-plane analysis is employed in the measurements, the nature and
characteristics of the iIIumination will again be a serious phase variation in the measurement.
In this study it has been demonstrated that with a 120mm object size at a distance of 300mm
and 10mm vertical shear (illumination angle 60°), the relative maximum phase change
measurement was as high as 35%. This value is significantly increases for pure in-plane
measurement when two alternate illuminations of the positive and negative angles are used in
the analysis. From the phase change difference contributions generated by the divergent
illumination in the ESPSI measurement analysis of out-of-plane and in-plane deformations,
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the work strongly suggests that the maximum phase change difference at the extreme case is
significant and should be considered in the measurement.

Inspected object surfaces could be of complex geometrical form. A curved object surface
could change the size of speckles, the speckles becoming elongated with the change of surface
slope. Hence the sensitivity of the ESPSI interferometer will not only depend on the
illumination angle but also depend on the surface curvature. However, if divergent
illumination is employed in the measurement analysis, the sensitivity of the interferometer
will depend on the four variable parameters, the illumination angle, the shearing amount, the
surface curvature and the illumination curvature, hence the shift in optical phase and the
quantified result, compared to collimated illumination.

This is clearly indicated in the

experimental results of Chapter 8 with the semi-cylindrical object, where the maximum phase
change difference profile has changed its trend compared to the theoretical analysis.

It has been observed that relative phase change difference magnitude due to divergent
illumination also has a dependency on the load position relative to the camera axis, this being
demonstrated in Chapters 4 and 6 for OOP and IP phase change analysis. The relative
maximum phase change difference profile has changed its pattern with mirror like behaviour
as the load changes from the right to the left side of the camera axis. Therefore understanding
the inspected surface characteristics and type of deformation mechanism may be a significant
aspect of the correct application of the technique, and could minimize the error in the
measurements.

Large lateral shearing values employed in the ESPSI measurement increase the sensitivity of
the interferometer and the contrast of the correlation fringe patterns increases. Large shearing
amounts are normally associated with small measurement ranges. However information ofthe
object surface decreases with increasing shearing amount due to increasing of

the

decorrelation region of the sheared area. The influence of the shearing amount is significant in
the OOP measurement whereby the value of the relative phase change difference
pronouncedly increases with the increasing of lateral shearing. Shifts of relative phase change
from 2% to 4% were observed as the horizontal shear increased from 5mm to 15mm.
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Recent studies have shown that ESPSI can be applied for shape measurement of objects
[155]. This application could be extended for shape and defonnation measurement
simultaneously. However it should be emphasized that the shape measurement using ESPSI
which was recently reported, employed divergent illumination and a large shearing amount.
From the investigation in this thesis, the object shape measured by divergent illumination may
not be possible to standardize and may vary with the an10unt of shearing employed, the source
to object distance, the illumination angle and curvature of the object surface. As a result,
errors in tl1e measurement will be significant and the measurement data will not necessarily be
reliable.

9.1 OUT-OF-PLANE PHASE CHANGE DIFFERENCE ANALYSIS

The tl1eoretical relative phase change difference function for tl1e divergent illumination
wavefront developed in Chapter 3 consists of two additional phases contribution components;
out-of-plane, and in-plane. These two components were defined as divergence sensitivity
factors which depend on two independent parameters, the inclination angle (illumination
curvature) and tl1e illumination angle (interferometer sensitivity). However factor due to tl1e
imaging angle is constant for divergent and collimated illuminations. These functions were
considered as tl1e relative phase error in tl1e measurement analysis. The divergent sensitivity
functions were specifically modeled for OOP motion of one-dimensional and twodimensional cases. Model analysis indicates that tl1e relative phase change difference is a
cyclic function witl1 the change of illumination angle and its magnitude is dependent on the
inclination angle. The relative phase change difference function in tl1e positive illumination
angles is similar to the phase change difference function in tl1e negative illumination angles,
but tl1eir value is sign reversed.

Validation of the theoretical relative phase change difference oftl1e one-dimensional and twodimensional models was completed using a cantilever beam and a square clamped plate.
Similar phase change difference profiles to the theoretical model analysis were experimentally
generated in Chapter 4, witl1 the cantilever beam and the square clamped plate. The most
interesting point to note is that the relative maximum phase change difference profile of the
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cantilever beam and the square clamped plate subjected to concentrated load, are similar in
pattern with the maximum values at illumination angles of 45° and _45°. However, generally
the maximum phase change difference magnitude of the square clamped plate is smaller than
the cantilever beam. This was observed from the phase change difference profile, the
maximum phase change difference value at an illumination angle of 45° of 100mm length
cantilever beam at 600mm distance is 10%. In comparison with square clamped plate of
132.5mm length at 500mm distance is 5%.

The reduction in phase change difference magnitude of the square c1ainped plate is believed to
be due to the phase behaviour relative to the load point, whereby positive value' of phase
change difference profile at positive illumination angles with the load point at right side
relative to the camera axis and vi se versa. Therefore the relative phase change contribution
due to divergent illumination at the right side may be compensated from the relative phase
change contribution at the left side of the plate. The phase change difference due to
divergence illumination with the load at the centre point of the square clamped plate is fully
compensated from left and right side of camera axis, hence resulting in equal phase difference
at the left and right sides of the camera, and hence overall a null phase change difference.
Another factor that contributes to the phase measurement is the shearing amount, however the
contribution is only in the phase change magnitude and does not affect the phase change
difference profile. Relative phase change values increase with the increasing of lateral
shearing amount.

9.2 IN-PLANE PHASE CHANGE DIFFERENCE ANALYSIS

The in-plane theoretical function of· relative phase change difference from divergent
illumination generated in Chapter 5 uses a similar phase function as in Chapter 3. However,
the relative phase change was only considered with respect to the in-plane function, while the
out-of-plane was regarded as being negligible. This approach was based on the model
assuming that the out-of-plane translation was small and object was behaving purely with inplane motion. The theoretical phase change difference profile with the model in a horizontal
position indicated that the phase change difference pattern of positive and negative
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illumination angles were not symmetrical and behaved with a mirror like profile if the load
was moved from the right to the left side relative to the camera axis. In the case of load at the
right side, positive phase change difference at positive illumination angle with magnitude
depends on the sine function of the illumination angles. whereas at the negative illumination
angles, it depends on the reciprocal of the sine function of the illumination angle.

The phase change difference value at an illumination angle of 0 0 could be considered critical,
where one side of the illumination angle generated 0% value and the other side produced a
very high phase change difference value. The phase change could have a positive or negative
value depending on the position of the load point relative to the camera axis. In this
experiment, the measurement taken for maximum phase change difference value with the load
at the right side relative to the camera axis, at an illumination angle of 15 0 was approximately
5% whereas at -150 it increased to -35%. Reverse observations were found with the load
changed to the left side relative to the camera axis, the relative maximum phase change
difference at angle of 150 was approximately 40% whereas at _150 decreased to 5%.

The experimental validation with an object that behaved with in-plane motion in Chapter 6,
indicates similar trends with respect to the theoretical relative phase change difference profile.
These trends follow with load at the right and left sides relative to the camera axis. However,
the contribution of phase with the change of shearing amount is small as it can be seen with
the out-of-plane maximum phase change difference analysis in Chapter 4. Generally, the
magnitude of in-plane relative maximum phase change difference is higher compared to the
out-of-plane analysis, except at illumination angles close to the camera axis, where the
relative maximum phase change difference value on one side is far higher than the other side.

Pure in-plane measurement has been proposed by several authors [46,156), the measurement
method of alternately illuminating using positive and negative illumination angles. The pure
derivative in-plane data is generated by the phase subtraction of the data generated from the
positive and negative illumination angle. Related to the relative phase change difference at
positive and negative illuminations, it is suggested that the phase change magnitude in
generating the pure in-plane phase data could be substantially poorer than the phase change
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difference measurement from just using a single illumination wavefron!. As an example. at an
illumination angle of ±45° of a 120mm object that lay horizontally (load at the right side
relative to the camera axis with 5mm shearing amount). the relative maximum phase change
difference generated in the experiment at 45° is 18.6% and at '-45° is -19% which gives the
subtraction of positive and negative phase change difference of 37.6%. However, there is no
clear indication at this stage if the contribution of phase change would cause an overall
increase in maximum phase change difference, or cause a canceling out.

9.3 ISSUES OF LOAD POSITION .

The load position relative to the camera axis in the ESPSI measurement was found to be one
of the important factors in the measurement analysis using divergent illumination. With the
object lain horizontally in the xz-plane, which is in the same plane as the camera axis and the
illumination axis; the results indicated that the load position relative to the camera and
illumination axis is a factor which influences the phase change difference profile. In the case
where the load was at the right side relative to the camera axis, the phase change difference
profile gave positive values at positive illumination angles and negative values at negative
illumination angles. These trends have been demonstrated with· the OOP cantilever beam and
. square clamped plate in Chapter 4, and the IP cantilever beam in Chapter 6.

The relative maximum phase change difference trend has reversed it profile from a positive to
a negative pattern as the load was moved from the right to the left position relative to the
camera axis. In the case of the cantilever beam and the square clamped plate, the relative
maximum phase change difference profiles are symmetrical in reverse sign of positive
compared to negative illumination angles. This trend has changed symmetrically from
positive to negative values as the concentrated load point changes from the right to the left
side relative to the camera axis. However, for the IP cantilever beam, the maximum phase
change difference profile is not symmetrical in positive and negative illumination angles, but
behaved mirror fashion as the load position changed from the right to the left side relative to
the camera axis.
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When the cantilever beam changed to the vertical position relative to the camera axis, the load
position also changed in a similar manner. It was observed that the relative maximum phase
change difference profiles for both OOP (Chapter 4) and IP (Chapter 6) cantilever beams
changed compared to the beam in the horizontal positions. This behaviour again clearly
demonstrated that the phase change difference profile was influenced by the load position and
object orientation relative to the camera and illumination planes.

9.4 PHASE CHANGE DIFFERENCE BEHAVIOUR WITH LESS CONTROL
OBJECT

The relative phase change difference due to the divergent illumination with an object
deformed by partial vacuum in Chapter 7 provides another demonstration of the out-of-plane
theoretical phase change analysis. The loading mechanism in this measurement is different
from the loading mechanism employed in Chapter 4 (using a cantilever beam and a square
clamped plate). However results of the measurements using aluminium alloy and composite
material test objects clearly indicate that the out-of-plane phase change propagation theory
still holds, where a positive distribution of phase change difference value occurs at positive
illumination angles and negative phase change difference distribution occurs at negative
illumination angles. The accuracy and reliability of the measurement data however could be
improved if higher sampling rate image processing equipment is employed in the
measurement. This can be seen from the decrement of measurement standard deviation value
of approximately 77% with the sampling rate image processing of 12.6 seconds/process,
reduced to less than 45% with 280msec/process. This result suggests that the high sampling
rate could reduce the random errors during the measurement.

The relative in-plane phase change difference generated from non-standard objects that were
subject to a tensile and compressive load indicates that the relative in-plane phase difference
still follows the in-plane theoretical analysis. Their value is positive at positive illumination
angles and negative at negative illumination angles. However the phase change difference
profile with the change of load mechanism could not be precisely predicted since the
measurements were only performed at one fixed illumination angle.
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9.5 OBJECT SHAPE AND PHASE DIFFERENCE ANALYSIS

Issues of object shape and the relative phase measurement are also important factors
[152,153]. It has been reported that phase vanations occur across curved object surfaces due
to the derivative of the object shape and the change of speckle size (speckle elongation) with
the change of illumination angle. Experimental results of the relative phase change difference
profile on the curved object surface have indicated that the change of speckle size and the
variation of viewing area of the object surface with the change of illumination angle does
result in a change of phase change difference profile as revealed in Chapter 8.

Three-dimensional objects being recorded as two-dimensional objects in the image plane has
reduced some information of the object detail. This is clearly shown with the semi-cylindrical
object, where the maximum viewing area of the object was 63.7% of the total surface area at
00 of illumination angle, reduced to approximately 31.8% at a grazing illumination angle.
Hence the maximum relative phase change difference due to the divergent illumination on the
curved object consists of three variables that are dependent on one another. These are the
illumination angle, the inclination angle (due to the change of object area) and the imaging
angle. This added analysis complication was expected to be one of factors that generated
changes of experimental phase change difference profile compared to the theoretical phase
change difference profile in Chapter 3 or Chapter 5. Inspection of the complex surfaces
succeeded in validating the general trend of the theoretical analysis developed for the first
time in the analyzing of phase change due to the curvature of illumination. However the
experiments did not explicitly identify the phase contributions from the individual factors.

9.6 COMMERCIAL ELECTRONI SPECKLE PATTERN SHEARING
INTERFEROMETRY EQUIPMENT ISSUES

The majority of commercial ESPSI equipment available to date use divergent illumination,
and measurements are typically performed within one meter from the object surface. Most of
the commercial equipment is used for nondestructive testing and materials evaluation. The
area of the objects being inspected could vary depending on the availability of the equipment
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and the space available. The use of divergent illumination is often appropriate due to the
versatility of examining a large range of object sizes. The assumption made is that the object
size is small with respect to the wavefront curvature. However, a change of curvature
illumination by 10 could contribute at least 1% of relative phase change difference in the
measurement analysis. Collimated illumination however has some disadvantages due to the
limited size of the illumination area, which depends on the size of the collimating optics. A
wide diameter object area could be achieved using a large diameter collimating lens, but the
interferometer would become impractical.

Another problem for collimating optics is the distance from the source to the collimator
which has to fit at one focal length, thus the optimum focal length of the collimator could be
used in order to construct the desired size of the ESPSI interferometer. With this limitation,
the user has to compromise on the size of the interferometer or the accuracy of the
measurement. An alternative solution is to reduce the size of interferometer and use divergent
illumination, but introduce a measurement protocol and calibration chart (correction factor).
This would relate factors such as the illumination angle, the object distance, the object size
(camera viewing area), the camera aperture size and the shearing amount. All these factors
would be used for correction ofthe standard measurement data.

It should be noted that issues of calibration charts or protocols would be straightforward for
flat object surfaces, but as seen in Chapter 8, surface geometry would generate further error
components. Furthermore, the influence of the load point on the objects is still not fully
understood, and would further complicate the development of calibration information.
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]0.0 CONCLUSION

The need for this research has been generated by concerti that commercial ESPSI equipment is
not producing accurate quantitative results (Chapter I). The research in this thesis has
concentrated on phase difference propagation as a function of non-collimated divergent
illumination. The theoretical and experimental verification have been successfully completed, .
producing novel and unique results and observations.

With respect to the main aims and objectives of the research (Chapter I), the primary
conclusions derived from the research have been itemized and are described as follows:

I. The out-of-plane theoretical phase change difference function due to the divergent
illumination wavefront in ESPSI has been derived (Chapter 3). The maximum phase
change difference factor was defined by the relative maximum phase difference of
divergent non-collimated illumination compared to collimated illumination used for a
speckle shearing interferometer, measured at the edge of illuminated area. Two phase
change difference components. that relate to the OOP derivative displacement and . IP
derivative displacement were derived based on a model that was lain horizontally in the
same plane as the camera axis. These two components were later called divergence
sensitivity factors, whose magnitudes depend on the illumination angle, the inclination
angle (illumination wavefront curvature on the object surface) and the imaging angle (the
magnitude is depending on the point on the illuminated area. For simplicity the point
chosen was at the edge of illuminated area) which has a maximum magnitude of I-tan;
(maximum phase change) and a minimum value of 0 (no phase change). The theoretical
function of OOP derivative displacement also indicates that pure derivative OOP is not
obtainable if divergent illumination is employed in the measurements.

In order to specifically derive the theoretical phase change difference function, a model
analysis based on a cantilever beam representing a single dimensional case was proposed.
The single dimensional case was extended to a two-dimensional case model of a square
clamped plate. The theoretical phase change difference function for the square clamped
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plate was proposed. However, the theoretical phase change difference function for the
square clamped plate showed smaller magnitude than the cantilever beam.

2. The OOP theoretical analysis of relative phase difference due to the wave-front curvature
in ESPSI has been experimentally validated using a cantilever beam (Chapter 4). This
process has provided important insights into error sources in speckle shearing
interferometry which are significant with respect to calibrated traceable quantified data
acquisition. Phase difference in out-of-plane ESPSI data due to the influence of wavefront curvature have been quantitatively defined. The wavefront curvature analysis also
indicated that pure OOP derivative displacement sensitivity cannot be achieved at zero
degrees of illumination angle, if diverging object illumination is used.

The distribution of the experimental phase change difference has shown a similar trend to
that of the wavefront divergence related theory. It has been found that the magnitude of
phase change difference at a particular illumination wavefront increases with decreasing
obj ect distance or increasing wavefront. curvature at the inspected object surface. The
phase is also influenced by the amount of lateral shear applied to the interferometer,
increasing as the amount of shearing increases. Furthermore, the results suggest that for a
given object distance, phase change difference magnitude increases as the inspected object
diameter increases.

The maximum of relative maximum phase change difference was found at illumination
angles of ±45°, and minimum at 0° and ±90°. In this series of experiments, it has been
demonstrated that with an object distance of 600mrn, inspected object diameter of 100mrn
and a horizontal shearing value of 10mrn or more, the relative maximum phase change
difference at illumination angle of ±45° may be up to \0%, during quantified analysis of
surface out-of-plane derivatives.

Experimental results with a square clamped plate indicated that the theoretical phase
change trend of the two-dimensional case was followed. The maximum of relative
maximum phase change difference was found at an illumination angle of approximately
±45°, and decreased as the illumination angle deviated from the angle of ±45° to 0° and
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±90 0 • From these experimental results, the maximum phase change difference magnitude
at this illumination angle was approximately 5%, which is half the value obtained from the
cantilever beam. This trend of phase change followed the theoretical analysis where phase
change difference at the left side of the load point will possibly compensate with the right
side of the load point relative to the camera axis, and hence no relative phase change
differenceis observed at the centre point of plate.

3. The in-plane relative phase difference function has been theoretically formulated (Chapter
5). It was based on a model of a cantilever beam lain horizontally and assuming purely inplane motion with the load at the free end. Thus the derivative OOP function was
considered as approximately zero and was negligible in the theoretical analysis. The
theoretical phase change profile also indicated mirror fashion behaviour when the load
point was moved from the right to. the left side relative to the camera axis.

4. The experimental results with an in-plane cantilever beam (Chapter 6) followed the same
trend of theoretical analysis (Chapter 5). The behaviour followed for both sides of
illumination angle and both positions of load point. Illumination at close to zero degrees
(parallel to the camera axis) was considered as a turning angle where the phase change
difference was discontinuous,. the maximum phase change difference value at one side
was close to 0% while the other side was very high achieving at least -35% and 40% for
the different load cases.

5. Phase change contributions due to the change of shearing amount in the out-of-plane case
was clearly observed and more systematic than with the in-plane case. In this study, the
relative maximum phase change difference magnitude departure due to the change of
shearing amount from 5mm to I Dmm of the OOP case was approximately 1% - 2%,
however in the in-plane case the distribution showed no systematic trend.

6. The relative phase change difference is believed to be strongly dependent on the curvature
of the illumination wavefront (the inclination angle) for both OOP and IP cases, where the
phase change is high at short object distances and decreases by approximately a power
function (in the order of power -I) as the distance from the object surface decreases.
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7. The magnitude of the relative phase difference function in this study is found to be a
functions of illumination angle, curvature of illumination beam, the imaging angle (size
of inspected area), speckle size, shearing amount and load position.

8. The derivative OOP and IP phase change difference profiles changed trend when the
objects were vertical oriented relative to the camera axis. This is suggested that the
relative phase change difference profile depended on the load position relative to the
camera axis or the load position relative to the illumination plane. This behaviour
indicated that the validity of the theoretical analysis could be limited to the case where
load point (deformation) is in the same plane as the camera axis (the object lain
horizontally in c\lse of cantilever beam) or in the same plane as the illumination beam.

9. The trend of phase change difference generation as a function of non-collimated divergent
.illumination was observed when analyzing aluminium alloy and fibre composite defect
samples. However less experimental. control of the sample and experimental rigs meant
that other sources of error were seen to influence the measurement and phase change
difference profile (Chapter 7).

10. Experimental phase change difference profile as a function of curved object surfaces
(Chapter 8) did not follow the phase change difference profile generated for the OOP and
IP theoretical cases. This suggested that the theoretical maximum phase change difference
models constructed in this thesis were only suited to flat surface objects and fixed speckle
size with the change of illumination angle. The research also suggests that 3D object
shape function may generate object specific phase contributions, and object loading may
also contribute specific error terms. These additional factors may not necessarily be
predictable.

11. Most commercial equipment are based on the Michelson shearing interferometer
(although wedge based systems are also available). For this case the equipment has to be
properly checked in order to identify which shearing mirror produces the real phase or
otherwise misinterpretation of data analysis may occur.
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12. The use of non-collimated divergent illumination wavefronts in commercial ESPSI
(shearography) equipment, will generate significant phase change differenece in both OOP
and IP measurement analysis. This can only be removed, ideally using collimated
illumination, or correcting for the phase difference function during post processing of the
data.

13. Dissemination of the research theory and results has led to the writing and publication of
the following conference and journal papers;

Tyrer JR., Petzing J N., Robertson D and Wan Abdullah WS .
Automatic defect categorisation using a laser speckle method, NDT '99. Proceeding of
the British Institute of Non-destructive Testing, pp235-239, Poole, Dorset, UK, 15th
September 1999,0-903132-27-3

Wan Abdullah W S, Petzing J N, & Tyrer J R.
Developing accurate quantified speckle shearing data.
Interferometry '99: Techiques and Technologies, Kujawinska M & Takeda M, Editor,
Proceeding of SPIE, v3744, 487-496, Warsaw, September 20th 1999.

Wan Abdullah W S, Petzing J N & Tyrer J R..
In-plane Error Analysis-The Effect of Beam Divergence.
EOS/SPIE Symposium on Applied Photonics, Conference on' Optical Diagnostics for
industrial applications (AP04), SPIE, v4076, 140-151, Thistle Hotel, Glasgow, UK,
22-25 May 2000.

Wan Abdullah W S, Petzing J N & Tyrer J R.
Wavefront divergence: a source of error in quantified speckle shearing data.
Journal of Modem Optics 48(5), 737-772, 2001.

Wan Abdullah W S, Petzing J N & Tyrer J R.
Analysis of in-plane error propagation in ESPSI as a function of object illumination.
Submitted to Journal of Modem Optics, ISSN 0950-0340, May 2001.

Further journal and conference papers are in the process of being written and submitted in
optical engineering and engineering forums for debate.
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Results from the research are also being disseminated and exploited by using the theory and
experimental data to support a new DTIILINK EPSRC project (GR78960-AIRTEST). This
three year program is concerned with designing new ESPSI sensor systems for use in the
aircraft wheel and tyre manufacturing industry. Further aspects of the research are currently
being exploited by commercial instrumentation manufacturers.
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11.0 FURTHER WORK

The three year research program devoted to the ESPSI phase change difference analysis
associated with non-collimated illumination wavefronts has been completed. It was able to
quantify for the first time aspects of the relative phase change difference in the data analysis
. between collimated and non-collimated illumination. The research program extended from the
theoretical point of view to the experimental validation, using weB defined laboratory objects,
as weB as industrial objects. However, exploration of the research program into the relative
phase change propagation as a function of the divergent illumination still requires further
attention. The main areas of concern are divided into two sections; further study to complete
the relative error propagation associated with divergent illumination is discussed in Section
Il.l; and the ESPSI equipment in Section 11.2.

11.1 CONTINUED PHASE CHANGE ANALYSIS RESEARCH

The investigation and quantification of error sources in ESPSI is important since the method
is weB accepted and now becoming a potential tool for quantitative analysis in many
industrial applications. Phase propagation as a function of divergent illumination was
identified as a source of significant error contribution.

I. Aspects of phase variation as source of error due to the divergent illumination should be
completed with the establishment of a new theoretical phase difference function (if
different from the function· developed by author in this thesis) with the plane of
illumination direction normal to the plane of camera axis. This condition would provide
the relative phase change difference profile for strain component measurement (av/Ox and
av/ay) that completes the three dimensional phase functions (u, v and w). The experiments

could also be extended further for solid angle illumination directions which would give
three dimensional phase change difference profiles propagated by the non-collimated
divergent ill umination.
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2. Objects with complex surface curvatures are common industrial test components. A
comprehensive study in quantifying the error propagation as a function of surface
curvature or shape of the object is necessary. Experimental analysis has indicated that
there is a change of phase change behaviour on the curved object surface compared to flat
object surface. The validation of the relative phase change difference can be further
enhanced by making an absolute comparison of measurement by ESPSI with other
methods such as using computer mode1ing finite element analysis (FEA) and electrical
strain gauges.

3. It has been observed that changing the object loading condition has a significant influence
of phase change difference profile. To date this is not yet fully understood, due to the time
limitations imposed on the research, and the large number of experiments required to fully
identify trends. Hence, it is suggested that the influence of object loading and phase
difference propagation are systematically analyzed.

4. ESPI is one of the families

In

speckle interferometry, which has similar nature and

properties to ESPSI. ESPI is also being used in industrial applications, for example
Etterrneyer [157) has commercially produced ESPI kit for quantitative strain-stress
analysis and three dimensional shape of engineering materials using divergent
illumination. It would be expected that the nature of error due to divergent illumination in
ESPI is similar to ESPSI, therefore consideration from the manufacturer and user should
be of prime concern in the measurement analysis.

It is suggested that research is

completed using ESPI to establish if the phase change contributions as a function of
divergent illumination are significant.

11.2 FUTURE ELECTRONIC SPECKLE PATTERN SHEARING
INTERFEROMETRY EQUIPMENT

Commercial ESPSI systems have now been on the open commercial market for several years.
The systems are well accepted for qualitative measurement especially in NDT, and recently
this technique has been commercially introduced for use in material evaluation and strain
measurement.
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I. Until the present moment the measurement protocol of using the equipment has been
based on the respective manufacturer or user, and no reference standard has been
established. There is clearly a demand for accurate measurements which raises issues of
calibration standards and traceability to national standards (metre). It is suggested that this
is considered, and the subject of uncertainty budgets for the complete instrument also
investigated. This would involve understanding of the possible systematic and random
error sources which could effect the interferometer and processing equipment.

2. The design trend of any equipment including ESPSI is based on criteria such as the
equipment must be smaIJ and compact, light, and robust to environmental conditions. As
an example, using a DPSS Nd:YAG ()t=532nm) laser ofless than 500g and size ofless
than 15cm in length, with maximum out-put power of 50mWatts or IOOmWatts, the
instrumentation manufacturer can design for aIJ of these advantages. The interferometer
must be able to generate high measurement accuracy, this is achieved by considering all
sources of error and employing colJimated illumination. The collimated illumination
requires a lens (collimator) to be fitted in the interferometer at a distance of one focal
length from source. The colJimated diameter depends entirely on the size of lens used and
the power of beam expander. For this reason, compact interferometers with collimated
illumination are hard to achieve, especiaIJy when investigating deformations· on large
objects.

Manufacturers can find other alternatives for the collimator lens but still maintaining the
compact interferometer with divergent illumination. This could be achieved by
introducing a calibration chart that is based on the theoretical phase function for
divergence illumination or the standard experimental data. The process could potentialJy
be completed automatically by linking through to the image processing system. Clear
documentation would also be useful, that identified best practice for the equipment, and
sources of error in measurement processes.

Utilization of aIJ aspects of advanced technology into ESPSI systems is a useful step in
generating high accuracy measurement. High sampling rate during the phase stepping
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process and image processing equipment with high computational speed would help to
reduce error sources as a function of the environment. In quantifying the error magnitudes
the utilization of high sampling rate image processing equipment with fast processing
times was ideally required. Hence, the use of efficient image processing tools with
processing times in the order of less than 300msecs (WiT6.1) that are generally immune to
environmental effect would be very useful. .
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